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PREFACE

ABOUT'ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MODULES

The modules were developed by TERC-SW for use in two-year postsecondary technical

institutions to prepare technicians for employment and are useful in industry for up-

dating employls in company-sponsoted training programs. Thprinciples, techniques,

and skills taught in the modules, based on tasks that energy technicians perform, wee

obtained from a nationwide advisory committee of employers of energy technicians. Each

module was written by a technical expert and apriFovet by representatives from industry.

A module contains the following elements:

'Introduction, which identifies the topic and often includes a rationale for

studying the material.

Prerequisites, whichidentify the material a student should be familiar

'with before studying the modu e.

Objectives,.which clearly iden ify wIat the student is expected to know for sat-

.

isfactory module Completion. e objectives stated in terms'of action-oriented

4 behaviors, include suchaction words as-operate, measure, calculate, identify

and define, rather than words with many interpretations, such as know, under-

stand, learn and appreciate.

Subject Matter, which presents the,background theory and techniques supportive

to the objectives of the module. Subject matter is written with the technical

student in mind. \

Exercises, which provide practical problems to which the student can apply this

new knowledge.

Laboratory Materials, which identify the equipment required to complete the

laboratory procedure.

Laboratory Procedures, which is the experiment section, or "hands-on" portion of

the module (including step-by-step instruction) designed to ;reinforce student

learning.

Data Tables, which are included in most modules for-the first yea,(or basic)

courses to help the studeq, learn how to collect and nrgariize'data.

References, which are included as suggestions for supplementary reading/

viewing for the student.
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INTROS UCTION .

In this course the student is introduced to the funda-

mentals of microcomputer. 'operations.

This first module coversthe,subject of computer codes...

Humans speak one language while compuRrs "speak" another

Falled "machine language" - and communications between humans

and machine cannot be accomplished.until the human language

is-vcoded" into'machine language., and vice-versa. Computer

language codes arebased on numbering systems such a, "hinaryt"

(based op two numbers,-0 and 1) or "octal" (baed on numbers'

through 7). These.codes are different from, but no more'

. complicated than; the familiar "decimal" system (based on

ten numbers, 0=through 9), which is commonly used.'

PREREQUISITES
-6

The student must be able to calculate the value of integer
-' ,,,

fexponentials like 25 and use a voltmeter to measure voltages.

OBJECTIVES
1'

Upon completion of this module,.the student should be

141Rle to:

1. Distinguish between ,logical and analog signals. -

2. ,Stateiand,use the TTL definition.of logical ignals.
I

3. Convert between-binarir; octal, hexadecimal, BCD and

decimal codes.
...,

4. .:' Add in binary. ..--

5.' tlJse a tabfe to convert'between ASCII codes and alpha-
-

numeric data:

MO-01/Page 1
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6. Safely turn on a microcomputer and use it to examine inputs

and-,alter outputs.

7. Define the following terms:

a. Microcomputer.

b. Integrated circuit.

c. Electrical code.

d. Logical code.

e: Bit." A

f. Threshold voltage.

g. State of a line.

h. Indeterminant range.

i, Analog signal.

',Analog-to-digital convertor.

k. Digital-to-analog convertor. %

1. ,Nyble.

m. Byte.

n. Alphanumeric,

o.. 'Program.,

P. Word.

q. data.'

r. ,Super

s. Binary.

t. .Least significant 14t.

u. Most significant bit.
, 4

v. Octal.

w. Rqix.

x. Base.

y. Hexidetimal.

z. Kilobyte.

aa. 'Megabyte.

bb. Binary coded decimg.

dc. Operation code.

Page 2/M0-01
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SUBJECT MATTER

or.

ELECTRICAL CODES'
-

Many queStions haire:yes,ot no answers: Did you get
.

up before eight this morriihg? Was it 4 cloudy 'day? -Are

you sitting down right now? Are you a millionaire? Is an

'1electron heavier than a neutron? Weye dinosaurs warm-blooded?

The answers, may not be known, but in every case there are
,

exactly two possible answers. The answers tell something

aliout the world; tliey give some inf6imation.- 1In fact, the

answer to a yes-or-no question gives the smallest amount

of information, called,a bit. ,

DIGITAL CODES
,

,

The electrical signals used inside a computer are just

like the yes-or-no answers dissect above.- The signals

are either above or below a ceriain_voltage called the thres-

hold voltage. If a voltage on,a particular line is above

the threshold, it is referred to as being tfue or high,

or' logical. one,*or)Isimply "1!:- Conversely) if the voltage

is below the threshold voltage, it is said to be false, or

low, or logical zero, or simply "0"; Thereis -no such thing.-

as acomputer signal that has a very low voltage, or.a very

high voltage, or an intermediate voltage. To the computer,

all voltages are-either high or low, and are referred to

as two states of a line.- .These states convey '1 bit of in-'

formation. Figure 1 summarizes the various naMgs given to

the two states.

Computer circuits cannot tolerate voltages 'near the

threshold.. A given voltage near threshold might be sensed

M0701/Page 5
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2.0 V
INDETERMINANT

RANGE'

. 0.8 V

HIGH
LOGICAL ONE

TRUE

FALSE
0 V

I

ID.

Figurel. TTL Voltage levels.

THRESHOLD

LOW
LOGICAL ZERO '

as logical one by one circuit and as logical zero by another.

This can happen because of variations in the properties of

circuits that Cannot be controlled as they.are Manufactured. .

As a result,' there is a kin o'f."no-man's land" around the

ti

I
estold voltage, called the indeterminant range, which

,

should be-airoided whenever possible.

It is surprising that; digital computers use such a Simple

electrical tode. It seems strange that computers are.designed

for complex tasks, yet work on sucha simple basis.; _The answer
I

lies in- speed The two states of logical zero and logical one
.

correspopd tp transistors turning'on.and "off. In fact, cir-

cufts inside computers can turn on and off millions of times

every'second; thigives them the.abitity to do very'complex
..

things by dOing.a. lot of simple' things very fast.

Some Computers'use different voltage' levels. to correspond

'to'the tido logical states, but the most common /Voltage defini-
.

,tions'are called TTL. TTL is an abbreviation for Transistor
,

Transistor Logic and refers toyspecific kind of circuity

Page 6/140-01
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used within the computer. For TTL, logical zero is defined.

as any voltage between 0 volts (0,V) and 0.8 V. The indeter-

minant region extends from 0.8 V to 2-V._.(ny.voltage between

_2 V and 5 V is considered to be logical one. Voltages above

5 V Can damage circuits, s can voltages below 0 V. These

relationships are illus . ,ted in Figure.l.

' Any TTL signal win have two states. For instance, in
._

the computer circuits that use TTL, 3 V and 4 V are equiva-
-v

.

lent, i.e., they are both logical 1. This is an exatple
k
of

a digital code. . .,..

Any device using signals that have-two states i-s called

, a digital device; consequently,computers using two'states

as their electrical codes are ca led digital computers.

'gMicrocomputers are one type of di ital computer which shares

this property with some of the larger computers. Many other
....

devices, such as printers, 'teletypes", keyboards, card readers, t

. -11,-

and some laboratory instruments; communica
.,

te information

over digital lines; those that do so are called digital

device's, even though theyare not computers. -

"ANALOG CODES

Another type of code, called an analog signal, has a

different meaning.for each voltage. For instance, the''

solar cell in Figure 2 generates a voltage that is related

to the amount of light that falls on it; that is, more ligh

is falling on it when it generates 1.0 V than when it

generates 0.9.V. Similarly, 0.95 V indicates' a light level

spmewhere between these'Varues. Therefore, unlike digital

signals, a characteris'tic of analog signals is that -each

voltage has a different significance. Computers that use

analog signals internally are called analog _computers; but
A et

I.
MO-01/Page 7



these computers are not as flexible or as powerful as the

.digital computers and are only used to solve certain, very'

special problems to which they can be applied easil1y.
I

I

SOLAR CELL

Figure. Analog Signal ,Generated
by a Solar Cell.

. Analog. signals cannot be used directly by digital com-.

puters. Forinstance, to read the signal. from a photocell

i5;tO a digital computer a own in Figure 3a, some means must

die found to convert the-. anal g(Voltage produced by the solar

cell into a digital signal that can be used in the computer.

This is done by an'analog-to-digitad. convertor (ADC),

which.is'not,.strictly'Speaking, a part of the computer, but

is an,essential tool for' many scientific and industrial applica-

tions of,microcomputept.
'N.

A §imi1ai.--s4tuation occurs when the computer is used to

set an analog signal. This might occur, for insta ct,

industrial situation where the computer has contr 1 over the

..,position of alvalve,as shown in Figure 3b. In re ponse to some

input the computer is used to increase or decre se the floW

through a valve. The control signal sent to't valve uses

an analog code that is related iffsome way to the valve

position. The computer cannot .generate this analog code

directly, but needs an interface between its digital signals,

Page 8/M0-01 .. f
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d the analog signals required bylialves and other similar
-

devices. A digital-to-analog convertor (DAC) is usually used

in this situation to generate analog-voltages from the digital

outputs of the computer. .

Both analdg-to=aigital and digital- to- analog,convertors

are found in many, microcomputer applicaxiok to sci.entific,

technical, and'industrial problems. The Atailsof how they

perform their conversions and what form these conversions

tak are subjects for later modules. At this point it is

sufficientsufficient to note the distection between analog and digital

signals, and to realize that many signals are analog, there-

fore some means, such as convertors, must be used to get

these signals into and out of the digital world of computers.

SOLAR CELL

-MICROCOMPUTER DIGITAL
'SIGNALS

ANALOG
SIGNAL ANALOG-TO-

DIGITAL
CONVERTOR

DIGITAL 4
SIGNALS

0

(a)

DIGITAL-TO-

ANALOG CONVERTOR

(b)

ANALOG
SIGNAL--0-

MICROCOMPUTER

1111momImmo-
misummMINE

Figure 3. Convertors Generate and
Detect Analog Codes.

14

VALVE
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,LOGICAL CODES

A code is something/hat stands for Something else. For

instance, a person's name-is a type of code; but itj.s.just a

general code, because usually there areirlany other .people in.

the Vor d with the 'same name. A Social Security number.is..

another code for a per'Son; and since this number is assigned to

only one person, it is a better,Code. ,Still,.the meaning

of this nuiyaer alone is not clear-until the significance of the

code is knoian. The number could be a te1e0O-ile number or a'

random sequence of digits. is impdrtant to remember that

codes have no use unless there is agreement, about their meaning.

This" section of the module discuses the codes'used in a

Computer; these have meanings already given to them that must

be understood if tile student is to understand -the computer.
.

At the,,basic,tevel, there are'various.voltages which have

cer _in simple,. logical meanings. However, a singleelec-

trical. line cannot convey much infOrmation. The SoCial .

Security number code, for instance, consists of nine digits.

and conveys much more information than ,a single digit could.

In the same way,.most codes used within a computer consist

of many different lines grouped together in various logical

ways. These groupings can convey much moreinformation than

single Jines.

).

BYTES;WORDS AND SUPERWORDS

0

k?-

Only a very small,amount of information can be conveyed

in a 1-digit line which/can Joaly take one of two states. This

`amount of information, called a bit,-is the fundamental unit

of information used within A computer. Because a bit is such

Page 10/M0-01
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a small quantity, bits are usually grouped together in larger

units. In the binary code, the smallest grouping of bits'

together is 4 bits, which is sometimes called a nyble, or a -

hexadecimal digit.

There are 16 possible, states of the 4.1ines (24 = 16),

which is much better than 2 states of a single line (21 = 2).

There are many ways of assigning codes to. each unique state

of four lines. Of the ways that this assignment could be

made, the more traditidrial one is called Blnary'CodedDecimal

(BCD), which is used in. Table 1. There are 16 combinations'

of zeros and ones taken four.at a time. These are uslfially

numbeied as -shown, starting with zero.

3

TABLE 1. THE 16 STATES OF A 4-LINE BINARY NUMBER.

Decimal
-Equivalent

Binary
Number

.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

g
10
11
12
13
14
15
...-------,.

.

0000
0001
0010
0011

. 0100
.0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110

, 1111

-

,

..

...

.

u

16
a

MO-01/Page,11
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The nyble is still too small a groupingof bits for many

(-purposes. .For instance, there are 26 letters; therefore, to

represent these letters, more lines are needed than is possible

.ina nyble, The next larger grouping of bits is called a byte

and consists of.8 bits oai 2 nybles. Therlk are 256 combinatidns

of logical one and zero on the 81.ines (28 = 256), and as a

result, a byte can represent all of the typewriter characters -
upper case and lower case numbers and letters and still

haveunused'combeinations for sgeCial purposes.

- Still, calculations that give results larger than 256 are

not possible using only single bytes. For these purposes,.

bytes are'tometimes Paired together to make.a word that is

16 bits long, which gives a total of 65,536,combinations

= 65,536).' The term "word" usually refers to 16 bits,

but can refer to larger groupings. To make sure, the term

*ard".1s_often.,used: Eiena:word.ds notla'rge enough' -

.

-for many calculations.:, In the cases, i -is possible 'to

string four,-five or even more bytes to repreient scientific
.

or e-mgineering'data with high degree of accuracy. This -

grouping is usually referred to as multiple-precision data or

superwords. ;

Of. all these groupings, abyte is probably the most

important: because most computers operate one or more byte at,

a time. For instance, most microcomputers in,use.today are

called 8-bit.machines,which means that at the fundamental

level they use',8-bit or 1=byte codes throughout. It would

seem that TEede machines would be restricted to working with

number thSt are no larger than 256; howeVer;-all computers

_using 8-bit or 1-byte codes have,the ability to handle multiple,

byte wordt, althOugh only 1 byte at a time: Hence, more

accuracy is always poSsible at the price of speed.

4.

Page 12/M0-01
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Many 8-bit microcomputers are now being replaced by

16-bit microcomputers, which retain Some of the ability to,

work on individual bytes, but also have the capacity of

using 16 bits at a time. The primary advantage of this

replacement is a substantial increase in'gpeed. User con-

venience and programming sophistication are secondary

benefits that 16-bit machines offer due to their increased

information-handling capacity.

NUMERICAL CODES

Binary

-Numbers are represented inside, computers in(several

different,ways. The number 00110101 'is a possible repre-

sentation of the state of 8 lines, As,Shown'in Table 2. The

.order is important to note. This state is different from

the,sate.10100101, which has-the-same number -of 0's and ,

1's, but in a different order. Any number represented with,

U's and l's is a binary number. The order of a gi=oup of

binar4k bits like this is indicated by assigning each of the

bits a number starting at zero, "and placing the zero 44t on

the right with all' others in ascending,ordertoward the left.

The bit-on the right is c led the least significant bit

(LSB) and the bit On the left is called the most significant,

bit (MSB).

t

12 NO-01/Page 13
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TABLE 2. -A REPRESENTATION OF ONE POSSIBLE STATE
OF THE 8 LINES IN A BYTE.

Bit number 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

MSB--401 0 1 0 1 1 1 1

Manf.computeCs, use simple lights to, indicate the state of

each of these lines. If the light is ON, the corresponding

is 1, and if the light is OFF, the corresponding-bit is 0. A

,long string of lights, some ON and some OFF, is sometimes quite

difficult to interpret. As a result, and simply as a conven-

ience, the/se lights are often bunched in groups of three or

four,. as shown in Table 3. (Ate the similarity between Table

3,and, Table 10 Again, as a matter of convenience, the groups

of three orfour are often converted into digits that are easier

, to read and use.

$.1 e

TABLE 3. BINARYOCTAL EQUIVALENTS.

4
Page 14/M0-01
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Octal Digit Binary Equivalent

0 . 000
J. 001
2 010
3 011
4 100 ,

5 101
6 .. '110
7 '` 111

,

I9
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Octal

As shown in Figure 4, binary bits can be grouped by

threes and converted .co digits; this is called the 'octal

numbering system. The word "octal" comes fr.Qm the, Greek root-

for eight, which reflects'the fact that_the three binary lines

have exactly eight posiible combinations. These eight com-

binations are assigned to numbers 0 through 7, as shownin

Table 3. It would be useful for the student to memorize this

table since many applications require this,ability tomake

quick conversions in either direction.

AN OFF LIGHT

.11

CA) BINARY E,O; .61 et =6:
i "T 'Pk

.,, ,,,,, ,

1 ,/ 1- 1 i -. / AN ON LIGHT'
I I /

"I /
1 I I_ I I / .

i /
I /

(B) BINARY GROUPED ?gt kf.
.-,R.7. 4,, ..-

INTO OCTAL DIGITS I / t (

, I / '
1 -t 1 ---: 1 I

/I I / , 1 I
I / .

/

I I/

IC/ OCTAL r-1'
171 :30-7

,

Figure 4. Binary. Conliert& to' Octal Digiis.
f

Octal.numbers should,be cbnsidered as simply a conven-

ient representation of binary numbers.. For-nance, the

octal number 307 issimply, a more convenient way of repre-

senting the binary 14,R&-d 11000111. It is just a different

(yet equivalent) code that happens 'to be more convenient.

'The common-numbering system in everyday use is called

the decimal system. The "deci" root is Greek for ten and

440

O

40,

Al

20
MO-01/Page 15
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.

refers to .the ten symhols,0 through 9. Octal 'numbers are

4iferdnt from deCimalsnumbers in some very important ways.

ts For instance, the next-octal number abovq.307 is not 308; this.

is not possible because octal-Aigits range from 0 through`

.7,, and 8 is not a.varid octal digit. After, 7, the right-hald %

column starts over wi th 0i- and a "carrycommand advances the

next (middle) column.io the next number. Thus, 'after 307,

the next number is 310.

'7.

Radix Indication

,.N 4

Octal numbers are distinguishq4 from .re decimal
,

. numbers bythe addition-Of an 8 subscript after the octal,

number., iEight is the number 4 unique digts in th octal
,,

numberilg sistem and is cAlled the base,. The bae in the
.. .

-
binary counting system is two; thereEoTe, a 2 subscript, is used

. . . ,
. ,

,
.

. after. all binary numbers: For instance,, the binary number
,

1

'00 is represented ,as 1.09i.' . ,' ,

.

4

The base'of-the deCimal counting system is 10, and this

subscript is used'to indicate a decimal number. For instance
.010010 is,1.00 in decimal. .The IT subscript is used only; when

there could be some misunderstanding about the Lase. The

term radix refers to * vai.ue of the base; thus, the, adix ,'
..

.

for binary Is two.
.

fl
Hexadecinial

Binary bits; grouped-in fours, can _be represented with

the hexadecimAl counting sy;tem. Ai mentioned ,previously,

there are 16 combinations .of 4 bits; Tife.digits, 0 through 9,

A 0 4

*.
. 24

Page 16/M0-01
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can be assigned to, the'fifst 10, but new symbols are needed .

for the remaining six. The first sic letters vf the alphabet.

are assigned to these, as silOwn in Table, 4, (NOtethat Table .

4 is identica,1 toable 1.except or the use of letters to

represent the numbers beyond "nine,)

TABLE 4. AlEiADECIMAL-EQUIViLENTS TO THE
'16 COMBINATIONS OF 4 BT.

'
Hexadecimal

digits, r

...-

,

Binary
Equivalent

.

.

- \

.

,

.

'

0

1
..-

2

3

4
5'-

,E,..-
7 1.,

8

9
.

A
B
C

.

D ,

,E'

F
.

.

.,_

.

.

.

.

-

...-

r

0000
0001
0610
0011
'0106 ..

0101 ,,

- 0110 .

'40111
looa
10Q1'
1010

. 11:1-11

1100
11 4

',1110
1111

, v

;,

-:

*.

4 -r
.

5 ,

, s

Hexadecimal codes are used fof the same reasons as ;tal

as.a convenience in reading and representing binary numbers.'

As' Figure, 5 illustrate's,da.byte, or 8,bies, can be represeweed
by only 2 hexadecimal digits. Hexadecimal notation has an '

`advantage over octal by requiring fewer digits, 'but the

disadvantage of, using letters can be confusing., For instance,
.

it takes some practice to think of the letter E'as fourteen,

or 11.02.

22 MO-01/IMIre 17
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.

.

mak

C.

(AY BINARY

dB)*IIINARY ',GROUPED
INFOURS '

(C) HEXADECIMAI.
EOUIVALENT

o,

'AO-\ ;

t.5.=

Figure 5. Two Hexadecimal tigits Can
Represent 8 Bits 61 byte).

The,base of the hexadecimal counting system is 16, so

16 is sometimes used as a subscript to indicate

H is also use4 k. the same way; therefore, 3716

the same hexadecimal nuMter.

.BASE CONVERSION

the radix.

and 37
H

are

Four different types of. numbers have been d ?scussed:

binary, octal, hexadecimal and decimal. Each-is called a

numbering sstem. To use them effeciyely, it is important

to 1e able to convert from one numbering system to anothet.

For instance, to find.-the'255thoctal number, or the decimal

equivalent of p8, conversions between numbering systems are.

required. Conversions between any two numbering systems are

discussed in the f011owing section of this, module. The

'Page 18/M0-01.
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a

simplest conversionsbetween binary and Octal and'betlpen

binary and hexadecimal are discuss'ed first:
0 .

4
BINARY /OCTAL CONVERSION

0

.

Figure.4.illustrates the principle of binary-to-Rcl

conversion. In, this example, the binary number-0011,01012

was grouped into threes to give 00 110 101. Then each.,

group of three was converted to digits (using Table 31 to

give 0658.

The general'procedure'in converting a9y.binary number

to octal involves these two steps:

1) The bits. are grouped in threes, starting at

the right.

2) Each group is converted to a digit, using

Table 3,

EXAMPLE A: BINARY-TO-OCTAL CONVERSION.

Given: . 11001110110101112. -

Find: The octal equivalent.
1

Sdlution: Grouping.by threes gives:

1 100 111 011 010 111

Converting each group gives:

1 4 7 3 2 ,7.

-14'This answer is. 147327$.

.o.

'1440-01/Page 19
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1

This process can be reversed fo'r an octal -to- binary con-

version. To find the binary equivalent of an octal number,

each digit is simply converted in order, withleading zeros

ncluded in, each digit.

B

EXAMPLE B: OCTAL-TO-BINARY CONVERSION.

417768.

lFind: .The binnryequivaient..

SolUtion: Converting each digit gives:
.):

100 0N01 111 111 1:20--

(Not the leading zeros.)

When this is written with the numbers together,

it becp,mes this number:

1000011111111102.

BINARY/HEXADECIMAL CONVERSION

.

Conversion between binary and hexadecimal' is quite similar

to binary/octal conversion except that groups of four are used.

Figure 5 illustrates the process. The number 001101012 waz

grouped'in fours to give 0011 d101. These were converted to

. digits (using Table 4) to give 35H.

The general' rule for .binary-to-hexadecimal conversion is

as follow's:c

1) The bits are grouped in fours, ptarting"at the right.

2) Thegroups are converted to hexadecimal digits, using

Table 4..

Page 20410-01 ?s
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CEXAMPLE C:. BINARY-TO-HEXADECIMAL CONVERSION.

,"
Given:- 11(k04116 -IgIVITT: .

.
,

Find: the hexadecimal equivalInt.

'Solution: Groupinibr fours gives:

J1d0 1110 1101 0111
,

Converting.(using Table4) giyeS:

'diD7n" .

.

To convert from hexadecimal to binary, the process is

just reversed. Each digit is converted to binary, and then

all bits are written in order. .Again, the leadinglzeros are

not dropped.

41,

(

EXAMPLE D: HEXA,DECIMAL:TO-BINARY CONVERSION.

Given: 37FCOH.

,The binary equivalent

Solution: Converting digit -by- digit (using Table 4) gives:

Jth.

t r

0011 0111 1111 1100 0000.

This gives the number:

oolionimilloo0o002.

1._
.

These exampleshow how much more ompact and:LsserrO-r-
.

-prRne,hexadecimal and octal numbers are omparea.6 binary..
, .

26
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HEXADECIMAL/OCTAL,CONVER4ION

The easiest way to convert between hexadecimal and octal

is to go through binary; that is, to convert an octal number

to hexadecimal, the oCtal number is first converted to binary,

which, in turn, is then converted to hexadecimal.

Pt,
EXAMPLE E: OCTAL-TO-HEXADECIMAL CQNVERSIOk.

5

Given: 37018.

Find: , The hexadecimal equivalent.

Solution: Converting first to binary gives:

011 111 000 001,.

Then, regrouping in fours, startiig/at the right

gives:

0111 1100 0001

Finally, converting to hexadecimal gives:

7C1H.

EXAMPLE F: HEXADECIMAL -TO -OCTAL CONVERSION.

Given: FACE
H'

Find: The octal equiValent.

Solution: Converting first to binary gives:

1111 1010 11001110

I

4

Page 22/14o-ol
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Example F. Continued.

Regrouping in threes, starting at the right,

gives:

111 101 011 001 110

(Note that 001 is implied'here.)

Then, converting -this to Octal gives:

O

1753168.

r

BINARY/DECIMAL CONVERSION

Conversions between decimal and ther codes are not as

easy; this cannot be done one digit at a time. The dis-

cussion,;lbelow shows how to convert between decimal and binary.

Figure 6 shows the steps required to convert a binary

number to decimal:

1) The binat'y number is written down.

2) The bits are numbered, starting with zero at the

right. These numbe'rs are called the bit numbers.

3) The decimal value of each bit is computed. This

is equal to 2 raised to the bit number. For

instance, bit 5 has a value of 25 = 32.'

4) The bit values for bits that are one are added

together. The bit values for bits that are zero

are nat used.

28 MO-01/Page 23



Binary number:

Bit position.:

Bit value:

Decimal
equivalent:

1 0 1 1 0 1 0 .1 1 0

8 7 6 5 4., 3 2 1 0

29 28 27 26 25 V4 23 22 21 2°

512 a56 _128 64_ 32_ 16_ 8 4 I 2 1

`i

Figure 6. Steps in a Binary-to-Decimal Conversion.,

The bit values are summed for all -bits that are r in the

binary number. This example shows that 10110101102 and 72610

are equivalent.

EXAMPLE G: BINARY-TO-DECIMAL CONVERSION.

Given: ]_..z.0001012.

Find: he decimal equivalent.

Solution: There are orws in bit positions 0, 2 and 6.

These have bit values of 1 (as'stated, 2° = 1),

4 and 64: The sum of these is 69, the'decimal

equivalent.

Page 24/M0-01
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L
The conversion fromfdecimal to binary is quite differ-

ent; it is not done digit-by-digit as it is with octal and

hexadecimal. Figure 7 illustrates

Decimal
Numberl

2 1116,

2 Liu R =

one correct approach.

f---Binary equivalent -

0-4Least significant

2 0.14 R = 1

- 2. Lii' R = 0

2 11 R = 1

2 LI R = 1

2 u R = 1

2 Ll R =

0 R = 1-01rMost significant bit _

Figure 7. Decimal-to-Binary Conversion.

e

The steps used in Figure 7 are as follows:

1) The decimal number is divided by 2 and the

remainder is noted.

2) The result of the previous step is divided by

2 and again the remainder is noted..

'3) .Step 2 is repeated until the result is.zero.

4) :The binary equivalent is the sequence of re-

:mairders, with the first remainder on the right,

.in the LSB position,

.?

a

9.
30
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EXAMPLE H: DECIMAL-TO-BINARY CONVERSION.

Given: 20I0.

Find: The binary equivalent.

Solution: The first division gives: 10' with 0 remainder.

The second division gives: S with 0 remainder.

The third division gives: 2 with 1.remainder.

The fourth division gives: 1 with 0 remainder.

The last division gives: 0 with 1 remainder.

The remainders, with the first as the least

significant, give:

101002.

The rules discussed to this pointTermit,conversions be-

tweeTbinary and decimal.- 'Other conversions can all4ays be

done through binary. The conversion between octal and-decimal

is done, through the intermediary of binary; that is, octal is

converted to binary, then binary is converted to decimal.

EXAMPLE I: HEXADECIMAL-TO-DECIMAL CONVERSION.

Given: 3FH.

Find: The deciMal equivalent.

Solution: First, convert 3F
H

to binary, which gives:

001111112.,

Page 26/M07.01"K
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Example I. Continued.

Then,- the rules to give the decimal equiva-

. lent are used-as follows:

2° 4-'21 + 2 2- +.2 3 + 24 + 25 = 6310.

EXAMPLE J: DECIMAL-TO-OCTAL CONVERSION.

Given: 10010.

Find: Convtrt to octal.

Solution: "'First convert 10010 to binary. This gives:

5
0 11001002.

Converting this to octal gives 1448.

BINARY ARITHMETIC

Adding binary numbers follows most of the rules normally

used in adding deCimal numbers. One exception is that, in

binary,-1 + 1 does not equal 2, since 2 is not a binary

'Number. Instead, 1 + 1 equals the next valid binary number,

whichis 10. With this one exception, long biinary numbers

can be added as though they were decimal, as illustrated

in Figure 8.

O

1

11\,/a.0
1 +1 =10 2 1+1+1=112 1+1=102

lioCarry Carry
the 1 the '"1

734-
0+0=0

Figure 8. The Sum of-11102 and 1102 Gives 101002.

MO-01/Page 27
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LARGE BINARY1NUMBERS

It is sometimes usefulto have a shorthand for certain

large binary numbers.. The term "kilobyte" refers- to 2_10 =

.100000000002,bytes. This binary number equals 102410 and is

sufficiently close to a'thousand to deserve the metric preIX

"kilo". The abbreviation K is often used to represent 10241a.

Thus, 64K actually means 6410 x 102410 = 65,5361a.

Similarly, the prefix "mega", abbreviated M,,is used to

stand for 120 = 1,098,57610. This is-close enough to a million

to be convenient. Thus, a disk that stores 20M bytes actually

stores almost'21 million bytes (20 x 220 = 20,971,520).

OTHER L IC CODES

BCD NUMBERS

Binary-coded decimal (BCD) coding is another. way of re-
.

presenting numbers within the computer. In this system, the

binary equivalent of each decimal is coded into 4 bits. For

instance, the BCD equivalent of 37 is 0011 0111. Since humans

think and work in terms of decimal numbers, this coding scheme

is convenient at 'the input and output of a computer. It is

not as efficient anse of the computer's storage, however,

because 1 byte can only represent the numbersifrom 0 to 99,

which is fFss than half of the 255 numbers permitted by binary

coding. Furthermore,, binary arithmetic doesn't work with BCD

code. If the compliter'attempted to add the BCD equivalent

of 9 to 37; the result would be the following:

0011 0111

0000.1001

0100 0000
33
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J
Interpreting this,as a BCD number gives 40, which is.

incorrect. Some computers have a decimal mode of addition,

which.can correct these errors by adding an ,additional 6 c

to the digits as .'required: In this case; 6 added to the

lower digit would result in the correct BCD answer. When

such a computer is operating in decimal mode, then addition

of BCD data gives correct_Tesults, but addition of binary

or hexadecimal coded data gives incorrect results,

ALPHAN6MERIC CODES

To this point, only the encoding of numbers has been

discussed. What about letters and symbols? Sometimes there

ig a need for a code that is large enough to encompass all

26 letters and some punctuation, plus some nAbers.

Such are alphanumeric codes anda great many. of them

have been defined. They vary, depending upon. whether upper
A

or lower case letters are permitted, and exactly what symbols.

are included - just as the details of typewriter keyboards

vary. One of,the more widely used codes Is ASCII1 (pronounced

"as-kee"). ASCII is important because it is the code most

often used by terminals and printers. The letters are an

acronym for American Standard Code for Information Interchange.

This code includes 128 possible symbols and characters

which are encoded in 7 bits as shown in.Table5. Codes 0

through 378 in the ASCII code are control characters that

control hardware but do'not restilt in printed characters.

Examples of this are TAB, CARRIAGE RETURN, etc.,

The ASCII code for 7 is 0110111. Because 7 bits is

so close to a byte, ASCII code is usually stored in memory

one character per byte.

34

I
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TAB -LE 5. ASCII CODE.

Meaning Binary octal Hex Meaning Binary Octal Hex

Space 010 0000 040 '20 F . 100 0110 106.1 46

010 0001 041, 21 0 100 0111. 107 47

" -' .010'0010 042 22' ii 100 1000 110 '

i

48

I 010 0011 043 23 I 100 1001' 111 49

$ 010,4100 044 24 J 100 1010 112 '44

l' 010 0101 045 25 IC 100 ion 113
.

48

4 ' 010 0010 406 26 L 100 1100 114 4g

A 1 010 0111 047 27 24 100 1101 115 4D

( r, 010 1000° 050 .28 3 100 1110 116 ' 4E

) 1' 010 1001 051 29 0 1001111 117 4F

*
.,

+

010 1010,

010 1011

052

- 053

2A

- 23

P.

Q . "1'

101 0000

101 0001

120

121

50,

51

, .010 1100 054 2C R t101 0010 122 52,

- 010 1101 055 2D S 101 0011 123 53

. 010 1/10 056 2E
_

' i v101 oho
0

124 54

/

0

010 1111,

011 0000

057

060

' 2F

30

' U

V

.
101 0101

101 0110

S. 125

126

55

56

1 011 0001 061 . -31 W 101 0111 127 5Z

2 011 0010 062 32 X 101 1000 130 58

3 011 0011 063 33 Y 101 1001 131 59

4 Q11 0100 064_ 34 Z 101 1010 132 ' 5A

5 011 0101. 065 35 ( 101 1011. 133 5B

.6 011 0110 066 U 101 1100 134 5C

7 011 0111 067 ' 37 ,1 101 1I01 135 50

8 011 1000 070 38
1

101 1110 136 .. 5E

9 011 1001 071 39' - 10} 1111 137 5F

. 011 1010 072 3A . 110 0000 140 60

; 011 1011 073 . 3B a 110 0001 141 61

< ' 011 1100 074 . 3C b 110 0010 142 .62

011 1101 s 075 3D. c 110 0011 143 53

, 011 1120 07g 3E d 110 0100 144 : 64

? ' N' 011 1111 077 1 3F a 110 0101 145 65

2 100 000 . 100 40 1 f 110 0110 146 66

A 100 owl 101 41 8. 110 0111 147 . 67

3 100 0010 ' 102 42 h 110 1000 150 68

C 100 0011m; 103 . 43 i 110. 1001 151 69.

D i&0106 104 44 j 110 1010 132 ,. 6i

E 100 0101 105 _ .45 k 110 1011 6B

.. % L. 110 100 154 6C

. .
'110 1101 153 -- 6D

Page 30/M0-91
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ASCII numbers cannot be added together with a simple

result; however, it is quite convert-ASCII-numbbrs
.

to binary 'by simply lopping oft 'the upper. bits.

\

1

PERATIeN CODEb °

There is another kind of code used by the computer to

control its operations, called operation codesop-codes)

or machine-language instructions. If a problem requiips

that two,numberS be added; for 'instance, the computer must

be instructed to'Perform the additiOn in the language of

digital op-codes-

There is,no standard for,op-codes; 'they vary with each

type of computer. Fdr almost every-computer, there will

be some cede that accomplishes .addition; and 69H is one op-

code used for adatition in the KIM-1 micrqcomputer which will

be used in the lab.

A computer can accomplish complex tasks, but only if

it/receives instructions every step of the way. The op-

caaes for a computer define the only operations it can per-
:

form; and these operations are quite. simple. To do.something

complex, the computer must be toldgio execute, in order,

many op-codes which are carefully chosen to get the job

done. This sequer.c.e of pp-cddes is called a program, One

of the most difficult,tasks related.to computers is writing

programs (programming); that is, figuring out the best op-

codes to use to accomplish a given job.
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EXERCISES .

oMe.

O..

1. Writelthe-type of output si6a1 (analOg or digital)

that 'one would expect from circuits that can detect

the following:

a. Temperature

b, Fire

C. Burglar

,
d. ..Weight

e. The presence of a car

f. Sunlight

2. Write the logical equivalent of the following voltages,

using TTL defini(ions:

a. 4.3 V"

b. 1.5 V

c. 0.5 V

d. 10.0 V

e. V

3. Find the hexadecimal and octal equiVale"nts- oi the

following

1011101012

b. 10110

c, 1101111112

d. 391 0

Find the decimal equivalent of the following: 1

a. 1011012

b. 378

H
3Ac.

d. 100000002
A

e. 778

f. EE
H

A

37

J C

MO-01/Page 33



,5. Find the binary equiia4nt of the following:

a. 31e

b. FF
H

C, 1,00010

d. 1478
0

e. ABC
H

f. 25510

6. Convert the following to binary and add; then,.conirert

the result back to decimal and heck, using decimal

addition:

a. 7 + 3

b. 11 + 14

01.

c. 101 + 273 -

7. Write the following in ASCII code: CONSERVE ENERGY,

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Microcomputer (Commodore KIM-1).

Power supplies:
;

5 volts at 1 A (TERC PS-005).

12, volts at 100 mA (TBRC PS-0I2).

Volteicter.

Cassette tape recorder (Sanyo ST-45).

So re on ,cassette tape. .,
. u .

ttofts to KIM output ports,, power, and take recorder.
B arding tNiptemr(TERC KIM-100) .

C
;

-,
'`

50 o pote*542meye-r.
#

transistor (2N3392 dr equivalent).
4,4

sistors:

27 ohm ;4 waft.

k phm ;4 watt.

Speaker, 8 ohj 2" diaTeter.

Page 34/M0-01
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

INTRODUCTION

The-laboratory objective in this module ,ii to ,familiarize

the student with the. operation of a typicafi, small micro-

computer the KIM-1. The specific tasks are td measure

and 'observe the various electrical and logical codes it 'uses.

Each major step ls numbered and the number is followed

by a major instruction'. The paragraph(s) that follow the

instruction expliin how to accomplish the instruction$ and

often include .important information, more detailed instruc-

tions and safety precautions needed,to follow the instruc-

-iion correctly. ALWAYS READ THE ENTIRE PARAGRAPH BEFORE

TRYING TO FOLLOW THE NUMBERED .INSTRUCTION:

LABORATORY 1: .LOGIC VOLTAGES.

1. `Make the connections to the KIM-1 as shown in Figure 9.

All connections to the KIM are made through the

KIMBOARD.' ALWAYS CONNECT GROUNDS FIRST. Run a wire

from the ground connector on the KIMBOARD (it has

the, legend (GND") to the .minus and gfound terminals

on the +5 V power supply. If more than one power

supply.is used, interconnect all their grounds.

Next make sure the power supplies are off. Then

connect the 5 V supply to the +5'Tterminal on the

KIMBOARD., Connect the +12 V-supply tO the +12 V terminal.

Plug the KIM -1 into the KIMBOARD..
.

'
.

the KIMBOARDFinally,- connect the interface board to .,

using the 20-conductor pink ribbon tablp. Be sure to

MO -01 /Page'
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*

insert the -two white connectors the same side up. Recheck

all connections very carefully.

TO + 5 V

TO GROUND

Td 12`;V

P RT CONNECTIQNS

(PAO. PA1. ETC)

INTERFACE BOARD

GB-100)

20 CONDUCTOR .

C BLE
KIM BOARD

(KB-100)

KIM-1

MICROCOMPUTER

0.1

TAPE RECORDER

. KIM-1 Connectiong.

Turn on 'and reset the KIM. Apply 5 V power to the. KIM and

press the reset 19.4on (marked "RS" on'the keyboard).

The 6-digit display should light; if it does not, quickly

remove the power and get help.

Wire the test circuit shown in Figure 10. ,For'the first

experiment, apply-ty'arious voltages and determine how the

''KIM interprets them. To do this, a variable irolta&e

source is required; therefore, the 50051 potentiometer,.
wired s'hown in. As,it its knob is

turned,: the voltage on its center tap changeg continuously

40
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from 0 V to 5 V. Connect a voltmeter to this tap to

measure the voltage. °"'

TOP PART OF
INTERFACE BOARD

( a ) Schematic Drawing of Circuit

PBO c5 PAO

PI31 OPA1

PB2 I "or'

TO VOLTMETER

TO +5 V
500 f/

POTENTIOMETER

TO GROUND

( b) Pictorlai Drawing Of Circuit

Figure,10. Circuit for Testing
Input Voltage Levels.

The variable voltage Is applied to one of the KIM

I

inputs, called PAO. The KIM can read PAO and display

the result on its display.

4. Measure the transition voltage for PAO. The KIM has

many internal methory cells (called addresscs), each of

which can store a byte of information. Each cell has a

2-byte address. The computer reads PAO and displays the

result when it is set to display the contents of addiess

1700. The KIM display shows 6 hexadecimal numbers: The

left four numbers are always an address and the, right

pair shows the contents of that address. To find out

what is in the address 1700, press the following five

buttons on the KIM:

41
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AD 7

Says "an The address.
address
follows."

The leLt four digits should display 1700H (the address);

and the right four should disp ay either FEH or FF
H

(indicating the contents ofd'
H
). The display is FE

if TAO is a logical zero and FFif,iPAO is logical one.

Turn the 500 Q potentiometer so that the voltmeter

indicates(lhat 0 V is being applied to the PAO. The

display should indicate FE. Slowly increasethe voltage

until the display just turns to FF. Record the voltage

in Data Table 1 (PAO Transition Voltage), Repeat this

twice. Now apply 5 V and slowly decrease the voltage

until the display jo:st changes frot FF to FE. Record

the voltage. Repeat this measurement twice. ,These

measurements give six values of the'threshold voltage

PAO. Discard any 'that are far out of line and average

the remaining measurements and record the results .in

Data Table-1,

S. Repeat the measurements for the other PA lines. There

are a total of 8 PA lines labeled PAO-, PA1 PA7.

These correspond 'to` the 8 bits tin the byte at address

1700
Fr

4When no.connection is made to any one of these

lines, the computei reads that line as logical one.

With no connections to any of the PA lines, the computer

reads them as,11111111. It ponverts,this to hexadecima)

for the displ . The hexadecimal equiv0.ent of 111111112

is .FF and thi is displayed. If PA1 is at logical zero,- ,
H

the computer rods 1111 1101 And converts this to FtH.

Page 38/k0-01
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The )rind of display used cannot display capital D

since it would look like zero. The KIM uses then over

case, which looks like C, . LikewiSe, B is displayed

as , and should not be confuSed with the number 6,
r

which looks like 0 . See below for an expanded view:

I 1

I I I I. 11
6d b

Connect, the test circuit in Figure 10 to PAl. The,dis-

play should Switch between FF and FD,-depending on the

logical value of the input at, PAl. Repeat the measure-

ments in Step 4 and use this to find the threshold

voltage for PAl. One voltage reading is sufficient.

Repeat these measurements for all the remaining

ports, PA2 to PA7. In each case, the displayal-ternates-

between FF and some other number. Record the readings

in Data Table 1 (Other,PA Transition Voltages) and explain

these numbers. These measurements give_ the transition

voltage for each port. Are they all -the same? Would an

indeterminant region be needed for these?

6. Measure the KIM's output voltages. In this step the KIM

is used to generate logical outputs and the voltages of

these will be measured.: First, disconnect the SOOQ

potentiometer circuit in Figure 10. Then, make PA gener
_

ate logical outputs by placing FF into address 1701H.

This can be done by pressing the following keys:

(A-5-1 al El El
An address The address.
follows.

A
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DA 111

Data The data.
follows.

From now on, do not press reset because it changes the

contents of 1701 (If it is pressed, FF'inust ,again

be loaded into 1701H.) Now generate' logical ones on

all the PA lines by placing FF into 1700H. Do this

by pr -essing the following:

AD 1
=01OM

.1.10000,

7 0

=1.10

0
4.11111

DA F

Use the VOM to measure and record the voltage on each

of the eight, PA lines. Record in 131,ta Table 1 (KIM

Outpu; Voltages): Generate logical,zeros on the PA

lines, by pressing DA 0 . Again, read and record

the voltage on each of the eight PA lines. What is

logical states?.

Page 40/M01,01
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LABORATORY 2: THE SOUND SYNTHESIZER.,

1. Build the audio amplifier in Figure 11.

.

,

1

5 V

270
kA C

.

EV

) )

.

PA -5
B E

E

La) Schematic,. (.b) Plastic Package ( c ) Bottom View of Metal
Transistor Can Transistor

P
.

..

Amp Yi fig Y` trdT s-i-s-tars .

The next step is to enter and alter some programs that

can make quick changes in the output voltages, The

easiest way =to detect these-voltages is to convert them

into sound. If a voltage regulirry alternates betweed

logical zero and one, it can produce a steady tone. A

small amplifier is needed to hear the-sound.- Figure lla

shows the required circuit. The central element is an

NPN transistor: Thethree leads on the transistor are

called the emitter (E), base ,.(B), and collector.(C).

Figure llb shows how:to identify these for two common

transistor packages. Connect the circuit with the power

off.

45
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2. Enter the program. Because this step makes extensive

use of the KIM, learn these rules about its operation:

a. The FIT and IDA buttons are like a switch; the -

computer remembers which of thetwo was last pressed.

b. If pi was last pressed, then any number pressed

from 0 to F goes into the address. Ariy number

of keys.caa be Pressed, but the last four always

give the address.

c. If DAq was pressed last, then any number pressed

becomes data and is placed into the address being

displayed,. This alters the contents of memory.

d. The button adds 1 to the address. This button

, makes at easy to change the contents of several

addresses
/

in a row.
r--t

e. The IG01. button starts a program to executing the

op-code that is,displayed on the right and located

at the address on the left of the display.

- Hereafter, the buttons to be pressed will not usually

be stated explicitly'in the lab procedures; so, use

these five rules to translate the lab procedures into

key strokes: Enter,the following data into the first

six memory-addresses,starting at 0000:

00 17 4C f-661 00

Go back to 0000 and check these six addresses.

3... Execute the program. Place FF in 1701. Slide the black

switch on the key oard OFF, away from the ON legend.
. .

Now start the pro ram at 0000 by pressing the following:

FAD1

Page 42/140-01

0 0 0 1701

Says "start, the computer"
at address 0000.-
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The display should blank-out and the speaker should generate

a high-pitch sound. What happens when the amplifier signal

is obtained from PA outputs other than PAS? Record the

results for all other ports in Data Table 2 (Program Execu-

tion). To stop the computer, press RS (reset). Reset

always changes the 'contents of 1701H. To avoid this,

place 00H into 17FAH and 1CH into 17FBH. Now the

(stop) button will usually stop any program withoutalter-

ing 1701H.

4,. Explore the effect of other op-codes. The mechanism used

by the computer to make the quickly changing outputs has

not been discussed. That wil], be covered in another module.

Here, it is sufficient to verify that the codes entered

cause the sound output. Try altering the codes in any .

of the first six addresses and then,starting the program

again at 0000. Note that reset puts 00 into 1701H; so,

to get any result, -FF will have to 'be reloaded into 1701

each time the computer is reset. Does altering data in

any other address affect the sound? Record the observa-

tions in:Data Table 2 (Other Op-codes).

S. Load and run other. programs. Other longer programs are

recorded'on cassette tape. The following procedure should

always be used to read taped programs into the KIM. Each

tape can have many programs on it: To tell them apart,

each can have a 2-digit hexadecimal number called the ID

(identification).

a. Place 00 into address 00F1H,

b. Place the ID number in address 17F9H"

Es

c. Start executing at address 1873H.

d. Advance the tape to near the beginning point of the

program, if known. Connect the tape output marked

EAR into the computer tape input.' Turn the volume

to maximum and turn the tone control to full treble.

C eck that 12 V is applied to the KIM.

/ 47 MO-01/Page 43
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e. Start the tape reading. When four zeros appear,

the tape has been successfully .read. If four F's

appear, or if nothing appears after a few minutes,

the tape was not read propeily. Try again before

asking for help, .

Read in the program using 01 for the ID. The starting

address for the program is 0000. With the speaker cir-

cuit connected to PAS, run the program and describe

the results in Step 5 of Data Table 2 (The Taped Program)

4

p
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DATA TABLES

DATA,TARLE 1: LOGIC VOLTAGES.

Step 4: PAO TRANSITION VOLTAGE

Measurement Voltage

1

2

.
3

.

-4 .

.

.

.

.

6
.

_

Average voltage:

t.

49
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1

Data Table 1. Continued.

Step S. OTHER PA TRANSITION VOLTAGES.

PA Line Voltage.
Display Seenihen

Line Is Low Binary Equivalent

1

2
.

3 ,

1

4 . .

.

.

,

6

7 .

.

Explain the results in Columns 2 and 3:,

Pa

Indeterminant region cnT PA lines:

Step'6: ,KIM OUTPUT VOLTAGES
.

,

'TA Line

. ured Voltage

"Logical
.

.Logical 1,

0

'1

2 r
,

if ,

5
,

*

o .

.

7

Page 46/1:40-01,'

Range of logical zero volta:ges:

Rangeoflogical one voltages:
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DATA TABLE 2: THE SOUND SYNTHESIZER.

Step 3: PROGRAM EXECUTION'

Description of sounds:

PA Line Description

0 .

1

4

5

f .

Step 4: OTHER -CODES

Address Op-Code Used Result

0000 '.

0001
/ .

0002
.

,

.

0003
..

.

0004

0005 .

Step 5: THE TAPED PROGRAM

Describe the output.

rL

4
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.1

INTRODUCTION

4
"krchitedture" refers to the "building blocks" or physical.

components Kithin a computer-that perfOrm iti operation.

understand how a digitally-coded inpUt IS "processed" -within thy

.computer to prOduce a tesiredfroutput, the major .componenti,4

called "hardware," must be examined. ,,,

The "brain" of a- mic.7computer is a small chip, or inte-

grated circuit(IC), Stich a3 Intel's 4080, Zilog'sZ-80,

MotorolA's 6800 or MOSTECH's 6502., Each type of chip has' -its
4 '

own "instruction set," which is a list. of things it can do -

such as "move information stored' in,memory location 30 to the
G

accumulator (temporary storage)," "increase number stored in

'the acumulator by;1," oi."subtradt number stored in memory

30 from number stored in accumultor," etc. The chip is the
W heart of '"a unit called the Central Processing Unit (CPU)i

_______
whiCh controlS the flow of data ( information) and'performs

,: ".
allcomputations. The chip routes the signals along lines

...- .

(called "buses") froM' memory locations that are distinguished

from each other by their"address." A , 4

.

Just as an automobile engine runs only when the valves

open,and close at the right time, relative to the Piston's,

operation, so, too-, the operation of a microprocessor is )

ependent updn a "clock"' which instructs the various parts

f a computer. These clock pulses are/ routed. to all com-

The

ponents via a,"control" bus.

primary purpose of this module is to explain how ,

hardware, via its architecture, perfOrms the.task

signed to it. Eythe end of the module, the student

should be able to predict what the computer will do with

instructions given it.

.

1 O-02/Page 1
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k

PREREQUISITES.,

The student should have.completed Modille..M0-01 of

Microcomputer Operations.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module the student should be

able to:

1. Explain the function and significance of major archi-

tectural.featurs'of a computet'and the 6502 microproces-

sor, including the CPU, RAM, ROM, I/O Ports, Accumulator,

index register, and program counter.

'2.- Examine and alter
,
memory and CPU registers on a KIM micro-

processor.

3. Single step through programs that,use the op-a:4es in

Table 2 and verify the effect on each step.

4. Define. the folOwing terms:

a. Interface.

b. Program.

c. Algorithm.

dt Programming.

6, 'Central processing unit.

f. Volatile.

g. Input /output ports.

h. System I/O.

i. 'X index register.

j. Bugi:

k. Application I/O.

1. Addreises.

Page ,2/MO -02 55
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m. rnvalid,Address.

n. Operand.

o. Mnemonic.

p. Monitor.

q. Bus.

r. Cohtrol

s. Address bus.

t. Data bus.

u. Accumulator.

y- CPU register.

w. Program counter.

x. Single -step mode.

'y. Machine instructions.

5. Identify the foal-owing abbreviations:

a. CPU

b. RAM

c. ROM \
d. RWM

e. r/o ports

f. PC

g. X register

h. OR

i. AND'

j. XOR

V,

v
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SUBJECT MATTER

A typical control application of a microcomputer is shown

in Figure-16 To have a particular chemical reaction proceed

in a deSired way, the microcomputer in Figure 1 has been pro-

grammed to'control the temperature 'of a reaction vessel. It

can, for'instance, slowly raise the temperature to a predeter-

mined level and then let it drop quickly to a lower :tempera-

ture. The microcomputer determinft what the temperature is in

the 17action vessel with a temperature sensor that generates

an analog signal. Since the computer cannot read an analog

signal directly, this signal is converted to A digital signal

. with an A/D convertor.(ADC).

ANALOG
.SIGNALS

DIGITAL SIGNAL

,

A-TO-D (ADC)
CONVERTOR

DIGITAL SIGNALt

INPUT

TEMPERATURE' SENSOR

OUTPUT

<

ANALOG SIGNALS'

0-TO-A (DAC)
CONVERTOR

REACTION
VESSEL

HEATER

CONTROL
CIRCUIT

Figure'l. A Typical Computer Application;

c_J

qg
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On'the output side, the computer l'Ontiols the amount of

power delivered to a heater. It cannot do this directly,

because the heater requires more power than the computex.can

deliver and because the varying amount of power is inherently

an analog signal. The computer must first convert its digital

output to an analog level. This analog signal is then used

to control the amount of power applied to the heater y an

apiropriate control circuit.Thi ample s-- Lip -ica-0 many applicat ions_o

computers. Since the ,aomputer is a digital device, it must

have digital input and output signals. As a resul the

computer j.tself normally can be represented as a black

box with a certain number of digital input and output lines

conneso4d, as shown in Figure 2. In applications ,such as

the one involving the temperature controller shown in Figure

1, where the computer's input/output-digital signals are not

appropriate, special, circuits like the A/D and D /A'(convertors
4m,

must surround the computer. The general term for the circuits

that go between the computer and the real world is interface

circuits., Many different kirids of interface circuits exist,

each suited to adapt the computer to one or another application.

.DIGITAL INPUTS DIGITAL OUTPUTS

Figure 2. A Computer as a,Black Box.
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The connection between the inputs and outputs of a com-

puterr'are determined by the program, which is a sequence of

.of simple instructions that the computer executes. For exam-

ple, the mitroc6mpute'r portion of the temperature controller

in Figure 1 Could be programmed to read the input signals and

determine the actual temperatureof the reaction vessel, then

to compare this temperature to the,desired temperature and make

a-sixtrIbre-carrettion tathe amount-of powerbeilig appli

the heater.

-A step-by-step procedure for solving a problem is called

an algorithm. Many different algorithms are possible. The

simplest might'be something like this: "if the temperatue is

too low, increase the heat; if it is. too high, decrease the

heat." Or it might be much more complex and consider factors

such as the lehgth of time since the heat was last changed,

the amount o.f material in the reaction vessel, the outside

temperature, and so forth. Whatever the algorithm is, a pro-

grammer can translate it into instructions the machine can

understand. This is called programming.

A computer is a ,general-purpose device which can be

applied'to many practical problems. Two things must be done

to apply a computer to a particular problem: it must be

interfaced and programmed. Interfacidg adapts the computer

to the Particular real-world hardware and gives the computer

the ability'to test and control variables in a particular

situation, The program takes the general, simple instructions

of the computer and puts them in proper sequence to accomplish

the specific task at hand. In the sections that follow, the

student will see how the interface and programs can be made

to work together. 'Even simple applications require a good

understanding of the hardware interfacing ankof the software

program.
1
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DIGITAL INTERFACES

The hOme security system illustrated in Figure 3 uses a

variety of switches and light beams to deject whether or not

a burglar is in the house. If the microcomputer "thinks"

there is a burglar, it rings an alarm. This particular ap-

plication requires digital inputs and outputs. Each'sensor

(digital device) tells whether or not it detects an intruder;

either there i$ or there is not an intruder. Likewise, the

output is digitdl; the computer either rings the bell or it

doesn't. In this particular case, the logic required in the

real world is compatible with the logic of the computer.

KEY

SWITCH

DOOR
SWITCH

WINDOW

SWITCH

tacwaLswi
DETECTOR

WINDOW
TAPE

SONIC
SCREEN

COMPUTER

an

-311. BELL

TELEPHONE

UCHTS

Figure 3. A Microcomputer Security System.
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However, this does not mean that the sensors c

plugged directly into the computer. The sensors d the

computer are not necessarily electrically compat le; sensors

may.not generate the exact voltages that are ne ded on the

computer inputs and the computer output may not generate the

kind of signal necessary to ring the bell. In this case,

some interfacing is often required to match the electrical

needs of the vari components to the requirements of the

computer.

ANALOG INTERFACES

Analog signals are needed in many applications. The .

usualla to produce an analog signal' is shown in Figure 4.

An 8-bit dig al number is prOduced by the computer and a

special circuit is used to convert this to an analog voltage.

A typical approach is to have an increase of 1 in the digital'

number result in an increase of 0.04 V.in the analog output.

In the number 00H would result in 0 V
,

tput,

the numb r 01H would result in 0.04 V output and e'number

02
H
would result in 0.08-V output. A general equation for

output voltage is as followS:

0.04 )f N
Jr

Equation 1

where:

V = The. output voltage.

N = The applied binary number.

The largest possible 8-bit output is 1111 11112 oT FFH (which

is the decimal number 255). Using-Equation 1, this converts

to 10.2 V (0.04V/step x 255 steps = 10.2V).

4
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SOW

BINARY (DIGITAL) OUTPUT

ANALOG EQUIVALENT
t

Figure 4. Digital -to- Analog Convertor.

The convertor in Figure 4 permits the computer to generate

. analog signal( in the range between 0 to 10.2 V.' The voltages

are generated in steps of 40 mV (0.04V), which means that the

computer cannot generate any arbitrary voltage, but it can get

within 20 mV in any desired voltage. For instance, suppose

the computer needed to generate exactly 6.175 V. Dividing

this number by 0.04 V (the size of one 'step) yields the total

number of steps reauired to generate this voltage. The result

is the following:

6.175 V
0.04 V

154.375 steps

In other words, 154.375 steps of 40 mV each would be required

to generate this voltage. Of course, the computer cannot

generate a fraction of a step, but could come close by

generating 15410 in binary, which would result in the following

output voltage:

Page 10/M0-02
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154 x 0.04 = 6.16 V

This is different from the desired voltagebby only 15 mV.

EXAMPLE A: -D/A CONVERSION.

GivenL A 10 -bit digital/ analags_onvertor_ that generates,_
8 mV per step. 4

Find: The maximum voltage and the digital output

required to generate a voltage close to 6.175 V.

SOlution: The maximum value fora 10-bit D/A convertor .

would be 11 1111 11112, or 1,02310. If each step

were 8 mV, then 1,023 of them would be 8.184 V.

This is the maximum voltage a convertor could

generate: A voltage of 6.175 reloresents the

followingnumber df 8 mV steps:

6.175 771.875 steps
0.008

The best theI-computer could do would be to output

the digital integer, 7721 This would result in

an output. voltage of 772 x .008 =16.176 V. In

this case, there would only be 1.mV error.

Special analog-to-digital converto circuits also exist,

(as shown in the block Aiagram in Figure 5). When a voltage

within a specified range is appijed, these can generate the

t
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corresponding digital number. In this way, the computer can

obtain the value of analog voltages-that are applied by reading

the digital output of the analyg-to-digital Convertor,. Again,

there is some inaccuracy becalfse of the digital nature of the

final result.

BINARY EQUIVALENT OF INPUT SIGNAL

ANALQG SIGNAL

Find:

Solution:

Figure 5. Anal1pg- to- Digital Convertor.

A

EXAMPLE B: A/D CONVERSION

An 8-bit A/D convertor with 0.04 mV per step.

The digital output generated when 1.75 V is applied.

First calculate the number of 0.04,V steps in 1.75 V.

t 1.75
43.75 steps(number of steps)

0.04

The ADC should generate the next'hearest integer, -

44.' Some ADCs will ignore the fractional part and

generate 43. Either answer is correct.
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COMPUTER COMPONENTS
, a)

The'primary-components within atypical microcomputer

are shown in Figure 6. The central processing unit (CPU)

controls the entire system and also performs the arithmetic

and logic operations required. Two foynis Of memory are

shown; random-access-memory (RAM) and read-only-memory .(ROM).

, Ramdom-access-memory is memory that. can be both read from and

written into by the CPU. For this reason, a more accurate

name for this type of memory would be read-write-memory (RWM).

ROM memory only can be read from, but not altered by, the CPU

under normal circumstances.

INTERFACE

CIRCUITS

DISPLAY

+-- KEYBOARD

.4--e MASS STORAGE

m;4vP'5.*,0
fft

1.0118.
INTERFACE
CIRCUITS

Figure 6. \ Primary Componqnts within a Typical Microcomputer.

The RAM memory universally found in small computers is

voigtge"; that'is, it loses its contents when power is removed

om the system. To have programs and data available to the

com r when it is firstipowered, a non-volatile memory is

/ required. ROM memory, is:non-volatile and is available as soon

65
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as the computer is powered up - which is the reason most

microcomputer systems have ROM memory.

When,the computer communicates with the outside orld,

it uses input/output ports (I/O ports). Two kinks I/O ports

are shown in Figure 6: One type of I/O port is c led systeth

I/O, because it has circuits permanently cOnnected to it that are

necessary for the operation of the-computer system. Thf other

type of I/O is called application I/O. This latter I/O sort is

-not-just dedicated-to -u-se-by--the-c omput for its awn-purp s es;

it is available for specific applications of'the computer. For

instance, switches, speakers and A/D and f/Aconvertors could be

connected to the application I/O for particular applications.

(Not every computer will have all these components.)

ADDRESSES

.>\

The computer system memory is organized.by addresses. Each

address can be thought of as a "cubby hole," where data can be

stored or from which data can-be retrieved,. If the CPU isan 8-bit

CPU, then exactly 8 bits of information can be .stored at or

retrieved from each address. Similarly, 12- and 16-bit CPUs store

12 and 16 bits at each address.

ays-provide-16 kits ofCP

addre-N '-information (in two groups of,8 bits each). In this

way, t ey can address 216: or 64K (05536)2 different.addresses

rather than just 2e, Or 256 addresses, This does ngt mean, -

however; that every microcomputer system can use that many

different addresses; it simply is the limit on the total nuiber

of addresies that could be used in such a computer system.

The memory used in moskmicrocomputer systems is much less than

64 kilobytes (usually 2k:to 16k), and as a result, many addresses

are usually invalid or inoperative. It is the responsibility.

of the progfammer to be sure that addresses used in a-program

do correspond to valid memory locations.

A
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KIM A SPECIFIC',EXAMPLE
ti

Figure 7 shows some of the detail of the KIM-1 micro-

computer architecture. One V.lobyte of RAM memory resides

at addresses 0 through 3FFH (102410) and two kilobytes .of ROM

memory reside at 1800.
H

(614410) through 1FFF
H

81921-0. System

I/O ports start at address 1740H (595210) -end application

I/O ports start at 1700H (588810.

:Cs;4,4'Ws

Ajggiggi
3

ad AIX:

PORT B..11
s

Figure 7. The KIM-1 Archite'cture.

When'th IM is first turnedyi, special circuits cauA

it to start executing programs which are stored in ROM memory,

These progr ms-are responsible for using the system I/O to

light the disp/ays and examine the keyboard for depressed keys.

111;

67
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AS--disztssed in the previous module, various keys- on the key-

board cause certain important functions to be performed such

as displaying and altering memory, and loading, execut and

recording programs. A of these operations. are peformed by

the CPU executin program§ stored in ROM memory. Without

the, ROM emory, nothing Would happen 1n the KIM-1 system ev

with the power applied, there would be no Way of entering pro-

grams, no way of executing them and no way of examining the con-

teats of-- various locatidns. The set of pitegAms stored in-ROM

memory, which permit all this to °happen, are collettiv nown

as the monitor.

Although not used in this modul the KIM has mon tor p-ro-
4, 1

grams and interface hardware that ca use a t letypewriter,(TTY)

wipich is useful for providing type output of ogrameand data.

In the KIM, in output looks just ike anothe ory bank;, that

is, the CPU can store and retrie informatio an addresS

which is known as .the output port. The only di nce between

this address and the RAM 'memory addres
1

is that, output

pion address, data can be read by them ide world. There is

no direc way of reading .and measuring the to in RAM.themory.

Simila ly, input ports are like ROM memory; becauseheychre

uts, the CPU cannot alter the contents. Instead; the Contents

are7.-§et by the-voq>ges applied from-the outside world. 1However,,

to. the computer, the input appears to be just another address

-which can be read at any time...just like ROM memory. The

only difference is that ROM memory never Chahges, whereas an- -

input port changes if the applied voltages change.

.55

7/
T'HEs BUS

The CPU*AntrOls all operations within the computer through-

a set of wires know as the bus." Within the bus there are three

groupings known is he control bus, the address bus, and the

data bus. The CPU-'controls the flow of information within the
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(. computer through)two basic operations: tadingand

"writing. when it needs to read information, It generates

signals from the control bUS which say, in effect, "give

the CPU information now." At,the same time, it places the

address, from which the data should be read, on 16 address'

lines., Then it waits for the external circuitry to re-

trieve the information and" put, it on the,8 lines of. the '

data bus. This operation is illustrated in Figure 8a.

(a)

(b)

Read operations:

l6 Address (0300H)
-H Address -bus

Control bus

Data bus

Address bus

Control.bus

Data bus

CPU
"Give me information"

The (7FH)

,

16 Address (170014)
Pi

Write operations:

CPU'
"Save this information"

The information (7FH)

ti

.
",Figur Bus ,Signals Ecir Read-and-Write Operati: ns.

When the CPU-must store information somewhere, it

generates a signal on the control bus, which .says, in' effect,

"writeite or rsaye,this information." At the same time, it puts

the addresS Cwhere the information should be storedYOn the

address, bus and plaees the data (the infomationito be stored)

on the 8 lines of the data'bus, as shown in Figure 8

69
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CPU ARCHITECTURE

To understand how the CPU accomplishes itsdual tasks of

control and computation, the CPU must be examined. In'the

following "sections of this module, some of the components

inside the KIM's CPU are detailed and the operation of these

components are illustrated: Although the KIM is used as

specific example, the major architectural featurds are common

to most microcomputers.

THE ACCUMULATOR

The CPU contains several special memories, calle4

registers. The most important of these is the accumulator,

or the A register.

The CPU cannot move data directly from one address.to

another. If, for some reason, data must be moved from address

0300H to address 1700H, this would. be accomplished in two steps.

The first step consists of moving.the data from 030'0H to the

accumulator in the CPU. Then, in the second step, the data

is moved from the accumulator to 1700H-.° In this example,'the

accumulator is used as a convenient_ intermediate placexO put

data while it is being moved. In other situations, the

accumulator is used to store one of two numbers to be added,

and to store the result of the'additipne

The KIM is an 8 -bit machine; its aCCumulator holds 8 bits

of data.

LI
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THE PROGRAM COUNTER

A second important CPU register is the program counter, -

or PC. The PC always holds the address of the next instruction

to be executed. Normally, instructions follow one another in

sequence. Instructioni can be, 1, 2 or 3'bytes long. There

are circuits in the CPU-that examine instructions and determine

the number of bytes /n each one. This number automatically

added to the PC to get the address of the next instruction.

However, instructions do not always follow in sequence.

.04.°

In these instances, the PC mustbe altered to hold the address

of the instruction that is not in sequence. This is accom-

plished withJUMP and BRANCH instructions.

the PC holds an address. Since addresses are 16 bits

long, the PC is a 16-bit registe ?.

4.

THE INDEX REGISTER

The final CPU register discussed in this module is the

X index register, or X register.. Like the accumulator, this

register can be used for tempi:xi-abr. storage, but it also has

other important functions. Because it is a'data register in
t

,the KIM, it also is 8bits long.

EXA/NINg CPU REGISTERS

Programs seldom work correctly the first time. To'help

fknd.the errors, or "bugs" as they are'called; the KIM has a

-single-step mode. In the single-step mode, the execution

sequence of the CPU is held in suspension after each instruc-

tion by a WAIT signal.
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When single-stepping through a program, ifis sometimes

useful to be able to examine the contents of the three CPU

registers discussed. The registers do not have addresses, so

the usual method of examining the contents of addresses does

not work. The KIM monitor solves this problem in single-

stepping by displaying the PC, storing the accumulator in

address 00F3
H'

and storing the.X register in address 00F5H.
/

This makes.it possible to examine the progress of a program

between steps. To determine the contents of the accumulator,

simply examine the contents of address 00F3H they will be

the same.

ASSEMBLY AND MAME CODE

The instructions understood by the C PU are called

machine instructions, which consist of a -byte op-code

followed by zero and one or two bytesOf data called, the

operand. Each op-:code has a fixed number of operands that

must be supplied.

It is quite diffitult to interpret the machine code

directly. Programmers usually use short abbreviations for

the op-codes, called mnemonics. For example, an instruction

loads the accumulator with data at some address in memory.

The machine code for .this is 1010 110,, or ADH; but the

mnemonic is LDA (LoaD Accumulator), which is much easier to_
remember. Table 2 shows a partial listiig of the "instruction

set." of the MOSTECH 6502 chip used by the KIM-1 microprocessor's

CPU.

It is also convenient to use numerical addresses. Usually,

data stored at some location have some particular meaning and'

it is easier to give the address a name that is related to

the meaning. For instance, port A on the KIM is at address
. :
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1700H; It is convenient to refer to that address as PORTA,

or PA. In this context, PA is called a label, or a symbolic

address.

A program written with mnemonics and symbolic addresses

is caned an assembly language program. The KIM Will not

understand an assembly language program; such programs are

simply conveniences forprogrammers. Any assembly language

program must be converted into machine language before it is

entered into a comptiter and executed. This conversion process

is'called assembly. Computers can be programmed to perform

assembly, but this module will show how it is done ',by hand."

A SIMPLE PROGRAM

Table 1 illustrates a short program written in .both

assembly code and machine code. The assembly code version

-of that program will be examined first.

TABLE 1. A SHORT PROGRAM.

ASSEMBLY CODE MACHINE CODE (IN HEX)'

Label Mnemonic Operand Address Op -Code Operands Comment

START: INX 0010 E8 Adds 1 to
X register

STX . PA 0011 8'f 00 17 Stores X in
port A

JMP , 0014 4C 10 00. Return to °

start

73 .M0-02/Page 21
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The first mnemonic is INX, the abbreviation for "INcrement

the index register by one"; that is, add one to the X register.
. _

No operand 'is required. After doing this, the CPU will STX,

which is'the abbreviation for "STore the contents of the X

o index register at the address given by tae operand." The

operand is PA,. So the instruction, transfers the contents of

the X register to-the output port A. This operand is an

address, so it requires 16 bits or 2 bytes.

The final instruction is JMP, an abbreviation for "JUMP

(go directly) to the address given by the operand." The effect

of this instruction is to load the operand into the PC. This

is a case where the next instruction is not in sequence. The

operand is START, which is the symbolic address given to the

first instruction. As a result, the following instruction,

executed will be INX again.

This program, then, is an endless loop. It adds one to

whatever is in X, moves the result to the output port A, and

then repeats the process endlessly.

Now the assembled machine code version of this program

is examined. The first problem is to determine the starting

address for the program. In this example, 0010H was chosen

arbitrarily.

Op-codes for the mnemonics used in this module are shown

in. Table 2. This table shows that the op-code for INX is E8H,'

so this will be stored at address .p01:0 No operand is needed
P

for INX, so the next instruction starts at 0011H
In tills

address, the op-code for STX (8EH) is stored. STX needs a

,2-byte operand, the address for PA. The address is 1700H,

but it is entered with its bytes reversed; 00in 0012H and

17 in 0013
Fr

The KIM's CPU always requires addresses in this

reverse byte order, which is another reason that assembly.

language is easier to read than machine codes.
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TABLE 2. TYPICAL IIM INSTRUCTIONS.

MNEMONIC
OP-CODE

, MODE !(IN HEX) MEANING

ADC

AND

ASL

BEQ

CLC

DEX

INC

INX

JMP

LDA

.

LDX

LSR

STA'

STX

Absolute

Absolute

Accumulator

4
Relative

Implied

Implied'

Absolute
-

,Implied

Absolute

Immediate

Absolute
.

Absolute

Accumulator

Absolute

Absolute

,

.

.

6D

2D

OA

FO

18

CA

EE

E8

4C

A9.

AD

AE

4A

8D

.

8E'

,

.

''

Add data at the addreis
by the operand to the
lator with carry,

AND the accumulator data
data at tie address given
the operand.

Arithmetic shift left
accumulator. Shifts
bit 0, bit.7 into carry.

Branch..if equal to zero.

Clears the carry.

Decrease the data in
index register by one
(subtract one).

Add,1 to data at the
given by the operand.

Add 1 to the content
X index register.

The next op-code is at
address given by the

Load the accumulator
operand.

Load the accumulat
at the address given
operand,.,

T

Load the X at the ad
given by the operand.

Logical shift right of
accumulator. Shifts
bit 7; bit 0 into carry.

.Store the accumulator
at an address given by
ope.rand.

Store the X register
the address given by
operand. i

given
accumu-

with
by

of the
0 into

the X

address

of the.

the
operand.

with the

with .data
by.th&

.

ress

the
0 into

data
the

data st
the
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The JMP instruction op-code is 4CH. The operand for

his instruction is the'address of the first instruction

where the label START is. is address is 0010
H'

which is

entered in reverse order into addresses 15H
and 16

H'

EXAMPLE C: PROGRAM ASSEMBLY.

Given: . The fallowing assembly language code.

FIRST: INC PA

JMP FIRST

The machine 'language version ofthiS Code.

Start the code at 0300
H
and use 1700

H
for PA.

Find:

Solution: ADDRESS HEX. OP-CODE OPERANDS

0300

0303

EE

4C\

00 17

00 03

9

The two op-codes are found in Table 2.* The

operand for INC is 1700H, but this is entered in

reverse-byte order. The operand for JMP is the

address for the label FIRST, 0300H. This, too,

is entered in reverse-byte order.'

BRANCHING AND IMMEDIATE DATA

The program just discuised is quite fast. The output .

will increase every 9 microseconds. If a shower rate of

increase is needed, one way to accomplish this is to have

the computer waste time by counting a certain amounteach

time around the loop. Table 3 illustrates this.

Page 24imo-o2.
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TABLE'S. A SLOWER PROGRAM.

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE MACHINE CODE (IN HEX)
Mnemonic Op

Label . Address Code Operands Comment
Operand (INHEg '

START: INX 0020 E8 Increment X
'I

STX PA

LDA #8

0021

0024

8E

A9

00 17

08

Output result

Set count to 8

. STA COUNT 0026 8D 34 00

CYCLE: DEC COUNT 0029 CE; 34 00 Subtract 1

BEQ JUMP 002C FO
.

Cycle back, if
not zero

, CYCLE OkE- 4C 29 00

JUMP: JMP START 0031 4C 20 00 If.zero, start
over

I

The program is easier to understand from its flow

chart shown in Figure 9. This program is like the previous

one, ekcept that a new loop has been added. .In this inner

loop, 8is stored in some address, called COUNT. .Then one is

subtracted from COUNT. -If the result is not zero, the program

loops back and subtracts one again. It keeps subtracting one

until nothing is left in COUNT. It will take-ktimes through

the loop for COUNT to becoine zero. When it is finally out of

this inner loop, the program stalls over and increments X.. .

V

77
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OUTER
LOOP

START

I
INCREMENT X

MOVE X TO'PORT A

STORE ,8 IN COUNT

SUBTRr71-FROM COUNT

YES
\\

IS TI-18 RESULT ZERO 7_>")

INNER LOOP

Figure 9. Flow Chart df the
Program in Table 3.

1W

The net effect af_the.inner loop is to Waste time

subtracting one from COUNT eight times. Each subtraction

takes 12 microseconds, so this program wastes '96 microseconds. -

The.number of subtractions is determined by the number initially

placed into COUNT. This example shows 8, but larger numbers

could be used-. If FF
H
were Used, a delay of 300 microseconds

wduld'result.

'In the asse bly code shown in'Tatqe , the first two ins41c-

tions are the same as'the program shown in Table 1. Theme

instieuction, LDA 18, illustrates.a new. concept: The effect of

this instruction is'-to load the operand 8 into the accumulator.

, This. is different from the-instructjoris used so far, where the

operand was an address of data. Here,. e.operand is the da

Use of the,operand is called immediate addressing mode,

because the-data immediately follows the op-code. The pound

sign (#),is usually used to 's,ignal'this mode and distingUish

i)
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it from the absolute address mode used

absolute addressing mode, the pperafi is t

data/

The fourth instruction in Table 3 is STK'IOUNT. )5q4is

like in that it stores the contents of a register at an

Addres given by the aperand. The difference is that this

stores the contents of the accumulator:rather than the X

register. STA and STX.have different op-codeL.COUNT is a .

symbolic address. When the program is assembled, the address

0031
H
will be used for COUNT.

D!C is an abbreviation for DECrement and means, "subtract

one from the data at an address given by ,the operand." , Thus,

ously1 In'the

address of ,the

DEC COUNT subtracts one from data called COUNT.

BEQ is an example of another type of instruction,-

a branch instruction. This kind ofinstrtction can take one

of two possible routes through the program, depending on some

result.

BEQ is an abbreviation for "Branch if Equal to zero."

This instruction checks the result of the last arithmetic the

CPU performed. In this case, the last arithmetic was performed-.

by the DEC instruction. If the result of that operation did

give zero, the program _branches. This means at the next

instruction is-, not the.next in sequence. The full instruction.

is BEQ JUMP, which indicates that if the branch is.taken,

the next instruction 's found at the symbolic address JUMP.

So, if the DEC instruc ion does give zero, the program next

executes the instruction at JUMP. This restarts the outer

loop.
4

When DEC does not give zero, the instruction following

BEQ is execud. This causes the program to cycle back to

the label CYCLE where it again decrements COUNT.'

7 9.
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The assemblrof this program is_relatively straightforward.

The program was started It 6020. It should be noted that the

operand of the LDA# instruction is 08 and is stored in address

0025.' To change the delay, the,number could be altered!, The

opeandfor the BEQ instruction is FBH, which was cafehlated

as the' number to add to the PC if the branch is taken. Whiles

'the BEQ instruction is being executed by" the*CPU, the PC is

set to the next, instruction in sequence in this,case, 2EH.

If a branch is taken, the-operand 03
H

is added to 2E
H

to,

give the next instruction.

PC 2E = 0010' 1110value
H

BEQ operand--o- 03H 0000 0011

'0011 0001 = 31H.---4-Address of JUMP

EXAMPLE BRANCH'AND IMMEDIATE INSTRUCTIONS.

Given: The following program segment:

LDA #00

STA 1701

TEST: LDA- PA

BEQ TEST

rind: Its effect and draw a corresponding flow chart.

Solution: The first two instructions place 00 into 1701.

This makes PA ad input port. Then, PA is loaded

into the accumulator. If the accumulator is not

zero, the program jumps back to TEST, where PA

is again loaded into the.accumulator. As a re-

sult, the program.will endlessly test PA until ally

inputs are zero. When at least one PA line is ton-

'zero; the program will go on to the next instruction.

41
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EXample D. Continued.

Given: Th4e; cgIowinlImachine code:

-Ada1 s --
-..,:<-4.,:

=Cade Operand

ANML ,FO'` Or.

Find: 4444,..#7--..,the-ne'it:Instruction, depending on

which branc s'-taken.

Solution:' instruction-is the BEQ brana j.nstruction. If

the result of the last operation is zero, the next

instruction in sequence will be dted: this is at

address,0022
H'

two bytes beyond the address of this

instruction. If the result is:not zero, the'branch

is taken: Then, the operAd 07H is added to the

address of the next instruction in sequence (0022H)

to get the following:

22
H

07
H

29

81
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E. Continued.

The result is 0029-
H'

the address of the next

instruction if the branch is taken.

t.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

.There is a total of 146 instructions.. p- IM's CPU can

execute based on the instruction set_af'tge MOSTECH 6502 chip.

r---
A careful study of these,pistrybtit far. beyond the scope

of this module; however,-thea,rg,44-several re4erences included

in this module whiphltherested'student can use In the
0

r. .,. . IgrA,' ,.-,
.

following paragTaphsl-ti4 lasses of instrucionS are discussed 0

in gener4}, -..:15-' _ ,
.

.

The onlarithmetic operations discussed to this point

involVe adding and 'subtraCting One. The CPU can also add or'-

subt ct -any two single-byte numbers. However, like most 8 -bit

microcom uters, no nseructions are provided fdr multiplication-

and division. Therefore, shift left and shift right instructions
*

can be used to result in multiplication and division by 2, as

shown in Figure 10. MosE56-bit microproceSsors announced after

1977 have built-in multiplication op-codes.

DS ift left

0 1 0 0 0

L'OPIONTONFAITOr
DUEMar

42 0100 , 0010

Page 30 0-02
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.Shift right
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re 10. The Effec f Shift ,Operatidp.
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Addition can also be accomplished by the ADC command,' which

' is an abbreviation for "ADd with Carry" The carry is a bit that

is used for mu tip e-byte additions. To simplify this discussion,

this carry" bit wi.11 be-ignored. However, 'to do this, the carry

wit must always be set to zero before using ADC. This is

done with the CLC command ("CLear Carry").

The ADC command adds the contents 'of the accumulator

to the .operand' data. .The result is left in the accumulator.

For instance, if 03H.is in the accumulator and 14H is in

address 0200, then the following instructions,'

e

o e

CLC

'' ADC 00 02' .;

restj'in the sum,'17H; being placed in the accumulator. .

Multiplication and division can be accomplished in a

program,by combining shift and Add operations. For instance,

sto,multtplii lEH.by'5,iviS shifted left twice to multiply

by 4; thenvthe original lEH is added to get the result; 96H..

This operatt±on'is shown in Figure 11. In checking this

result, one would convert to the4more familiar decimal code.

(The problem-becomes 5 times 3010, which gives 15010 the

, decimal' equizalent of 96H. q
- .

0

,

lE
H

=.0001

shift'left 0011

shift left 0111

add:1ER .+:0001

result 96H = 1001

11104. (3010)

1100 '(60:°)

1000 . (12010)
.

1110 (+3010)

.0110* (1501o)

Figure 11. Multiplication by
. .

-. . .

1 . '1. ,

'VD

o .

N
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EXAMPLE MULTIPLICATION BY ADDS-AN6 SHIFTS.

Given: An assembly code that results in multiplication.

Find: Multiply a number in MULT by 9,1using adds and

shifts.

Solution: Nine is.8 + 1, so multiplication by 9 is the same

as multiplication by 8 and 1 addition. Multi-

plication by 8 is done by three left shifts since

each multiplies by 2. The following,code does it:

LISA MULT Put MULT in accumulator

ASL A Multiply by 2 1 Multiplies
ASL A Multiply by 2

by 8.
ASL A Multiply by 2

Aad MULT to result.

ADC MULT J Answer is in
.
accumulator.

A second group of computational op-codes are called

logical operations, which include OR, AND and XOR (eXclusive".

OR) logic operations. Each operation is applied to I bits.

If these 2 bits, are called'p and q, then "p OR q" is logical

one, if either p or q is-logical one. Similarly, "p AND q" is

one, if p and q are both orie. Finally, "p XOR q" is one, if

p or q, but not both, is one. .

In 8-bit computers, these 'logical operations. are applied

to.i-bit data. In this case, the operations are performed

bit-by-bit as illustrated in Figure 12.. In this illustration,

_each bit of the resultjs found by OR-ing, AND-ing or XOR-ing

the corresponding bits Of 91H and D44.

*
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"Sr

,t
4.

Sap
o

'(a)

(b)

(c)

91
H
OR D4

H
=

H

91
H
AND D4

H
= 90

H

I

91H
AND /AND /AND /AND fr ND ND /AND AND

D4
H

91
H

=

D4
H

91
H
FOR D4

H
= 45

H

0 0 = 90
H

X0 O OXOR /gRIAR /ORi/XOR XOR
1 0 1

OR

4
1 1 1 0 , 1 0-

0 1
\C0

K K
0 1 0 '1 = 45H

- .

Figure 12. The Logical Okpera'tions, OR, AND and XOR.

Figure.1/ gives the following information':

t
Figure 12a- The logical operation OR. Each bit

in the 'result is 1, if the -corres-

pgnding bit of .eit'her 91ii or D4H

Figure 12b - The logical operation AND. Each bit

in the result is 01, if the corr&spond-.

ca

4.7

85

a
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'ing bit of 91
H

and D4
H

are both I.

Figure-12c - The logical operation XOR. Note the-

left-most bit in Figures 12a and'12b.-

The result. is 1 fot,.dither am OR dr

/ 0 an AND operation. The XOR operation

_Allows the OR operation, but Occludes

the AND,operatioA; duis; the left-most.

bit XiR Operation result' is O. '

EXAMPLE G: LOGIC OPERATIONS'.

Given: The qumbers 4CH and fb
H

,

Find: The-result of applying AND, OR and R011to these

Solution:

two numbers.

4C = 0100 1100

1D = 0001 11"01

AND = (Too 1109--,ocH

4C = 0100 .1100

1D = 0001'. 1101

OR.= 0101 1101 = 5DH'

4C = 0100 .1100

1D = OIA 1101

XOR'= 0001 = 51
H

1
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EXERCISES.

4.

1. What digital number produces 13.1 V from.a-DAC whidh'

generates o.a8 V'per step?

2. What voltagis produced by a DAC which generates .010 V

per step when the binary equivalent of 17FH is applied?

3. Assemble the following code into machine Code, starting

at 0050
H"

Use address 0310.. for SARAH.

SAM: LDA #FF

STA SARAH

JMP SAM.

4. .What is the addre5s'of the instruction executed after

ADAESS OP-CODE OPERAND

00F0 . A9 . 01

00F2 PO, 20

5 64/rite the assembly code that multiplies the contents ,of

BILL by three.

Find the result of the following-(in hexadecimal):

a. 01
H

OR 30
H

b. 78
H

,AND 87
H

0

c. 47
H

XOR' FA
H

d. /7
H

OR 11
H

a

1

87

a- '

I
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LABORATORY MATERIALS

Microcomputer (Commodoie KIM-1).

Power supplies:. 5 volts at.1 A (TERC PS-005)

+12 volts at 100 mA (TERC PS-012).

Cassette -tape recorder (Sanyo ST-45).:

SoftwAre on.cassette tape.

Connections-to KIM output ports, power and tape recorder.

Breadboarding systet (TERC KIM-100).

.) LABORATORY PROCEDURES .

The first laboratory explores the primary architectural

features of the KIM-1-microcomputer. RAM is used'to store

data and ROM is examined. Then- a program" is loaded and

executed one step .at a time. The effect Of each instruction
...

.is piedicted and checked against the' KIs .operation.

The second laboratory examines the effect of additional

instructions: This level of understanding is important in

tracking down program errors`. A program with errors is then-

examined and corrected.

_IMPORTANT: Read'erttire paragraph(s), before carrying

out each numbered instructiA15.

P

'LABORATORY 1: KIM ARCHITECTURE,.

1. Make the connections to eheKIM-1 shown in Figure 13.

. All connections to the KIM are made throdgh.the KIMBOARD. I

ALWAYS CONNECT GROUNDS FIRST., Run a wire from ihe ground

connector on the KIMBOARD (it has the, legend "GND".) to

the minus and ground terminals on the +5 V power supply..

Pige 36/M0-02
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O

If more than one power supply 'is used, interconnect

all their gpounds. Next, make sure the power supplies-

areOFF. Then connectthe 5 V supply to the t5 V

terminal on the KIMBOARD. Connect the +12 V supply to

the +12 V terminal.. Plug the KIM-1 into the KIMBOARD.

Finally, connect the interface board to the KIMBOARD,

using the 20-conductor pink ribbon cable. Be sure to

insert thetwo white connectors the same side up.

Recheck 0-1 co ctions very carefully.

TO +5V

TO GROUV

TO +12V

PORT CONNECTIONS
(PAO.PA1. ETC.)

L

, 20 CONDUCTOR
CABLE

INTERFACE. BOARD
(1B-100)

t 47t-
ItIMBOARD
(KB-101J)-

KI -1
MICR COMPUTER

9
4 --TAPE RECORDER

Figure 13. KIM-1 Connections.

89
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#\414.
Turn on and reset the KIM. Apply power to the KIM and

press the reset button, marked "RS" on the keyboard. The

six-digit di,splay shouldlight. If it does not, quickly

remove the power and get 1ielp.

3., Read ROM memory., Try writing into address 1800H.

(Refer to the fnstruction in Mod4le M0-01 for help in

',using the KIM to do.this.) It is not poss4ble because
,

1800
H addresses read-only-memory. *What is observed?

Read and record in Data Table 1 (ROM Memory) the data

in the 1610 addresses, starting at.f800H'. Try tepread the

data in address 1000H' Is this a ROM address? Read and

record in Data Table 1 (ROM Memory) the data ,in the 1610

addresses, starting,at 1000H. How is this different from

the data at 1800
H*
? Is it possible that neithneither ROMnor

RAM is at these, addresses?

, 4.' 4Pind R&M memory. Verify that,dddresses 0300H and 4301H

contain RAM Memory by writing 00H into both and then

checking back to see if the data is unchanged. Repeat

with FF
H

as data. Now see if 0400
H

contains RAM by'try-

ing to store 00H and FFHat that address. What is ob-

served? Record any observations in Data Table 1 (RAM

memory). Use this procedure to find the addresses of-
...4

all available RAM memory. (Hint:.§ome RAM memory is

within the range 150H to 1800H.)
er,,

S. To make port A an output port, FF must be stored in addres

1701. Then change address 1700 to 00 to assure a 00.count

for starting, the/0/.0gram in Step 6.

6. Load in the programj,n_Table 1. This program starts at

0010 with the ap-code E8. The success*ive.bytes in the

pittgram, startinw with the first,'are as follows:

E8 .8E 00- 17 , 4C 10 00

INX ,-STX JMP 0010

The last 00 should be inaddreis 0016H. Enter tAilispro-

gram4and doubte-'check that it is correct by reading

Page 38/M0 -0.2'.
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through all 8 bytk
7. Single-step throu01,the program. The computer. can be

stopped after it performs each instruction. Do the

following:-

a. , Put 00H into address.17FAH.

b: Put 1C
H

into address 17FB'
H'

c. Slide the single step switch on the keyboard to

the ON_position.

d. bisplay address 0010H, the starting address.

Now each.time -ED is pressed, the computer will execute -

the instruction indicate&by the opt-codedisplayed in
/

the right-pair of Agits. .Press GO repeatedly. Only

three instructions should be seen, 8E, and 4C

10 alternately. Find out what the program does tothe PA

lines bq doing the following: .

a. Measure the voltages on the 8 PA lines.

b. Convert these voltages to a hexadecimal number

and record the result.

c. Press GO three times in single step mode.

d. Repeat Steps (a)s; (b),'and (c) three times.

Instead of measuring voltages in Steps (a) `and (b),

directly read the_hexadecimalivalue in address 1700H.

After this is done, press PC , before.pressing

to execute thenext step. What conclusion is made con,

cerning the net effect of the program?

8. Examine the effect of each instruction. Now-examinethe

effect of each instruction in detail. Before "starting,,

load the X index register with 00. This can 'be done by

placing 90/4. at address 00FSH. ¢ Before executing a step,

predict the:effect of that step on the X indeX'register

and port A. Next, execute the step and then examine the,

accumulator X index register and port .A (addr,esses OUSH

and l70-0 ). To execute the next step, press to

1. .140-WPage 39 .



restore the PC register
N

to the display, And then pressi

. Repeat *he process of predicting the effect of

each step and then checking the result for 10 instruc-

.tions: starting t address 0010H, Record alrresults

in Data Table 1 ( Ingle Stepping).

GO

:

1.

LABORATORY 2: INSTRUCTIONS AND TROUBLESHOOTING:
6

1., Wire up the 'KIM and apply power.

2. Load the test program from tar. .A cassette tape con-

taining the program illustrated'iff-libte-4 will be pro

Lo d the program into the UM.

TABLE 4. A TEST PROGRAM:.

fl

A
AS?emhir-dok Address

.

Machirte Code

START:

TEST

1:40P

.

l

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

'STA

LDX

LDA

AND

BNE

INC

R

EX

B

JMP

N''kl0

COUNT

#FE

VAL

1701/

L

#01

1700

TEST

COUNT
iftN

VAL44)

LOOP

START
,

i

4

0300

0302

0305

0307

030A

030D

0310

0312

0315

0317

031A

031D

031E

0320

. A9 od

gy 00 00

A9'. FE

8D 01" 00

8D 01 17

15,1c 02 To

A9 OI,

2D 00 -,,17

TO .F9 ..

EE 00. 00
.

4E 01 ,00

CA

DO F7.,

4C OS 03

,

.

1 o

.

.

'

'-'-

:.

.4'

I

-

,
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3. Single-step through the program. Before starting the

program,,load 2H into address 0002H. Then single-step

through the program, -starting at address 0300H. Before

each s ep, predict the effect of the 'step; after each

step r ord the contents of addresses 0000, 0001H and

the A and X regis;lers. Before executing the code at

address 0312
H'

attac a wire from PA to ground. What

effect' oes this ave on this step? isdonnect the wire

tinue sing e-stepping'for a t tat of 20'steps.

d all data in Data Table 2 (Sin le Stepping).

4. the -errors in Table 5. As another exercise, try

to fifid errorsin the-assembly of ,the-Tection of a--

program listed in Table 5. Perhaps they can be foun

through close examination_; but even.if they are, load

the program into the KIM and try to single-step through

it. -HOw can errors be recognized using single-stepping?

Find and. correct thterrors. Record answers in Data

Table 2 -(rroutIt.shooting)

TABLE 5. CODE ITH ERRORS.

Assembly Code Address Machine Code

START: LDA #07 0200 AD 07

AND 1700 0202 2D' 00 17

BEQ START 0205 FO FA

O

Of
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1: KIM ARCHITECTURE-

STEP 3: ROM. MEMORY

What happens when writing at 1800H?

-a

0

Data starting at.18,00H:.

ADDRESS DATA

6

..

Is 1000' a ROM address?

ADDRESS DATA
4.0

Justify:

Describe the data-starting at 1000x:
4

Explain any observations: 1

STEP 4: RAM MEMORY

11)oes',0400.
H
contain RAW/

te,

RAM addresses in the range 17501 1800H:,

4

FAig-q1.11' the procedure:

Page 42/M0-02.
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Data Table . Continued.
.

STEP 7: SINGLE STEPPING
. .

,.

Record all data below:
('

STEP ADDRESS
.)

OP-CODE
VALUES IN

DESCRIBE OPERATIONA X PA

1 _
:

.

2
- -

3
. .

..
... .

4( .

.

5
.

.

-...-

.

.

6

7
.

t.. . .

.

.

.

.

. t.8 ...
,

9 . ,

.

/ *

1V
.

,

4 .

I

4e.

95'
..
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TAM 2. INSTRUCTIONS FOR TROUBLESHOOTING.,

,

STEP 3: .SIisiGLE STEPPING

Record all'data below:
, .

. :

STEP ADDRESS
-

OP-CODE
VALUES IN DESCRIBE

OPERATION -A X - 0000 001

1

2 %- '

3
,

. .

,,,

4

5 ,

0 0

6

.414
7 -

8
%

9 . ,

10

11 .
4

.

12 ,
°

.

.

v

14
.;-

'15'
.

,

.

16
.

.3.,

. (,

-.
)

448'

19 . , ;

20
.

.

A *
i

.

,
.

. .

STEP 4:. TROUBLES) pOTING , ,

o

How did single stepping help find-ihe'errdr:s?
.._

./ -
. ,K

...

, \
,

.

0 .,

.

L
.t

1
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Data Table 2. . Continued.'

Wliat is the correct machine code for this assembly

program?

ASSEMBLY CODE ADDRESS MACHINE CODES

START: ,LDA. #Q7 '0200

AND 1700

BNE START

O

4

A.

1

97

a

at
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INTRODUCTION

This module addresses two areas of applications partic-

ularly, well-suited for small microcomputers. The first type

of application involires controllingMachinery. Alm t any-

thing can be controlled by a microcomputer: stage li hts,./

power generating plants, a bank of elevators, traffic light

.a home-heating system. This last example, a home-heating

system, will be explored in some detail in the course of this

4 module since it represents a typical microcomputer-control

applicatiOn in the area of energy-conservation.

The second type of application to be examined involves

data,logging. In data-logging applications; data are recorded

over a pfriod of time for later analysis. For example;. a

micr.ocomputer-bised data-logging,system would be useful:in:

predetermining energy needs at a particular building site. .

By monitoring variables, such as temperature, wind velocity,

solar radiation, etc., in advance and over a long period of

time, this systemcan store much dfthe impOrtant ihforma-

tion necessaryto the design of'efficient space:heating for

the intended structure. Laboratory work in 4is module in

cludes using a data logger.'

PREREQUISITES ,

. f

The student should hdve completed Modules M0-01 -and
1 .

NO -02 of Microcomputer Operations. r

I

1z-4

I

- 4

,
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'- OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to: .

1. Distinguish between control and computational applications

of microcomputers; describe the hardware and soware re -.

quirements for each type of application.

2. 'Set up and operate a microcomputer system that could do

the following:

ay. Control a home solar heating system.

b. Log temperature, light and wind data.

Define the following terms:

Data-logger.

b. \Transducers. *

c. Feedback.

.d. Analog conditioning

e. Controlled system.

f-
-

Controller.

g, Instability.

h. Sensors.

i. Actuators.

j. Site evaluation.

k. Sampling rate.

Page 2/M0-.03
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4

SUBJECT MATTER

^1k

CONTROL APP ICATIONS

Three typical control s st ms are used as examples in

the material that follows. The e systems control a pair of

elevators, traffic lights at an intersection and a home solar -

`heating system.

The elevator controller co trols the motion of twol)leva-

tors in response to buttons pus ed by passengers. For each-

elevator, the controller also o ens and closes the ddbr, lights

the appropriate indicators that show which floor the,elevator

is on, and rings a bell just be re it arrives at a floor.

A sophisticated traffic li t controls the flow of

.

pedestrians and traffic by lighting the appropriate red, green,

and amber "walk" and "don't walk' lamps. The controller' re-

sponds to pedestrians through buttons which are pressed by

pedestrians who wish to cross th street; it responds to

traffic through buried metal det ctors; and it also responds

to anlelectronic clock which tel s'it when to expect rush-
.

hour traffic,

The solar-heating system co

the building it controls gets to

(in a storage bin) any heat gene

decide whether to use that heat,

heater, to warm the building.

SYSTEM ELEMENTS:.

troller provides heat when

cool. It must also store

ated by collectors and

r heat from an auxiliary

The four elements illustrate in Figure 1 are part of

any control,system. Fir,si,, there is the controlled system,

the objects which are to be controlled; in the examples,
e, r.

102
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these are the elevators, traffic lights, or the building tem.

perafure. The second element consists of sensors, or trans-

ducers which are used to determine if any control adjustments

are necessary. In the elevator example, these are a'series of

switches along the elevator shaft, which sense where the elevators
. ,

are and th buttons that, passengers press; fn the traffic,

blem, these are the detector's that are buried,in the ground

thIt sense when a car is near, the pedestrian cross-request

buttons',. and the clock. rn'the home heating problem, the

'sensors detect the temperature in the room ,that is being'con-

-trolled.

-e

Figure 1. Elements of a Control System:

a

The thifd element in a-control system is the controller

10
itself, which is usually electronic circuitry that is capable

of making control decisions based On the sensor input. In the ,

elevagr example', the controller decides whether any e eveator

is to go up or down, how far 'it is to go, where it is to stop

and whether it is to open pr Close its doors. The controller

bases its decision on what it knows about where the elevator

is_ and where it should be accordfng'to the requests that have

been made of-it. .In the traffic light example, the controller

.

'gage 4/M0-03 -
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controls the turning on acid off of.traffic lights based an

traffic flow aril other information fed to- it through 'its

sensors. Finally, in the, example of the home heating system,

the controller determines whether the hoilse is to be warmed --

and whether there is heat available from solar collectors;

and, if so, where it shaild go, In all of these cases, the

'controller. can be a microcomputeY. Today,2ticrocomputers are

usually used as controllers, because they lower the cost

while adding flexibility and sophistication.

The last element in the control system are the actuators.

These are the devices which actually cause changes in the

controlled system. In the case of the elevator example, the

actuators are,the motors which raise and lower the various

elevators and open and close the doors. In the traffic light

example, the actuators are the traffic lights themselves and

their associated circuitry.- In the example of the home heating

system, the actuators are.the.fans that circulate the air.and

. the/various baffles that can be opened and closed to determine

where thataiT goes. "-
. -

AO

4!
CONTROL THEORY

The control sfstem'in Figure 1 is in the form of a loop,

often called a feedback loop. The controlled system affects

the sensors, and the controller uses this input,to-affect the

-controlled system through the actuators.

Anytime a feedback loop exists, thereds a chance for

instability where the controller causes large swings in.the

controlled system. An- example of this instability could

occur in a room with wheater and an air conditioner. If the-`---\

controller were improperly designed, a drop in temperature.

could trigger a blast of.heat. .If there'is a delay in sensing

this, the room could get quite hot before the air conditioner

111
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was switched on. This delay could then freeze the room until

the controller noticed it anagain called for heat,

Thus, a poor controller can be very inefficient if itis

unstable. The study of feedback in control systems,with the

purpose of predicting and avoiding instability, is the subject

of the control theory; however, this important area of study

is beyond the scope of this module,' (The student should be aware

that feedback can result in instability, under certain conditions).

THE SOLAR-HEATED HOUSE

It is instructive to examine the solar-heated system in

some detail. Befoje beginning this, however, itis necessary

to understand something ayout solar heating and some of the

control problems involved.

The major difficulty with soar heating is that it is

erratic; therefre, it is necessary to store the heat generated

by the sun so that it can be used at a later time when there

might not be sunlight available. Furthermore, it is expensive

to builda solar system that is large enough to meet the energy

demands of severaL consecutive cloudy days. The most efficient

approach is to have a system that '.n store energy for two or

three days, and baCk up that sys em w h conventional heating

.thaf can be carled upon in those t es,when there, is .insufficient

solar heat generated. As a result,most solar-heating systems

are designed to'tover 40 to 80% of the:space-heating needs of a

building and are backed up with a.conventional he'ating system

k for the remaining lOad.

A controller for a solar-heated house has several functions.

It must do the following:

1. Feed.heat into the storage bin from the collectors

whenever possible.

2. Heat.the house when necessary.

Page 6/M0-03
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3. Use the back-up.heater only when it must.

Figure 2 illustrates a simplified hot-air solar systeM.

A solar collector on the _left warms the air), and the tempera-

ture is monitored by an electronic thermometer (indicated by

.T
c
). A fan can direct this warm air to either a heat storage

bin or to the house,.depending on the sting of,four baffles

(labeled Bithrough BO.. If B1 is open` and B2 is closed, the

fan draws air from the collector; when B4 is closed and B3 is

, opened,
/7

d, this hot air is directed. to the storage bin. The

storage bin temperature is monitored by an electronic thermo-

'. meter (TB
): Heat is collected-only whin the collector air'

temperature is higher than the storage bin temperature.

FAN

B1

ti

84
BAaK4fF7"\

NM.I.11.
B2 NIk, \ 33

--Iff

C
iv`. Zv''nntteWF7i44sK

,*

rigure 2. Simplified Solar Control, System.

p

House temlierature,:is monitored by the-thermometer. (TA).

Toheat the house, 134 is opened and B3 is closed. The fan

draws air from either.the collector or storage bin (which-

ever is warmer) by opening either B1 pr B2. If the air is

not sufficiently warythe back-up heater is turned on to.

MO -03 /Page 7
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S

warm the air temperature enough to heat the housa.

The four' elements of this control system are as follows:
/

1: 'Controlled: House and bin temperature.

2. Sensors:., Thiree electronic thermometers; TA, TB, Tc.

3. Controller:' A microcomputer.

4: Actuators: Vann bkck-up heater, and four baffles;

B1, B2, B3,' B4:

"Figure 3-illustrat sthe information used by the controller

(analog temperature from the three, sensors) and the informati6nk

generatted by the controller (on/off information for the six

actuators),'

In the laboratory Section, the KIM microcomputer is pro,
.

grammed to perform this

real equipment, the heat

program. The computer s

temperaturesTA, TB; an

on and off the actuators

contra]. operation. Instead of, using

ing system 'is simulated'by a
*
second

mulates reasonable values for the

T
C'

The control progr &m theitturns

hich are simulated by Lights.:

Figure 3. Logic Flow-of

)t*FAN
v. ).BACK-UP HEATER

S 1-ar' House Controller.

4

To show what the controller

placet on manual so the student mu

Page 8/M0-03
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The prd&am can then score how well a student does as a con

troller,, This can be made into-al,game'in which the siVent

tries to beat the computer; that is, do a better controlling

job than the cqmputer. .

The rules of the game are as follows:

1. If the room temperature is below 65°F, then heat is

required until the room reaches 70°F.

2, Room heat is drawn from the collector or the storage

bin, whichever is warmer.
h

3. The back-up heater is required if tlA air entering

the house woulebt below480°Fc-without the helater.

v4. The collector should warm the storage bin if the

collector .is warmer han the bin and the house is

not being heated.

The fan should,be off if neither the house nqr the

heat storage bd.A is being warmed.

The'computer simulates a cold and partly cloudy day, and

displays the three temperatures, TA, TB,. and Tc. On the basis

of
these three changing. temperatures, the student must decide

how to adjust the four baffles, the fan, and the back-up heater.

The status (on or off) of each is indicated by a light and can

be changed' by pressing a button. Anytime incorrect choices are

. made, an errOT light comes on.

The purpose of these programs is to illustrate that a

small microcomputei can be used for control. This example is

slightly artificial since the computer does bothsjobs; it

performs the control and simulates the controlled system. In

reality, the simulation would not be needed which is a

factor that would somewhat reduce the computation required

as compared to the example. On the other harid, real data

wouldjv digitized with the computer (as is done in the next

data-logging example), which requires more hardware and pro-'

gramming than was required in the solar -Douse controller

\.
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example. Simple control progr'ams are similar in size to-the

one used in the lab and fit easily into a small computer,such

a$ the KIM.

*40 .

DATA LOGGING

Data logging is used whenever itj.s necessary to record

data for later analysis. The data is usually accumulated

slowly over a periodopf time. .

,A data -logging device would be useful ilitqhe evaluation

of a particular solar panel, for example. To evaluate the

solar panel, the device would measure the temperature, air

flow, and sun11i15t levels around the collector over a period ,

of many days'; then a microcomputer would automatically record

this data and store them in its memory. The,data could then

be read out and evaluated at,-a later time.

Another exaNQ!,of data logging involves predetermining

and evaluating-energy needs at a particular building site. s To

if

design efficient Space heating of a-structure, it is 'important

for designers to obtain certain int)rmation, such as average

temperature, wind velocity,, solar radiation, and radiative _

cooling, from the intended building site itself. This data is

best obtained by actually monitoring these iariables at the,

intended site over along 1eriod of time. A microcomputer-based

data-logging system can be used for this:

As an example of this capability, a data logger using

the KIM microcomput.er - will be used in the laboratory to mea-1

sure temperature'. With-slight modifications this logger could

also be adapted to,measure the othervaiables required fOr '

site evaluation.

Page 10/Mb-03
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LOG R COMPONENTS

. I

/Most microcomputer data logging systems contain the

components shown in Figure 4. A sensar,'Or transducer, con-

v rts a physical input, such as lights or temperature, into an

lectrical signal:: This signal is usually4o6 small to be

sed directly, but analog condition4ng circuits are used to

convert the signal into a form that can be used. A D-to-A

i(D/A) convertor generates a 1-byte digital equivalent'of

the analog signal from th sensor. The microcomputer regularly

samples this digitized sig al and stores the corresponding

bytes in Random Access mory (RAM). The rate at whiCh signals

are recorded is called the sampling rate. The recorded samples

can be recovered later, using some kind of display' device.

SENSOR ANALOG

CONDITIONING

0/A
CONVERTER

MIC):1000MPUTER

Figure 4. Data-ogging Components.

DISPLAY

0

In the laboratory, the sensor will be in the form of an

electronic thermometer. The signal from this is amplified

and digitized. Five hundred and twelve samples are taken, t

variou6 rates. The results are displayed as a graph of tem-

.
.perature against time.

The sampling' rate determines the total time recorded,

since 256 samples will always be taken. If five samples

are taken every second, only 51.2 seconds can be recorded.

With samples taken every 20 minutes, More than two days of

to

110
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data can be -ecorded.

The sampling rare should be adjusted to the time scale of

the fastest changes to be recorded. Since air temperature rarely

changes significantly over a 20-minute period, this sampling rate

is sufficient. Sunlight can change over a fia`seconds,as clouds

shift; therefore, it would require a different sampling rate.

Because the laboratory cannot be extended two days, some

quick-changing temperatures will be recorded at high 'sampling

rates. The same apparatus couldbe used at low rates for site

evaluation:.

SITE EVALUATION

A, full site evaluation requiring the measurement of several

variables over a period of several months would require much

more memory. The conventional approach to this is to store the

.0c/data on ma.gnetictape. Even a small cassette tape can store

hundreds of kilobytes. With a simple addition,the.KIM can con-

trol a cassette tape recorder and store the data on tape; this

frees RAM memory for temporary data storage, which is then per-

manently recorded on tape. Thus, the 1-kilobyte memory limitation

does not limit'the amount of data that'could be obtained from a

site evaluation:.

The above example illustrates the utility of using micro-

computer-based data-logging. The program can be stored in less

than 500 bytes of memory and the sampled data fills 512 bytes.

LARGER SYSTEMS

The student may wonder at.this point why larger microcomputerS,

-are used at all if a smallmicrowmputer like the KIM can be

Page 1.2 /MO -03
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used in so many diverse applications. This is because larger

systems have three important features the KIM lacks:

1. Computational power.

The 'applicationsdiscussed require little or

no calculations. This is fortunate because

the KIM, like most icroprocessors, can only

add and subtract single bytes. Multiplication

functions and floating point precision are ob-

tained only through programs that may occupy

many kilobytes.

2. Flexibility.

The KIM programs used are fixed-purpose and

the result of much programming effort at the

assembly level; as a result, they are dif-

ficult to change. Furthermore, the KIM can

be of little help in.the programming process.

Larger machines Can'assemble code and be pro-

grammed in interactive,, high -level langu ges,,

like BASIC, that make program development

modification much easier.

Mass storage.

The cassette tapes KIM uses are.not,a con-,

3.

0.

venient.way to store many ,programs because

they are slow and.not under direct computer

control. Floppy -disks are used with larger,

systems to get around these limitations and

provide millions of bytes of storage that can

be accessed in a fraction of a second.'

1.

f
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EXERCISES

1. Which of the following tasks could be accOmplished'by a

small microcomputer like the KIM? Justify the answers

given.

a. A computer that would operate the traffic'lights

at an intersection.

b. A computer that tells a comtoanywhen to.deliver

heating oil to customers.

c. A computer that could determtne tax and withhbldinf

on paychecks for a small company..

d. .A computer that would allow an operator to enter

address labels for a magazine and then type them

out in zip code order.

2. What-would be needed, in addition to the CPU, for each

application liste4 in Exercise 1.
,

I-
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LABORATORY MATERIALS

Laboratory 1 and 2

KIM -1 microcomputer..

Oscilloscope with external triggering.

Cassette tape recorder.

Digital voltmeter (optional).

Cas'sette tape with cooling curve program.

PARTS

ICs: 741 opamp.

3140 opamp.

311 comparator.

1408 D/A converter.

Fixed ResistoTs: .3 1162.

<
. 1 3316/.

1 6.81a2.:

7 4700.

1 1.510-2.'

Variable Resistors: 1.10k0.

. 1 110-2.

Capacitors: 1\.0051.1F.

1 300.

7 LEDs,

diode with Teflon ingTItion on' leads.

1 16-Pin DIP

l 1
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1. CONTROL.

1. Construct the display.

As discussed brieflybin the text, thechrst labora-

tory exercise will be to build a solar-home collector.

A special display, consisting of seven lights (lamps),

called LEDs, is needed to indicate the state of the

activators. This should be constructed and connected

to the KIM, as shown in Figure 5.

O B1

B2

O B3

B4

FAN

O HEATER

ERROR

( a) Layout

Figure 5. Actuator Status Display.

PA1

PA2

PA3t

PA4

PAS

PA6

PA7

47-
When the'lamps are on, they have the following,

signifiCance:

B1 tfirough 134 - When each of these lamps is °A, the

corresponding baffle (as labeled in

Figure 2)'is open.

FAN - When the4tamp is ont the fah is on.

HEATER - When the lamp is on, the heater is on.

115 1410-03/Page 17
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ERROR When incorrect choic s, of actuators, are

made, the bottom lam comes on.

The solar house controller s mulation in Figure 5

indicates that B1 and Ba are clos d, B2 and B4 are open,

the fan.is on, the heater is off nd thatthere are no

errors.

Load the programs from-cassette t e. -

Apply,+12 V to the KIM and a tach the tape.players

cord to the KIM's tape input.

The ID number for the solaii- ome programs can be

found on the tape. Enter thisn berkin address 17FA
H'

then do the following:.

Clear OOE1H.

Start the tape loan program at 1873H.

Play the tape at f 11 volume and full treble.

Whell the KIM indicates addrey.s 0000, the tape has

read properly. If address FFFF c mes.up, or no address'

appears afte,.5 minutes, try agai

The manual controller game.

As soon as the program at 00 OH is started (by press-

ing GO), the computer starts simulating a faster version

of a day in the- rifeaC'SOrii h me. The student must

operate the computer with a manua controller and,must

make the correct choice,of actuat r,settings infresponse

to changing sensor inputs.. The s nsors sense the.three

tempertureS, TA, TB, and TCk as !)qed in Figure 2 of

the text.

To see what these sensors d ect, press the A, B,

or C buttons on the KIM and the ven.segtent display

on the KIM.will indicate one of e temperatures: (Figure

6 illustrates a temperature on d'splay.) Only ore temper-

ature can be displayed at a time but any of the three

are available at anyipire by pre sing the corresponding

key - A, Bor C for TA,,TB, or respectively.

Page 18/M0-03 116
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4.

TI
LI

DECIMAL POINT

Figure 6.. Temperature on Display.

dr

IT

The state.of the actuators is indicated on the six

LED lights connected in Step'1. To change any of these,

press buttons 1 through 6. Each prels changes the corres-

ponding actuator from on-to off or.from off to.On.

'If the gameeit played according to the rules in the

`text, no errors will vpccur. If mistakes are made, the

ERROR light will come on.

4., Run the manual game.

Ruh the program, starting at 0000 once for practice.

Then-run it again, trying to control the.system. Each.

.run takes about 5 minutes= an increase in speed of about 100

times. Wien the program finishes a day, the) score is, di's-

play0. Record thi.S,score in Data 'able 1 (Contr911tr).

The score is divided into thre parts, as illustrated

in Figure.7. The left pair,bf digits indicates the total

time that the error lamp was on. The center pair indicates

the total time that the hou.se temperature was out of range
,

(65° to,70°F): The right -hand, pair indicates the total time

fuel was'used. (The lower time this shows, the less fuel was

consumed.) 0 4,

Each count 'in the scefe corresponds to three seconds' .

of running time, ar 15 minutes of simulated time.'
raeMemamm.

ERROR OUT-OF-RANGE FUEL USED
TIME TIME . TIME

Figure 7. ScOre Divisions.

iO
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4.

4.<

P.

0 The rules of the game are as follows:

1. If.the'-rooni teMperature'is bielow,6-5°F, then heat is

required untilc,;he room reaches 70°.

2. Room,ihfat is drawn f7m the collector or the storage-
,

bin, whichever;is warmer.

3. The back-Up heater is required if the air entering
A

the .house would'b*below 80°F withbut the heater.

4. 'The collettor should warm the Storage bin if the

collector is warmer than'ethe bin and the house is

not beinitheated.

5. The fan should be off-if neither the house nor the

building is being.warmed.

5. Run the automatic game. -

-By a1tering-the contents of address 0003, the com-

puter can be told to control, the system. Place 01 into

0003, and restart the ,program at 0000. Now the same sys-P

tem issimulatea,.buI the .computer controls it. When this

is done, it TiSp1ays- its score. Record this in Data.Tablo 1 :

(Controller) andogompare it to the, other score (from game

with manual control).

In most cases :, manqal control results in less c9m-

fortable control (as indicated by*the out -of, -range time)

and more fuel use.. Is this.the case? k

LABORATORY.2. BATA LOGGING.

1. Construct the interface. -,
,,

d
The serfior,.analog conditioning, and AID circuits

needed for temperature data logg.ing are showri.in Figure

8: Consult the instructor for'the preferred way of

assembling these,circuits and attaching 'them tti the KIM.

Page 20/M0-'03
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40 Aux Output Input
.

'Figure 8. Complete Schematic.

/

2. Load, the pAgram.

The, data - 'logger pram is stored on tape. Read it

into the KIM and start execution at 0000. The display

shOuld,-immediately display a temperature,which can be

1

/read by assuming a decimaL,'point after the third 'digit,

as shoWn in Figuie 9. Either Fahrenheit or Celsius units

can 'be used'by pressing F or C., respectively; thiS is

displayed in the-last digit. Figure 9 shows a temperature

of 81.9°F.

MO-03/Page 21
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1.

n

DECIMAL POINT EITHER F OR C

Figure 9. Temperature Display.

k

3. Log in data.

The microcomputer to the following keys:

Press F to start logging data.

Press 1 to see the data displayed on- (21

oscilloscope as it is being logged.

Press 0 to se; the results previously logged.

Start logging data, then briefly immerse the sensor

in water.' Then et the' water evaporate and then warm

the sensor with bo y heat (use fingers). Describe the

resulting graph. epeatithe protess with less water and

compare the two grap How and "why do they )differ?

Record the answers in D ta Table 2 (Data Logging).

Page n/M0-03
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DATA TABLES

,

DATA TABLE 1:, CONTROLLER.

Step 4. Your score:

Error time

Out-of-range time

Time fuel used,

Step 5. Computer's score:

Error time
I

Out-Of-rang time

Time fuel used

DATA TABLE 2: DATA LOGGING.

/

Step 4. Describe the graph.

.

' Describe diffepences between two runs: .

4.

/

i.,

.....1...,

, 121_
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A

INTRODUCTION

A disk-based microcomputer system is simply a system

that utilizesa disk for storage. A "disk" is a medium for

storage that lendS itself to rapid retrieval of large amounts

ot-dataTThe addition of a disk 'to a microcomputer system

greatly increases its flexibility and power. Much of this

increased versatility resides in a series of programs known'.

as the "operating system." This module examines A typical

and widely-used operating system, known as "CP/M,"-which

will be used to create, edit, store and eraite programs.

Computers that the energy technician will- encounter in the

field will have an operating system that will be able, to

perform similar functions.

This module is an introduction to the programs in,the

operating system but does not entail a complete description

of all functions'.

PREREC\HISITES

0,

The student should have completed Modules M0-01 through

MO-03 of Microcomputer Operations.
\

4

OBJECTIVES

_r')
Upon completion of this module, the student shoula'be

able,to:

1. Use the operating system of a disk-based microcomputer

to create, move, edit, rename, display, print,and erase

files.

124
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2. Enter, compile, correct,, xecute,and save BASIC programs

that are both interpret d and compiled.

3. Create a personal dis containing a full set of utilities

for later use.

4. Define, the following terms:

a. ,Disk.

b. Mini flopp disk.

c. Floppy disk.

d. Hard disk.

e. Operating system.--

f. Prompt.

g. System prompt.

h. Crash.

i. Booting.

j. t Cold start.

k: Warm start.\

1. File.

m. File name.

n. Filetype.

o. COM file.

p. Editor.

q. Editor prompt.

r. Logged in.

s. Character pointer.

t. Compiler.

u. Compile.

v. Interpret.

S. Describe/the function of the following programs:

a. ED

b.- DIR

c. TYPE

d. PIP

e . 1S YSGEN\

Page 2/MO -04
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f. REN

HERA

h. ASM

i. LOAD

j. BASIC-E

k. 'BASIC/5

126,
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SUBJECT MATTER

DISK SYSTEMS

Disks add a new dimension to microcomputer systems. The

two attributes that make disks so powerful are their large stor-

age capability and'relatively fast access. The smallest disks

are called mini floppy dis/ and can store*80;000 bytes of

data. The disk system in this module uses so-called full size

floppy disks, each of which can store approximately 650,000

bytes of data. Larger, so-called hard disks can store 20; 40,

or more million bytes of data. Any of these disks have the

ability to write or-read into memory within a few hundred

milliseconds from any place on the disk.

A disk can be thought of as a record-player-shaped tape

ecorder. The disk itself s a flat, 'circular substrate that

as on its surface a-magneti material quite similar to that

u ed in tape recorders._

Floppy disks are Very fragile, are made from flexible

pl. -stiff, and "float" ,on ,a cushion of air inside a protective

pap -r container. On the other hand, hard disks are made of

rigi' metal; they are ons ructed with very tight tolerances

so t at more informatio can be placed on their surfaces

than he same area of fl ppy disks.

FILE MANIPULATION

An o eratin s stem permits a user to operate or use a

computer. This means that the operating system should make

it-easy-to, the-fel lowing-things4--

Write, ebug, print, and retrieve locally-generated

127
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programs.

.Load and run pr grams.

- Load and use on or more high lev 1 languages and store

programs writte iri those languag s.

Enter, store, a d retrieve data.

By this definition, the ROM moni

as an operating sys

tem can be suppo-rte

makes it correspond

The operating

when a computer is

told what program t

information by disp

r is the KIM qualifies

em. However, a m eh larger operating sys-

when a disk is p rt of that system; this

ngly easier to_us the computer.

ysiem 3*.s the firs program encountered

urned on, and thg operating system must be

'retrieve and ex- ute. It asks for this

aying the follow ng:

This is computer s

want,to execute?"

rifht-hand one.)

the user thatsome

can be done. The

with the name of

(RETURN).

When the com

automatically loa

called booting th

is a abbreviatio

A>

orthand for "whic

(Disk A is usuall

he A> is called

response is requ

otputer then hal

program and tri

program on disk A do'you

but not always, the

prompt because it tells

red before anything further

s until the user, responds

es the carriage return key

uter is turned on, the operating system is

ed into the comp er from the disk. This'is

'system from a c ld start. The term "booting"

of "picking its lf up by its boot straps."

operati g system is also

is reset by some ne pressing the r

warm start. Thee are times when

control or has inadvertently alter

in RAM. This is called a system c

trected by preAissi g RESET.

'Page 6/M0-04

oaded in any time the computer

set button. This is called a

ome program is running out of

d the operating system program

ash and usually can be 'cor-
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FILES

A new addressing scheme is required with disks because

of their enormous data storage capacity. The random access

.approach used in the main memory of a computer is neither

appropriate nor necessary on a disk. It is inappropriate

because the address would have to be long and the access time

.would be lengthy. It is unnecessary because information can

be stored on a disk in laite blocks which-can be loaded into

RAM all at once. This alleviates the problem of accessing

each single byte directly.

For these reasons, information is stored on a ,disk in

blocks called files, which can contain varying amounts

from zero bytes to the entire disk (630' kilobytes). Every file

has a name that is used instead of an address to gain access

to the\information within the file. The name of a file "must

.tiave the following form:

filename.filetype

The filename can have up to 8 characters with no spaces. The

following are examples of valid file names: A, MYPROG, and

M174$. The name must be followed by a period and a 3-character

type. The "type" is useful for telling the Operator what type

of file it is and for distinguishing related files that have

the same name but a different form. With one exception; the

operating system normally does not care what the filetype is.

The one exception is COM files of the form:

fOlename.COM

COM files will be discussed,latkrin the section program

execution The following are'valid filenames: MYPROG-.AAA,

129 ;-
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ED.COM, A.BSC and A3.$$

1,1

CREATING AND STORING FILES

J

An example is useful at this p int to illustrate what'a

file is and how it is created. Sup ose the operator wanted a

filexalled EX.ASC that 4ontained t e following phrase;

A

7his is an examp l e --61a file"

The Operating sy

which is used to crea

by the operator typin

.1
to be edited (EX.ASC

tion is as follows:
4

stem contains program called an editor,

to or modify 'files. The editor is started

its name (Eli and the name of the file

is this example). The complete instruc-

D EX.ASC < return>.

Here, <return> means 'strike the_R TURN key.'---(Ret and GR are

used interchangeably o represent 'his.) Return causes the

opprating system to r ad the -edit 'intomemory from the disk

and to tell the edit that the f le EX.ASC will be >dr.q4ed.
4

Then the editor searcles the disk for a program of that 'me.

Finding none, the dis creates on 'adds this name to the di-

'rectory of names of files, and waits for further instructions.

The editor informs t e user that .t needs input by displaying

its prompt,*.

At this point,'the.fike EX, C exists in name only; there

is nothing in it. In other word j, it'is a file*containing zero

bytes. To add to this file, the command "I <return>" -(for in-"

sert) is typed. Aftiir this, anything typed_ will be added to

the file: In particular, the ASCII code of each key pressed

Page 8/MO -04
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will be added to the EX.ASC file.

: Now the following message canbe typed: ."This..is an

example of a file". Atter the'laSt e, ED.pust be'stopped

from inserting anything more. This is done by typing the

special character CTL-Z, which is an abbreviation for "Con-

TroL-Z." CTRL -Z is generated from the keyboard by pressing_
both the,CONTROL and Z keys together. To;emphasize that

CTL -Z -is one chaxacter,,the symbol <CTL-Z> will be used.to

hereafter.

The computei now responds with *; this indicates that',

the editor is again ready for further instructions. If the

message is assumed-to be corre ct, it should be saved and the

editing session should be ended. This is done by-the opera-

tor typing e (for end).
0.-

Figure 1 shows all the instructions,required to file the

following message: "This is an example of a file."

. to

USER ACTION DISPLAY SEEN

Turn on computei
SIPA>

Type: ED EX:ASC return -a

Type: I <return>

Type: This is an example of agile

Type: <CTL-7.>

A>
SD E.ASC

A>
ED EX.ASC
*I

---,s* A>

ED EX.ASC

This is an example of a file

A>
ED
I

EX.ASC
* -

This is an example of a file
A

Type e <return> A>
ED
I
EX.ASC

*

f
This is an example of a file
e
A>

Figure 1. Steps Required to Create a File Called EX.ASC

1
A

131
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The.editor can be used to modify existing files. This

capacity iexamined n a Tater section of the module.
, -

MISTAKE

1

When an error is made in entering'information, the operator

has two ptions: (1) the current line can be atiorted,.or (a)
. .

the last oneor more characterscan be deleted: The current like

is aborted by typing <CTL-U>.(the control and U keys together)

and the last Character is removed by Pressing theDELETEkeyi*

The system responds by. repeating -the deleted'lette'r. (Any number

of letters'can be deleted this way.) -

For an example of the use of the,delete option, suppo'se

"THIR" was typed instead of "THIS." .After pressing DELETE and S,

the operator enters the correctmessage_and the display shows "THIRRS."

'FILE CONTROL :

At this point it is only assumed that the fi e,EX.ASC

exists and contains the Interided message. However, the operat-

ing system should havethe ability to permit the user to verify

both the name and contents of any file. .

........

File names can be examined with the program "DIR" (for Wec-

tory). The file contents-can be'displayed by using the program
, .

"TYPE."

To use Dili, type DIR in response to 'the system prompt A>-;

this is the usual way to fun a prograhl with the operating sys--
,

tem - simply type its name,. DIR responds by displaying the

names of allfiles on the disk.

In the present example, the idea is to verify whether a file

is on-the disk. This can be done after a system prompt by

;age 10/M0-04
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the operator typing DIR and the file name:,: as follows:

DIR EX.ASC <return>

I

,..The full name is required. DIR will report whether that file

is present, on the 'disk. One can also request any- file 'called

EX by substituting a star for the -type 'as follows:.

DIR EX.*, <return>

All ASC filetypeS can be, requested with the following:

DIR .*.ASC <return>

To display the ,contents of .a' file, type TYPE; then type

the full name of the filet For example, to see the<ton-

tents of.EX.ASC, afte;:p. 'system prompt, type the following:

S.

TYPE EX.ASC <return>

The computer will-respond with the message_pieviously entered,

aZ

this file.
a

Sometimes the contents of a file are too extensive to fit

on the screen; or the contents are displayed so quickly that they

are scarcely seen before they are erased again. To stop the

display, type <CTL-S> (the control and S keys together).

usually freezes whatever thecomputer is doing. To continue

(or unfreeze the computer) any keylcan be struck by-the. operator.

Sometimes the opei'ator must stop a prpgram and reboot the

operating system.. This cotrldhappen when TYPEois displaying'

a long file and there is no need to Wait until' it is finished.,

The Command <CTL-C> will usually stop any prOgra and

J 133,
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to the system.

COPYING TILES

The operating system can copy,files from one disk to,another.

This-will be done in,the labOratory to create a personal disk.

from a master disk.

The two disks have the *es "A"'and "B". If more disks

are in the system, they have the names "D," "E," etc. Only one

disk can be logged in at a time,. The significance of the logged-

in disk is'that only one normally will be searchdd for matching

file names. For instance, if disk B contains the file X.ASM,

thenowhile the A disk is logged in,a search for that'file with

the command DIR X.ASM,will reportfinding no file with that name.

To change the disk that is logged in, type the new disk

name, followed by. a colon.' To change to disk B, type as follows:

B:

Tc\this, the system resliondsivithB>. The currently logged -.

-

in disk is always shown as part of the system prompt.

Files can be copied from one disk to another by the:opgra-

'tor using the "PIP" prOgram. To copy.a file'EX.ASM from disk

A to disk B, the command i5 as follows:

B: A:EX..AS

.01",

Thit'than./C-e- entered in response) to a system prompt. All

.ASM filetypes can be cd1)ied-with the .following:

PIP B: = A:*.ASM

_- .
\'

)

The equal.sign above can be thought of as a left a'rkow. PIP

moves whatever is on the right of the symbol to the left.`

Page 12/M0-04
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The -operating system can copy almost anything between

disks by using PIP. The only. exception -is the operating sy-'

tem itself. A special prograi called "SYSGEN" is used for

this. When the program name SYSGEN is typed,,the program asks

which disk the system resides on the source. It copies this

informatiOn into memcp and asks onto which disk this is to be

ead.- A blank disk can be inserted to replace the source; or

't can be-put on the other disk. SYSGEN then copies the sys- .

em onto. the other destination disk. A carriage return gets

he system back.

2ENAME AND ERASE
.4

It issometimes necessary to chaige the name of a file;

this done with the program "REN" (for rename). To change

the name of file EX.ASC'to MES.ABG, the REN Command can be

used in the following form:.

REN MES.ABC = EX.A.SC <return>

The new, name comes first and is followed by the old name.

(Again, think of the equal sign as a left arrow and it should

help to remember.)

When a 'file-is no longer neeaed,'it can be erased with

the. ERA command: To erase the example .prcgrem, type the

following:'

ERA Ek.ASC <return>,

REN, ERA, TDIR, PIP, SYSGEN, and TYPE are all commands

built into the. operating system. Each is al)rogram that can

be executed by its name being typed after the system prompts

the user. Together"they provide full control -of. files; they

can be used to create, store, retrieve, modify, copy, and re-'
,

c move files. The ED program has many additional.features-that
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make it easy to correct and modify files. Spine of these fea-

tures are described in the nextlsectione

1

a

EXAMPLE A: FILE CONTROL,

Given: The'CP /M

Find: The steps needed to create a file called MES.MES,

type it from the disk, change its.namq to MES.AGE,

then erase it., The file'should contain the messageo
"The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

Solution: ED MES.MES <ret>

I <ret>

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.. <ret>

'e <ret>

<61-Z>

TYPE MES.MES <ret>

REN MES.AGE = MES.MES <ret>

ERA MES.AGE

)

THE EDITOR

.

Files can contain any information and 9.glik also contain,

text, as did the example above. A file may also cont n data,

machine language programs, or any 'otheY informa4on 4.$,:ed)py

the 'Computer.

yrThe usual wa,to deve14- machine code with a computer is

'to enter the program in as mbly code, then use an assembler

'to create machine code from the assembly code. In a disk-based

sy;t,ln,-'1he assembly code.is contained in a file, as- are the

Page 144/M0-04
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assembly program and the resulting mashing language. The files

that contain differentiversions of the same lifogram usually are

given the same filename with different types. In the, example

below, a program called DIAL will be writtep.,' The assembly

version will be called "DIAG.ASM"; while the assembly machine

code version will be called"DIAG.COM".

Tb illustrate the use of the-44ftbr, the INTEL 8080 assembly

program in Tabled will be entered into DIAG.ASM. This short .

program draws diagonal on the TV, starting from the

section of the screen.

This program can be entered by using the editot ED in the

insert mode The only new feature is the column format which'

can be achived with tabs. CP/M recognizes <CTL-I> as a tab

that advances it to the beginning'of the next column. A-zero

and the letter "0" are sometimes difficult to distinguish.

Note that in Table 1, the usual convention of slashing zeros

is used.'The codes in the assembly program are written for

8080 type microprocessors and are different from the codes

used in previous modules. At thisPoint, it is not,important

to understand how the code draws the diagonal. This example

is used to illustrate how to create, assemble, and run machine-

code Rrograms.

\ 137
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TABLE 1. AN 8080 ASSEMBLY PROGRAM DIAG.

ORG 100H

START 'MVI A,OC6H; Set byte, write direction.

OUT 19H

MVI A,0 ; Set.cursor at zero.

OUT C

OUT 1CH, )01

OUT 1DH .7..1.)

OUT IEH

MVI B,64 Set counter.

MVI A,33H ; Set byte command.

OUT lAH ; Draw a dashed line.

DCR B ; Decrease counter.

JNZ LOOP Repeat if not zero.

JMP 0 ; Return to system.

CORRECT" A FILE

If Table 1 had been entered, but contained errors, ED could

also be used to correct the errors.

To correct at some location within-a file, the operator

must be ablee to specify locations within the file. This is

done with an invisible pointer called the character pointer,

or CP% Once.the character pointp is properly positioned, it

can be used as a reference point'for removing and inserting

characters olighole lines. Thus, the first,step in an editing

session is to move the CP to the desired place.

The editing of DIAG.ASM'is started by typing the following

in response to the system prompt A>.:

'Page 16/M0-04

ED DIAG.ASM <ret>
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The editor responds with its prompt *. At this point, the file

has not been read into memory. Before the file can be changed,

it must be read into memory from the disk, which is done with

the editor command.

#A <ret>

There is an error in the fifth line in Table 1; the line

should read as follows:

OUT 1BH

This means that the C must be removed and 1BH inserted. To

do this, the CP must be located just before the C in line 5.

Its current location is,at the end of the files The command,

.B -tet> -.

moves the CP to the beginning of the file. Then the command

5L <ret>

moves the CP down five lines.

To check this, the line can be typed with the .following

command:

T <ret>

The editor will respond with the following line:

o

<tab> OUT C

At this point, the.line can be removed with the "kill"

MO-04/Page 17.
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command:

K <ret>

and the new line inserted\with the following:

I <r t>.

<tab> 6 T <tab> 1BH <ret>

<CTL-Z>
_

,

.

Another approach would,be to move the CF 15 spaces to the

rig t with the command below:

15C <ret>

This moveplaces,it just before the C in the line. The C

can be removed_with_the-4e le.:te:csmaaAdz_

D <ret>

Then, the correct text can be inserted with the insert command:

I <ret>,

ltH <ret>

<CTL-Z>

- Now that the corrections have been made, the new, corrected

file should be saved on disk. This can be done by typing the

following: .

E <ret>

The edit session ends with this, and control is returned to

Page 18/MO -04
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the operating system. The corrected file is called "DIAG.ASM".

A backup file called-"DIAG.BAK", is created by ED; it contains

the old version of DIAG.ASM. Thus, if the, corrections were

wrong, the old version could be retrieved apd renamed DIAG.ASM.

This example introduces the major commands -in ED. A more

complete list of commands is given in Table 2. A number (sym-
.

bolized by ±n) can prOceed most of ,the commands to cause them

to repeat. If the number is missing, +1 is assumed. Thus, T

type.sone line, while 20T types 20 lines. The ppunds sign(1)

can be used in place of a number to mean "all"; therefore, #T

types all lines, (after the current CP position).

The operator manual for ED should be consulted for a com-

plete description of all thp commands in ED.

141
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TABLE 2. D COMMANDS.

X"

nA<cr> Append the next n
from the source fi
memory at MP. Inc

tB<cr> Move CP to beginni
bottpm if -.

tnC<c > Movp CP by to char
if +), counting th
characters.

ttqlq,CC > - elete n character
ehind CP if minus,

E<cr>

processed source lines '"
at SP to the end of the

ement SP and MP by n.

g of memory if +, and to

cters (toward front of memory
<cr><lf> as two distinct

ahead of CP if plus, and

End the edit., Top
file, and copy al
temporary file.

tnK<cr> Kill (ie remove)
as the current rd
beginning of the
then the characte
ified; while the
is given in the c

tra <cr>* If n.10, then move CP to'the beginning of the
current line (if ",it is, not already there); if

A iT6T-Then first ve Ai CP to the beginning of
the current line, and then move it to the beginning
of the line whicl is n lines down (if +), or up
(if -). The CP sill stop at e top or bottom
of the memory if
specified.

all buffered tot to temporary
unprocessed source lines to the

n lines of source'text, using CP
erence. If CP is not at the
urrent line iihen K is issued,
s before CP temain if + is spec-
haracters after CP remain if -
mmnad.

too large a alue of n is

Q<CT> - Quit edit with n' file alterations. Return to CP/M.

InT<cr> If r.0, then t
up to CP; if n=
current line fr
n>l, then type
which follow
n>1) and - is g
to CP. The bre
lonftype-outs.

the contents of the current line
, then type the contents of the
m CP to the end of the line. If

he current line along with n-1 lines
f + is specified. Similarly, if
ven, type the previous n lines, up
k key can be depressed to abort

tn<cr> Equivalent to t LT, which moves up or down and
types a single line. .
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EXAMPLE B: EDITING.

Given: The file ER.ASC, which contains the following:

ENERGY CONSERVAT1QN IS THE MORAL

EGIVALENT OF WAR.

Find: The'commands required to correct the shelling

error and save the corrected text.

Solution: 'Evoke the editor from the operating system:

ED ER.ASC <ret>

Bring the file into memory:

#A <ret>

Position CP ate-th beginning:

B <1:et>

Move to the start of the next line:

L <ret>

_Move forward 7 characters:

7C <ret>

Check that G is the next by typing the line'from

the CP:

T <ret>.

D <re

Delete.G:

Insert the missing QU:,

I <ret

QU <CTL-Z>

Save the corrections vid leave ED:

MO -04 /,Page 21
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PROGRAM

To execute a program writ

operator must convert it firs

with the assembler called "AS

An example based on the DIAG.

lustrate their use.

Assembly is initiated by

of the file. The filetype sh

assembler requires that the 1

type the following response t

4

The editor will then take ov

machine code result will be

the name DIAG.HEX. When ass

returns control to the opera

It is difficult to view

Typing DIAG.HEX would nit ma

requires ASCII code, and DIA

To simplify viewing the

a printable, file called DIAG

this shows both the assembl

code.

If errors are enco

will be displayed and the o

. this-depends'on the- type of

PROGRAM EXECUTION

Any program in machine

the name COM. Tht assembly

ASSEMBLY

en in assembly language, th

to machine code. This is done

and the loader called "LOAD"

SM program is sufficient toi

typing ASM, then typing the name '

uld not be supplied, since the.

pe be ASM. To assemble DIAG,

a system prompt:

DIAG

r. If there are npl errors, the

tored on a disk as a file under'

mbly is complete, the assembler

ing system.

the results of the assembly.

e sense because the TYPE command

.HE is id-hexadecimal code.

rest Sts of assembly, ASM generates
1/4

.RRN; when displayed, using TYPE,

code and the assembled machine

4 in assembly, error messages

iles may riot be generated;

error

ode should have a filetype with

of DIAG created a,HEX filetype.

Page 22/MO -04 C--
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The sygtem has a'prograt called LOAD that creates a COM

file from a HEX file. The command is as follows:

LOAD-DIAG

This will generate a file balled DIAG.COM that can be run.

When a so-called dOM file is on a disk, it can bv run, or

executed, by simply type g its name without asfiletype. So, t

execute DIAG, 'which draws a diagonal, type the following:

DIAG

The computer executes the program, and then returns to

operating system.

The complete commands neededito assemble DIAG ar

listed below. This example assumes a correct ssembly file

extst-s rename DIAG .ASM. The user types the forloWin

ASM DIAG <ret>

LOAD DIAG <ret>

DIAG <ret>

This program creates the files' bIAG.PAN, DIAG.HEX, and DIAG.

To run the program again, only DIAG nee s to be typed, since.

DIAG.COM exists. The ASM, PRN and HEX ifersions of DIAG coul

be erased with ERA without affecting th4 subsequent'executio

pf DIAG.

I
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BASIC

BASIC is a language that makes programming easier by

having the computer do much of the tedious parts of progfamming.

For instance; the effect of DIAG can be accomplished with thy'

BASIC program that follows:

10 PEN UP

20 JUMP TO -64 1

30 PEN DOWN.

40 JUMP TO 38,-51

The meaning of the instructions will be studied in future
. .

moduleS. The purpose of this example is to introduce a

program that is shorter and more like nglish than the
4:4

assembly version: -2-
There are,two types of BASICS compiled and interpreted,

When BASIC is compiled, programs like the one aboire that use

BASIC commands are converted to machine code in much the same

*,- wiy:an assembler converts assembly code. The process of con=

verting a high level language like BASIC to machine code is

called-compilition.'%The litm4am that accomplishes the com-

pilation is called a complier. A compiler is a'program that

accepts a file

that can be ioade

V.11 1:1: used in

A 'int r r

no cop

the fi

to the

saved,

The fo

mposed of BASIC commands and generates a file

nd run. A BASIC compiler, called BASIC -E, z4

Iie. laboratory.

ed BASIC is easier to use because there is

ed. To run an interpreted BASIC program,

executed by typing BASIC/5,in response

pt;:then ms can be run; entered,

edited, and removed under c ntrol of that program.

lowing two modules will detail how this is done:

ila on re

e BA6IC/5

system pr

O
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One of the commands within BASIC/5 is RUN. When this

command is, typed, each line of BASIC code is examined by the

BASIC/S program and converted to machaneinstructions as the

program is executed. Thig,process is called interpretation.

In a sense, when an interpreted BASIC is run, compilation and

execution are combined.

Interpretation can.be a.very inefficient form of compila-

tion. If the program contains a lo-evillat results in one BASIC

instruction being executed many times, an interpreted BASIC will

reinterpret the same line every time through the loop. As a

result, interpreted BASIC is slow.

The advantage of interpreted BASIC is tha4 programs are

easy to modify.. To add a line of BASIC code, the line is simply

typed i,and the program RUN again. Contrast this to the more

cumbersome process in'a compiled BASIC: The original file must

be changedwith ED; then the source file must be compiled again

fth BASIC-E; and then the program can be loaded and r

116
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EXERCISES

1. State the commands that would be required to generate a

file thatcduld be typed out to give the following:

PARIS
IN THE

THE SPRING

2. Suppose'the file iri Exercise 1 resides on disk. Give all

the commands required to edit that file so that, when

typed, it would give the following correction:

PARIS IN THE SPRING!

3. Describe the steps required to enter and execute a lile

that contained the following BASIC program:

10 FOR I =1 to 10

20 PRINT 2*I+1

30 NEXT I

40 END

4. What arc the differences among PRN files, HEX files, and

ASH files?

5. °What are the relative advantages' of compiled and inter-

preted BASIC?

6. Describe the steps required to enter, correct assemble,

list, and execute a program written in assembly language.

7. Describe how one would enulr and execute a listing d a,

program in machine code:

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Access to a disk-based microcomputer with CP/M, BASIC/5, and

BASIC-E.

It

148
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0.

r

4

1 floppy dis 8 1/4".

LABORATORY PROCEDURES.

LABORATORY 1: FILE MANIPULATION.

--m

1. Create a personal disk.

A master disk will be available for each student'to

use to copy Onto a disk that he or she twill be loanedior

the duration of this course. Copy theoperating system

onto the disk, using SYSGEN. Then use RIP to' copy the ,

editor (ELCOM),.assembler,(ASM.COM), loader (LOAD.COM),

interactive BASIC (BASIC.COM), and compilation instruc--

tionsi(COMP.TYPE). Place the disk in drive, A and reset

the computer,by pressing the reset button. If the disk

has the operating system copied correctly, the computer

shouldrespond with a system proMpt. Use DIR to confirm

that e4erything ip on. the disk.

2. Create DIAG.

Enter the program DIAG exactly as shown in Table 1.

Save it \and leave the editor. Type out the file, and

call up ED again to correct line 5 and any other errors

that mayhave been made. Save the corrected file, and

do not erasq the backup version.

Execute KAG.' -J

'Assemble, load, and execute DIAG. Record the image,

seen on the TV screen in Data
)

Tablel..(Files). Use DIR

to list the complete names of all files with filename

DIAG and any'type name. Record these file names, type

out snd note their contents, and describe when each was

Page 28/M0-04,
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I

rI`,

0

created Data Table 1 (Files).

LABORATORY 2: EXECUTING BASIC.

1. Run an interpreted BASIC program.

The program in Table 3 is a nonsense program that.

performs ten thousand additions and multiplications by

, 1.4w:tiring line 40 to be executed that many times.

TABLE 3. A 'BASIC PROGRAM.

y .10 FOR I =.1 -TO 100

20 S = I

30' FOR J = 1 TO 100'

40 S = S+J*.001

50 NEXT J

60 NEXT I

70 PRINT "THE SUM IS", S
4

%. .

The logic and meaning of the program is unimportant;
-,

it simply will be used for practice and for compariton

of thetwo forms of BASIC. .

Note the.time. Execut the interpreted BASIC by

typing its name, BASIC/5. In response to its questions,

tell it to create a new program named "COMPUTE." Theli , / ".

entet the program given in Table 3.. 'Check for errors by'

typing the following:

LIST <ret>

Correct errors by retyping the incorrect line,

When correct, execute the program by tyPing'RUN.

Record Lin Tata,Table 2) how long it took civet *the
.

program into the computer and running, a also Siglong

it takes to run. It is finished. running when it types

. 4
150
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the following:

THE SUM IS-

READY,

Record what it reports as the'sum in Data Table 2

(BASIC).

Save the program typing the command:

SAVE
Y

Return the system by typing the command:
c
SYSTEM

2. Modify interpreted BASIC.

Suppose that line 40 of the progr6 should ,Ice the

following:

. 40 S = S+I/J

\.5

o do this, recall BASIC/5 with the o14 program COMPUTE

,by yping the last line:

BASIC/5 OLD COMPUTE <ret>

Note the time. Now type in,the corrected line, and check

the listing of the program fbr errors andt4Un it.

How long did it take to correct the program? How long

did it tak?to run it? What number didthe program xeport

as the sum? Record answers in Data Table 2 (BASIC).

3. Run a compiled BASIC.

lie disk contains detailed instructions for'compiling

BASIC,' Read the instructions by typing the file called

"COMP.TYPE". Follow those directions to enter and run the

program in Table 3.

c'Again, note'the time required to get the program to, the

poin that it will run, record its execution time, and'copy.

the sum that the prOgram computes in Data Table 2 (BASIC).

4. compiled BASIC. .

Make the correction to line 40 described in Step 2

Page 30/M0-04
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and run the program. This must be done usim, ED to

modify the source file and then compiling, 14ding,

and executing the program. Record the time required

to obtain a modified COM file, the execution time,

and the results of the computation in Data Table 2
,-

(BASIC)i

DATA TABLES

_DATA TABLE 1: FILES.

STEP : Describe results of running DIAG

DIAG FILES

t.Extent When Created Use

.

_

.

.

0

.

.

1

e's

%.
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DATA TABLE 2: BASIC.

STEP Time to Enter Time to Execute -Sum

. - 1
#

2 .

3 .

.

4
-.

Describe

lation:

/

the relative merits of interpretation and compi-

,

REFERENCES

An Introduction'to CP/M Features and Facilities. Digital

Research Corp.

ED: A Context Editor for the CP/M Disk System. Digital

Research Corp,

CP/M Assembler (ASM) User's Guide. Digital Research Corp.
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INTRODUCTION

The versatility of a microcomputer can be illustrated

by operating two application programs related to energy

consehration. The first is a solar energy feasibility' study

that uses field data to estimate the economic value of

solar heating. Students apply this data -to local conditions.

The second program illustrates load shedding 1 a strategy

used by large consumers of electricity to keep their peak

demand under control. In this module, load shedding becomes

a game in which the student has the problem of trying to find

a shedding strategy that conserves the most energy with the

minimum of inconvenience. Two versions are provided: In one

the student does the shedding; in the other, the student

programs the computer-controlled shedding. The results are

compared to demonstrate the computer's ability to make quick, I

accurate decisions.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module MO -Olt through

MO-04 of Microcomputer Operations.

OBJECT1VLS

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. Describe a solar energy heating feasibility study, the

data such a study requires, and* the kinds of calculation

this implies.
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2., Describe the significa

accomplished) what kin

calculations are requ

3. Estimate the hardware

computer,that could p

studies. '

4. Execute programs that

study and that emula

Page 2/M0-05

ce of load shedding, how it is

of data it requires, and what

ed.`

and software requirements of a

rform solar energy feasibility

perform a solar energy feasibility

e a load shedding problem.
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SUBJECT MATTER

ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAMS

This module provides two concrete examples of moderately

complex BASIC programs that can be run on a small microcom-

puter-.---ToTuse and app edate these programs, the-stud-el-t

needs a brief introduction to the ideas behind the prOgrams,

which is the primary objective of the following sections of

this module. The programs will be run in the laboratory

and then analyzed in germs of the computer hardware and soft-

ware they require.

The first program is SOLAR. This-is a program that

determines whether a particular solar installation'can save

money in the long run. The second program simulates load

shedding a procedure usedby commercial electricity

consumers to conserve electricity and reduce costs.

SOIAR

Solar collector systems are gaining in popularity as a

means to generate space heating and hot water. Howeve,- there

arb still questions that ardse,concerning the value of solar

heating. Opponents say it is too expensive; advocates cla1.0

that it sa\res fuel and money. It is a fact that certain solar

systems,can be economical under certain circumstances; but,

the economic viability of a solar- installation depends on

its design and location, on present and future costs of fuel,

and on interest and tax rates.-

SOLAR is a BASIC program that can perform the calcula-

tions necessary to determine the economics of particular

solar install ions. This program is a good example of the

MO-05/Page
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type of computations that small computer can perform; and it will
Am

be run as part of the labo atory work,to be done in this module.

SOLAR assumes the sys em diagrammed in Figure,1 is used.

Th6 collector heats air a stores it in a,hermal reservoir,

which normally can store nough heat for a few days of heating.

/Heat is then pumped from_ he reservoir to the building. If

necessary, a backup heater can be used to supplement the reser:

voir or take the heat up 'o anacceptable level.

COLLECTOR

WA-TER-611PP

Figured. S lar Heating System Used by SOLAR.

The Collection System

HOT WATER

The collector is assumed to face south, and its slope is a

particularly critical design parameter. For best year-round

performancefhe slop should equaidthe latitude. Better

winter performance ca be obtained with a 10°-20° greater

slope.

The collector a ea is a critical cost factor. Collectors

that circulate a liq d cost approximately $100 per square

Page 4/MO-OS
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meter. Air collectors cost less in the range of $30 pe

square meter. For simplicity, SOLAR assumes that air col

lectors are used. Large collectors are needed to collect

heat for extended storage because long-term storage is needed

for sunless days. However, it is usually more economical to

have storage for only a few'days and then rely on backup eat-

ing the 'alternative requires the use of prohibitively large

collectors and reservoirs.-

Air systems use bins that are filled with stone far

reservoirs. A good rule of thumb is to use 0.1 'Ito 0.4 c bic

meters of stone for every square. meter of solar collector.

Many different solar collectors are available.-. An deal

collector would collect all the available solar radiation and

convert it to useful heat without losing any heat by con ec-
.

tion. .The performance of any collettor can be described with

two numbers:

The value of E the conversion' efficiency, the fra tion

of the incident solar energy that actually gets int lte

heating system (typical values are 0.5 to 0.8).

The value of L the energy lost from the collecto , per

square meter of collector, per degree temperature iffer-

.,Jelice between the callectnr_andthe_autside_ (typica values

are 3 to 5 watts per square meter, per degree Cels us).

An ideal collector would have E = 1 and L = Q.

Heat Loads

The heating systeT is used for both space heating and

hot water. The energy required for space heating depe ds on

,M0- 5/Page 5
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climate nd the overallheat-loss frOm the structure. Climate

informat on is summarized, by the number of degree:days a loca-

tion has each month. Degree -days are the - monthly sum of

average aily inside-outside temperature differences. The

computer program has these data for ten selected U. S. cities.

The ,,verall heat-loss for a structure depends on its 'size,

as we a how tight and well.-insulate 71--rhe heat loss is

expressed as a rate of energy-loss (in watts) per degree differ-

ence between inside and outside (in Celsius). Values from a

few hundred (for a small tight house). to thousands (for a large,

drafty house) to ten of thousands for industrial structures are

possible. The laboratory section gilthe.'means of estimating

this heat-loss by taking certain information from heating bills.

The hkat required by hot water depends on how much water is

used and hOw much it must be heated,. An average family uses

100 liters per day per person. The water must be heated to

55°-77°C the temperature of the waIer_supply, which is

typically 5*-15°C.

Economic Fac\tors

\

The problem with comparing the relative costs of solar

and conventional heating, is that the costs are incurred at

different times. Solar systems are expensive to install, but

result in steady-savings over their lifetime. Conventional

heating Is less expensive to install but will become incteas-

ingly expensive to use as fuel prices rise.

Economists resolve this sort of problem by posing the

following question: 'If a large.sum of money is borrowed,

would it be better in the long run to invest it and pay con-
,

ventional fuel costs, or to use the money to buy a solar system?"

Page.6/M0-05
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The answer depends on tax rates, fuel costs, inflati n

(I.
rag s, interest rates, and investment opportunities both

ow nd itr the future. , 4

When given all these numbers (answers), the'' stude

shou d make a sound, economic comparison of solar'Nel

conv ntional heating using SOLAR to perform the calculat ons.
, gl

Howe er, it is very difficult to estimate the exact value of

these numbers for as long as 20 years into the future,'but

one c n try out a range of values and see how these change

affecs the calculatio

he final resul of SOLAR's economic analysis is called\

the "p esihNt,worth of the total -solar savings." If this

number is positive, it represents today's value of the net

solar avings. It less than the atual dollar savings
-

becaus= a savings in the future is not worth as much as an

equival nt savings today. For example, a savings of $48.30

today i. equivalent to saving $100 in 10 years at an 8%

annual nterest rate.

If the present worth of the total solar savings is

negative\, then solar heating is more expensive. Detailed

instructions for determining the savings potential for

structuts will be givelf in the laboratory.

I

LOAD SHEDDING
I

1

. .-
.

Electric utilities must have sufficient electricity
, .

generation capacity on hand
.
to meet the largest, or peak,

a

load. Peak loads usually occur on early afternoons in the

summer; during the remainder of the time, electric utilities

have unused capacity, as illustrated in Figure 2.

161
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PEAK LOAD

.11101MM .111 ---
UNUSED
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CAPACITY,

4' AM 8 AM 12 NOON 4 PM

GENERATING CAPACITY

8 PM

Figure 2. Typical Electricity Demand in Summer.

Utilities must build power plants to meet peak loadi 'even

though the average load.might be much less. If they'can limit

their peak load, they can save expensive.cohstruction and.con-

r serve,fuel. One way to do this is to give an economic incen-

tive to users to limit their own peak demand.

To limit the load,'discounts are'sometimes given to

*ers who keep their peak load below some maximum value.

secs must be able to shut off some part oetheir load to

keep within the 'maximut''this is called load, shedding.

L To see how load shedding might work, consider a company

that has 1p electric hot water-heaters. Each heaterfrcomes on

when the water in its tank is too cool. The heaters all work

independently, sdk it is possible that all ten might come on at

once: This would create a huge peak oad, which is unnecessary

since some of the heaters could be le t off while others are

onI. By staggering the heaters;'the m ximum load could be kept

lower.

Page 8/M0-05
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_Load shedding is an ideal appliCation for a small micro--

computer system. The computer can be programmed to make the .

appropriate choices to keep the total load,under a pre -set

maximum, while still delivering electricity where it is most

needed.

Both load shedding and the use of a microcomputer to

control the shedding are illustrated in programs that w'll

be run in the laboratory. These programs simulate t elec-

trical needs of a small ,company. Two versions of th _program

will be run. The program MANUAL simulates the electrical

needs of the410711pan, but has the student control the shedding.

The program AUTO simulates the same company and automatically

sheds the load. Roth simulate a company with the 10 major

electrical loads listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1: COMPANY ELECTRICAL LOADS.

Number

.

Load Type
Load
Size - Target Penalty

1 Heater 2 !Exchange between SO° & 90°C 0

2 Heating pump 1 8 Area 1 between 25°. A 29%," Sr

3 Heating pump,2 6 Area 2 between 25° & 29°C 2

4 Water heater 1 15 Water 1 between 40° & 60°C 3

'' S Water heater 2 10 Water 2 between 40° & 60.% 1

6 Air compressor 10 Pressure'betwren 4 and 8
atmosphere ,- 4

7 Ice welter , 20 PaVement between 0° & 10 °C 2

8 Exterior lighting 12 On after 4:00 p.m. 1

9 Water pump 4 Reservoir between 1000 & S000
gal . 3

10 All other 0-30 10'
, variable . k

of,
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ftitsce:'

Each load carries a different eleeti'.icalieman The size

of each load is listed in the "Load Si calumn s units

are arbitrary..

Figure 3 frlUstrates the company hea ing system. Load 1

.represents the electrical pow required t fire an oil heater'

and Pump hot water out of it i(2,\ heat e clhanger. Load 2

is the power_need offices in the

company called "Area 1.." The circulating eating water is
, ,

warmed in the heat exchanger and cooled in he office. Load

3 is the power needed to pump water to heat the production

area called "Area 2."

'4, ,HOT WATER
PUMP (LOAD 1)

HEATING PUMP 2 (LOAD 3)

Figure 3. Simplified Company Heat ng System..

Load 4 is an ele,,&ic hot-Ater heater fo Area 1.' Load
P ,

S is a second hbt-water heater for Area 2. Lo d 6 is a large

air compressor used in production.

Because it is snowing outside, an electric ice melter

buried in the' pavement outside the door (Load 71 is needed to

keep the pavement,from.freezing.

Page 10 /M0;
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After 4:00 p.m., th.company's exterior lights turn on

(Load 8). The company has a water pump (Load 9) that is used

to fill a roof-top,5000-gallon reservoir.

Finally, there are numerous motors, lights,and utilities

that are necessary, which\are lumped together as Load 10. This

load' is variable; being almost zero after hours andreaching

as high as 30 during the day, but dipping significantly during

lunch between 12:00 (noon) and 1:00 p.m.

The easiest way to shed load would be to turn everything

off. This; of Course, is impractical. There is a target

range for each load, however. For instance, Load 2 controls

Area l's temperature, which should range between 25° and 29°C.

If the temperature drops below this range, management gets up-

set and the contro4ler receives penalty points. The number of

points accumulated per minute outside of the target range is

listed in the last column shown in Table 1.

Note that there is no direct penalty for failing to keep

the heat exchange temperature high enough. However, if the

heat exchanger is not hot, neither Area 1 nor Area 2 can be

heated when their pumps are turned on.

The load shedder. must take into account the various

penarTles. If it is necessary to shed a load that mightbe

needed' to keep on target, it is best to choose t e load with

the smallest penalty.

The programs simulate410 hours of a typical winter day

foi the company in question. The maximum load is set at 50

units. The. program MANUAL stops after simulations each 10

minutes and asks the user whether any loads should te turned

.on or off: After the.changes are made, another 10 minutes

istsiniplated. The total load is shown along with the per -

tentage of the maximum permitted. Total energy used and

M0 -05 /Page 11
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penalty units given are-accumulated and displayed. If the

user starts one 10-minute interval at a load above the maximum

allowed,, the user is fired and the program halts. If random

variables raise the energy usage above maximum during one inter-

val, there is no penalty as long as the overload condition

is corrected for the next interval.

Detailed instructions for running this program are given

in the laboratory section.

01.
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LABORATORY MATERIALS

Access to a%disk-based microcomputer with CP/M and BASIC/5.

1 floppy disk 8 1/4" containing SOLAR, MANUAL, and AUTO.

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1: SOLAR.

GATHERING THE STATISTICS

The purpose of this laboratory is to perform a realistic

economic analysis of a typical solar installation in a home.

To do this, data must be gathered about the house to be

heated, the solar system being installed, the cost4f fuel,

and other economic factors. The data required are described

beloW. Once collected, it should be recorded in

Data Table 1 (SOLAR).

1. Choose a house for the calculation.

The hpt-water, load' is detetmined by the number of

people living in the house. The space-heating load can

be estimated from a typical monthly heating bill, the

number of degree days during that month, and knowledge of

the type of heating..

2.t Find the spade-heat load.

SOLAR needs the variable U, which is the overall

energy-loss coefficient area product. U can be found

from an exiting house,using the following equation:

U
Ffie

D

16/

Equation 1
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where:

F = The amount of fuel consumed during one month.

H = The heating value of the fuel in the same units.

e = The average efficiency of the furnace.

D = The number-of degree.days during the month chosen.

F can be found on the heating bill and H and e can be found

in Table 2. For gas and oil, e can be adjusted up 5% for

burners in good repair or down St for burners in poor re-

pair. To find D (number of degree days) for the same

month that was chosen for the information from the fuel

bill, call any fuel oil distributor or a government weather

service. For a new house, U will have to be found from

an energy audit. (See ASHRAE Handbook, Chaptei.. 21.)

TABLE 2. . VALUES OF H AND e FOR DIFFERENT FUELS.'

(MJ is a megajoule or 1 million joules ofeenergy.)

Type of
Pleating

Value of H in
SI Units .*

Value of H in
British Units

, *

Value ofe

Natur4 gas

Ft(el oil'

Electricity

41 MJ/m3

39 MJ /1j, ter

, 3.'6 MJ/kWh

1.1 MJ/ft3

140 MJ/gal

.

. .

0.55

0.55

1.0

3. Design the size and orientation of the solar collectors.

The size and orientation of the solar collectors are the

most important choices to be made. First, look at the

house and determine hoWthe,panels could be mounted on

the south-facing side. It.is best if the collector slope

is about'15 degrees more than the latitude. Measure the

Page 14/M0-.05 )
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slope that would be used and measure how many degre s

away from due south the collectors would face. Thi

is called the azimuth angle; it should be positive or

west-facing collectors and negative for east-facing

collectors.

The collector size is an important factor; in

square meters,'it should be approximately one-thir of

U. It is advisable to repeat all the calculations for
. .

several different collector sizes to find the most,

economical. size. Estimate the largest size the hdise
../

. ,

could accommodate.

5. Choose the collectors.

Three numbers are needed for the collectors:

The value of E the conversion efficiency.

The value of L the energy loss coefficient.

The value of, V the variable cost in dollars

mper square meter of collector.

Typical values for these are E = 0.7, L =

4 W /m2C °, and V = $30/m2.

A local business that installs solar collectors

could give some help on the figures needed. The defini-

tions of E'and L, in terms that might be ,familiar to

sola -r technicians, are as follows:

..

E = FR(Ta), -

" Equation 2
1

L = FRUL

169
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where:

F
R
= The coll ctor's heat removal efficiency factor.

T = The solar transmittance of the transparent covers.

a = The solar absorption of the collector plate.

UL = The col ector's overall energy-loss coefficient.

NOTE: ;ee'references for further details (e.g.,

"Solar Heat g Design," Beckman, et al, Chapter 2.)

5. Design the -olar s stem.

SOLAR eeds the storage capacity, S,, of the reservoir

and the tot .l cost, F, of the heating system except for

the collectffs. The storage capacity in cubic meters

should be about one-fourth of the collector area in

square meters. Use this with the help of, a business that

sells solari equipment to estimate F for the house in

question. Assume the current heater will be used for

backup, sci do not include it costrn F, even if it needs

replacelhe14. Typical values for F are $1,000 to $2,000.

6. Finance the solar system.

The solar system is assumed to be financed by a

mortgage. SOLAR needs to know the percentage of down

payment required, the interest rate,and'the'length of the

mortgage.

7. Other parameters.

SOLARneeds estimates Of the following:

a. Income tax rate the average percentage of

income paid in taxes by the home occupants.

b. Property tax the actual percentage of'the

property value paid in taxes each year.

c. Property tax change the annual percentage

rate of increase of property tax (check with

the local collector of taxes).®

d. The cost of fuel how much fuel costs. per unit

Page 16/M0-05
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of energy. SOLAR needs this in cost per

megajoule. A fuel bill will give fuel costs

in'cost per unit; then Table 2 can be used to

convert this cost.

e. The rate of increase of fuel costs (percentage

per year) this number will be difficult to

estimate over twenty years. Between 1978 and

1979,oil increased 100% in New England; but

4
that rate is unlikely 'to continue. Check with

the localutility or fuel supplier for informa-

tion concerning increases over the last,five

years

f. The salvage value SOLAR needs an estimate of

the value of the solar system at the end of

the analysis period (tWenty years). The

estimate is in terms of'a percentage of the

cost of the system. If it will have to be

totally replaced, the value is zero; if it

requires no change, the salVage value is 100%.

RUNNING THE PIOGRAM

8. Run SOLAR.

Load BASIC and request the program, SOLAR. When

it is run, it will interactively request values for all

the parameters previously described. Enter those values

and record the results.

9. Find SOLAR's memory needs'.

When SOLAR runs, the operating system is in high-

numbered memory locations; the BASIC interpreter is in,

low-numbered memory loCations;and the program is

171
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between these

can be found

be 1, 2 or 3,

much memory

for each var.

Use GET

Given the in

the smallest

1. Run MANU L.

boundaries, as shown in Figure 4. The addresses

n t e BASIC command, "GETADDR(N)," where N.can

16°as wn in Figure A. The only unknown is how

occupied by variables. Five bytes are required

ble used in the program. ...

DDR to find the memory used by SOLAR and BASIC. . I
ormation that 300 variables are used, estimate

4
_

amount of memory required by SOLAR. I

o

I

GETADDR (1)-3

GETADDR (2).4.

GETADDR (3)-4.

.

)0PERATING SYSTEM

)UNI.ISED

} VARIABLES

);OLAR

) BASIC

Figure 4. Memory Map.

LABORATORY 2: LOAD SHEDDING.

Loa; the BASIC program MANUAl and run it. It will

display he status of electrical use similar to that shown

in Tible 3. At.the enci, of each simulated ten minutes, the

program ill ask whether any loads should be turned on or

Page 18/M0-0
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off. By typing the number of thee load, its sta iui

will be changed (from on to off or off to on). If a
/

mistake is made, type the number again to resto e its

status.' When all changes haie been made type '0"

(zero) to instruct the computer to simul to ano er

ten minutes.

The program stops at the end of the day. Record

the total energy consumed and the penal y unit incurred

in Data Table2 (Load Shedding). If tide perm ts, repeat

the program to get more experience.

TABLE 3. TYPICAL DISPLAY FOR
LOAD-SHEDDING PROGRAMS.

,Number

.

.

Load
Load
Size Penalty Controls Target 'Value

Status
(1=0N, 0=OFF)

1 Heater 2 - Exchange emp. 50-,90 60 1

2 Heating Pump 1 8 '5 Area 1 Te p. 25-29 29 0

3 Heating Pump 2 6 . 2 Area 2 T,mp. 25-29 25 1

Water Heater 1 15 3 Area 1 'Water
Temp./ 40-60 45 0

5 Water Heater 2 10 1 Area 2.(Water
Temp 40 -60 42 1

6 Air Compressor 10 4 Tank pressure 4-8 3 1

7 Ice Melter .20 2 Pavem nt Temp. 0-10 2 0

8 Exterior Lights 12 1 Outsi e Lights On afte
4 3417 1

9 Water Pump 4 v 3 Gallons in tank 1000-50 0 0

I

10. All other 8 10 '," . 1

4
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2. Run AUTO.

# Load and run the BASIC program AUTO. ThiS program

generates a:display similar to MANUAL, but it makes the i

load-shedding choices automatically. Recorairthe results

of a simulated day's run, using AUTOMATIC,'in Data Table 2

(Load Shedding). Does it do as well as it does in MANUA?

3 Determine the memory required by MANUAL and AUTO.

()

Follow 'the procedures taken in Step 9 of the previous

laboratory for both load-shedding programs. A major part

of these programs consists of simulating the situation.

The part/6fA1TO used to control the koad can be estimated

as the di \ference in length betweenMANUAL and AUTO. This

differenc9 plus BASIC, is lat would be required for an

actual load-shedding computer. Record this value in Data

Table2 (Load Shedding).
/

O '
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1:, SOLAR.

STEP 1: IN6ber of people in house:

*EP 2: Method used tofind,U:

Calculations:

Value of U:

STEP 3: Collector slope:

Azimuth angle:

Largest possible collector'size:
---- I

m2

Collector size chosen: m 2

STEP 4: Coversion efficiency: E

Energy loss coefficient: L W /m2C°

Area cost of collector: V

Describe how obtained:

STEP 5: Storage capacity: S m 3

Total fixed cost: F

STEP 6: Down payment: %

Inter st rate: % per year

STEP 7: Tax rate:

Yearly Property tax rate:
=

Yearly Property tax change:

Cost of fuel:

Annual-fuel cost increase:

Salvage value:

175
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.

Data Table 1. Continued.

STEP 8: Attach-print-out.if possible._ Otheiwise, record'

the present worth of solar savings for each year

and total over 20 years. V

N

STEP 9:

Year- Saving Year Savint

1 . . 11 .

2 . 12 .

3 13
t

.

4 PI

5

..,

15

6_ 16
,

7 _ 17 .
.

8 18 '

9 19,
..

10 20,

Total Solar Saving:

GETADDR(1):

GETADDR(2): .

GETADDR(3):

Memory required by BASIC: (
by SOLAR:

(include variable storage) \--

,,.
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DATA TABLE 2: LOAD SHEDDING.

STEP 1: MANUAL .

Energy consumed:

PeNaLtuinits:

STEP 2: AUTO

STEP 3:

Energy consumed:

Penalty units:

Manual

GETADDR(1):

GETADDR(2):

GEWDR(3):
MemOy requiied by BASIC:

by MANUAL:,

. by AUTO: ,

Approximate memory tequiredtby a load- shedding

program : - -

Auto

A
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INTRODUCTION

CoMputers "speak" but one language machine language

and all instructions given to the computer must ultimately

be in this form. However, to program the computer directly

in machine language is unnecessary. Not everyohe

possesses,thisskill,,which takes a considerable time to

develop, The average person can communicate with a computer

via a number of higher-revel languages that are more like

Of

memory, and from that point on, the operator can use a

language that is easier, while the computer translates

that to machine language - a process called "interpreting."

Of course, the more sophisticated the language, the more

Oilemory is_required'for interpreting, which ,is one reason

there is no 'one language that is universal ,o1- 41imited in 0

application.

To load.a computer's memory bank with the entire un-'

abridged dictionary would not be economically feaSible,

.wheh only a handful of words is necessary. For instance,:

in the scientific and engineewing community, FORTRAN.(FDRmula .

TRANslatuf) is a prktical language to use;,it is partitu-

. larly designed to^ProceSs forMulas and scientific terminology:

COBOL (COMmon Business-Oriented Language) is 'used in most. _

bUsiness and,accounting applications.

In this module, the elements of a simple, all-purpose

buf limited-- language called BASIC will be presented.

0.0

.BASIC is an abbreviation for Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic .
..

. _
.

Instruction Code. It enables the user, for instance, to

enter simple codes such.as "+", whi h,will.caUse'the
.

computer to e/ecute the machine, lang age program that adds

-o numbers together.

I .

180 ,
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An important point that should be understood,concerning

the language of'BASIC is ;hat, while t is widely used, there

are also many other variations in use. Some versions of BASIC

have a limited vocabulary and will not recognize commands that

are cart of other BASIC programs. Studentsmust become familiar

with the particular version of 'BASIC for the computer that they
k

have access to.

fiEdUISITES

The student should have completed Module M0-01 through MO-0Sq

of Microcomputer Operations..

OBJE9TIVES

Up n completion of this module, the student should be

c. able to:
[ 0

1., Define the action of the follving commands in graphical
. t BASIC:

a. ERASE

b. SCROLL ON

c. SCROLL OFF

d. MOVE N- .

e. TURN N

f. 0, HOME

g. DOT'

h. PEN UP..
oe

PEN DOWN

j ERASER ON ,

k ERASER OFF'
4 : ,

a t'Y

'A .1 sp R.,

.
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I. 4.10PN

m. JUMP TO X,Y

n. LET

b. INPUT

p . ,

q.. FOR

r. NEXT

s. NAME

t, '. NAME P

u. SAVE

V. OLD

w. RUN.

x. r-LIST'

CV

y: PRINT
--, . %

, tt K
_

,

2. Deteimine the action caused by programs using these
.2 . .

,.,,

.

commands.
,*

3. Write short programs'using these _commands.

4. Defines the following terms:

a. Graphics c mmands,°

b. Stroll.ing..

c. Screen coordinates. -a.

d.' Variable:

e. Expression.

f. Floating point.

g. tissa.

h.

d. Iteration.

j. , Range'.

k. Rules of precedence.

1. Immediate mode.

m. Program ed mode.

S. Eiraluate BAS C expressions,'

precedence the, operators
°

'18?

using

.4;

t

the rules of

and /.
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Evaluate numbers in floating point notatioy

Use BASIC as a calculator to evaluate expressions.



= SUBJECT MATTER

BASIC GRAPHICS

BASIC is a widely-used language that has many practical

applications. It is especialy useful to the beginning
. . .

student as a "first" language to-learn in computer programming.

The .language 'consists of a series of instructions ,that are
,
.introduced in logical groups and then applied to typical

.peogramming'problems.

Not all BASICS are the same. The particular version

introduced in this module includes the ability to draw fi ures

,?.nd designs on a TV display. This ability makes it e

learn the language but is, not part of most BA ICs.
dk.

In the sections that follow,'no disti Lion will be made

between the w ds "command"-and "instruction." There are

situations in computer operation wheie these words do have-

different conn

CORE GRAPHICS -

.
..

!The-first set of instructions tole-studied in this

module are the six listedin Table 1, which control tilt

graphical displ4y on theorideo scren. These instructions,

called graphic commanarsare unique.to*the BASIC language

used inhiS module because many.computers whichihave BASIC

capability do not necessarily have video terminals that have

graphic c pability.
-

c,J* . --/T)
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TABLE 1. CORE GRAPHICS COMMANDS.

COMMAND FORM
.

1....,,

ACTION

ERASE

SCROLL ON

SCROLL OFF

(

.

Erases the entire screen.

Permits later RETURNs to scroll the
screen.

Stops later RETURNs from

MOVE N

TURN N

HOME

.

moving the
screen.

Moves the turtle N units forward.

Causes the turtle to turn N degrees
counterclockwise.

Returns the turtle, pointing to the
right, to the center of the screen.

--,

z_.--

Screen Co'ntrol

. The first command ERASE causes t e screen to b erased.

Simply typing theword and-then pressi g the carriage return

key <ret> causes the screen to be erase

When a line is.typed on the TV dis ay screen and a car-
.

riage teturm key is pressed, the dperato normally wishes the

line just typed to move up in the same anner that paper in

. a typewriter does; then any other characte s that ate entered

will appear in the line immediately under t e previous one. If

there are several lines on the screen, all o them should move
.

up when 'a carriage return 'key is pressed. T is property 'of

moving theentire screen tip one line is calle 9 scrolling,.

'Scrolling is convenient because it permits man

read at one time on the'screen. The pair of in tructions

SCROLL ON and scuLL qff control scrolling ofth screen.

There are times when scrolling can present.a problem

such as'those times when instructions are given fo figures to

be dawn on thescreen. Each instruction is execut d when

lines to be

Page 6 /MO -06 .
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carriage return key is struck; but if that carriage return

causes a scroll, the figure being drawn also scrolls upward.

Then, of et only a few 'instructions-, the figure will be

scrolled off the screen and lost. Consequently, scrolling is

not want -d inmost graphics applications.

Thy SCROLL ON and SCROLL OFF commands eliminate this pro-
.

,blem by putting scrolling under user control. After the i

SCROLL 1FF command is typed, subsequent carriage returns ?gill

not cau e the screen to scroll. After the SCROLL ON command

is type, carriage returns will cause scrolling.

Turtle ommands

T e remaining three commands in this_group MOVE, TURN

AND HO E always refer to an imaginary turtle that .can move

around on the screen, leaving a trail that can be seen as a

line. This turtle will-be uSed to draw figures and designs.

on the screen. The MOVE N command causes the turtle to move

a cert in distance and draw a line. The distance the turtle

moves s determined by. N, which can be any number.

0 the average TV, the MOVE 5 command causes the turtle

to mov- forward approximately. onelcentimeter, 'leaving a line

of tha length behind. The 'relation betwegn the number used

for N nd the distance moved on the TV depends on the TV; or,

anoLhe way off saying this is that the units used for N in

the M E'instruction are arbitrary. To give an idea of the

range of values*that N might take, ,a MOVE 0.2 instruction

cause the turtle to move the.smallest*perceptible amount on

the , and a MOVE 128 causes the turtle to move from the far

left ridge to the far-right -edge of the TV screen, whatever

its s ze.

186 .
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The TURN N causes the turtle to.turn N degrees.- If 11

is a positive number, the turtle turns N degrees.to the left

(counterclockwise). If N'is negative, the turtle turns to

the right. Any reas6nable number.can be used for N: TURN 90

results in a 90° turn to the left; TURN 270.results in a turn

of Z70 °, which is the same as TURN -90; TURN. 360 causes the

turtle to turn around completely, and is the same as no turn

at all.

When the TURN N -command is.typed and the/parriage return

key isp.ressed, there is no immediate.change in the TV disr

play. However, the next MOVE command'will be at'an angle,

relative to the last (Ind determined by the intervening

TURN command. For instanceFigurell shows the affect of a

Aries of MOVE and TURN'commands or the TV' display. The

triangle was drawn with the commands, MOVE 60, TURN 90, MOVE

45, TURN 1A6 and MOVE 75. The dotted lines, arrows and

commands d not appear on the TV.

TURN 125'

MOVE 75 MOVE 45

TURN 90

1Page 8/MO -06

MOVE 80

Figure 1. A Triangle Drawn with
MOVE an TURN Commands.
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The HOME command causes the turtle to go to its home,

which is at he center of the screen facing to the right

HOME is mused as a convenient way of having a standard place

from which to s art drawings.

These six c mmands (Table 1).can be used together to

produo(e an unlimited number of line drawings.AFigure 2

illustrates how a box Could be drawn in'pei-spective, using

a series of 21 commands. At each stage, the commands listed

on the-left produce-the drawings shown xign the right. °

(a) SCROLL OFF
ERASE
HOME
MOVE 30

(b) TURN 60
MOVE 25

TURN -150
mplyE 30
TURN -30
MOVE 25

(d) TURN -150
MOVE 30
MOVE -30

(e) TURN 90
MOlic 30
TURN -90
MOVE 30

(f) TUR4 -30
MOVE 25
TURN -60
MOVE. 30

<

1.

Figure 2. Drawing a Cube.

188 MO-06tPAge'
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The preceding example illustrates that negative numbers

can be used for N. A move of -30 results in a move backward

of 30 units. The numbers do not have to be integers; the

computer can understand commands like MOVE 2.0174. The re-

sult maot be drawn with the accuracy that such a pt irecfse

number iffiplies, becapse the smallest perceptible movement on

the screen correspo0 nds to MOVE 0.2.

EXAMPLE A: DRAWING JET.

Given: The Tine drawing in Figure 37-----

Figure 3.
Lin Drawing

of a Jet.

Find: The commands that would draw this lfe drawing

of a jet on the Tkr/...-..

Solution: For simplicity, the length of the MOVE command

is chosen to be equal to the length ofthe line

of the figure in centimeters). There may be

some variatibri, due to shrinkage of the illustra7'

tion duringTrinting, but if the bottom of the

dirplgne is 11.2 cm long, then the turtle command

is MOVE 11.2. 'To draw the next part of-the

figure the sloping front the turtle Must be

turned before another MOVE command is issed.

The turtle; would have to turn around t the 17ft

as shown'-. Since the turn As to the 1.e, , the an-

gle is positiye, Ana a protractor wilshow that

Page 10/M0-06
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A Example A. Continued.

it ds numerically equal to 160°. This process

of moving and turning is repeated until the entire

figure is drawn. Note that the third turn (which

is necessary before the rising part of the rudder

is drawn) would be to'the right. This is` done with
f,

a TURN command with a negative value for the, angle.

The complete figure can be drawn by the following

series of commands:

HOME .

MOVE.- -11.2
TURN +160
MOVE 4.5
TURN +28
MOVE 4.9
TURN -52
MOVE 3.3
TURN 136
MOVE. 3.5

a

0

3

ADDITIONAL GRAPHICS COMMANDS

The next series of commands is *shown in Table 2.' These

additional graphics commands are necessary,in Any situations.

,

19Q
t
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TABLE- 2. ADDITIONAL GRAPHICS COMMANDS.

COMMAND .ACTION

.DOT

PEN UP

,

PEN DOWN

'ERASER ON

ERASER OFF

HOP N

.

JUMP TO,X,Y

'

.

.

.

-

.

Causeda dot to be drawn at the current
turtle location.

Causes subsequent MOVE or JUMP instruc-
tions to leave no line on the screen.
Cancelled by-PEN DOWN.

. .

. Causes subsequent MOVE or JUMP instruc-
tions to leave a line on the screen.

. Cancelled by ERASER ON or ,PEN-UP.

Causes subsequent MOVE or JUMP instruc,-
tions to erase the'Content4,of any .cell
crossed. Cancelled by,ERASEROFF and

. PEN DOWN.

Causes subsequent MOVE or JUMP ipstruc-
tiOns to neither prase nor:lea4e a line..

_'Cancelled by ERASER ON.

- Move £prward N units without leaving &
,line. N can be any valid BASIC expres-
sion.

Move the turtle from its current posi-
tion to the coordinate goiWon, X,Y, in
scteen units relative t . X and Y

, can be any, valid BASIC expression.
,

'Pen Control

a

DOT causes a single dot to 'be drawn at the location of

the turtle. For example; if the commands

.et aie entered in that order,<

Page 12/M0-06,,
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ERASE,

HOME

DOT

the screen

12

will be cleared except
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for a single dot in the center, which is t4s010ME,position of

the turtle. 0

. PEN UPand PEN DOWN are a pair of instructions thatcon-

trol whether or not a line is drawn as a result of the MOVE

sand JUMP TO instructions. After the PEN UP command, MOVE

commands do iot result in a line being drawn. Once a PEN UP

pstruction has been issued, it can be capcelle&by hPEN

D WN instruction.- After PEN DOWN is issued, thenlYall sub-

sequent MOVE commands do, leave a line.

EXAMPLE B: DRAWING WITH PEN CONtROL'.

Given: The drawing in Figure 4.

et.

'ind.:

SOlutiOn

A B

'Si
Figure 4.

Triangle Drawn with'
Pen Control.

The commands.that would draw this triangu ar-

6shaped figure' on the TV.,

r The following 'commands will complet

MOVE. 3
PEN DOVN)

MOVE, 2 .-

PEN

Draws dineiv

Hops.to start

figure:

OF,

ti

. /
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Example B. Continued.

.0"

'PEN DOWN
MOVE 3

Draws B

TURN 120 B -C corner

MOVE 3 Drawg'C

MOVE 2
PEN UP ) Hops to start of D

PEN DOWN
140VE 3
TURN 120e

Draws D and E vertex

MOVE 3

MOVE 2
PEN UP-) Hops to F

MOVE 3
PEN DOWN)Draw F

c.

I

To draw a daShed line, the following' series of commands,/ IV t

could °be given to the computer:

PEN DOWN

MOVE 2

PEN UP

'

imaginaTy eraser carried on the Artie. When the ERASER ON

,To turn off this erasing feature, thee ERASER OFF instruction

Page' 14/M0 -06
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command is.thp last of the pair issued-, then sipsequent MOVE

can be issued.

commancis will erase any lines that cross the path of the turtle.

The ERASER ON' and ERASER OFF pair of instructions control

MOVE 2 .

PEN UP 0

,

MOVE 2

PEN DOWN

MOVE 2

1



The PEN and ERASER' commands interact because it is illog-

ical to have the pen down and,the eraser ,on., Thus, after the

ERASER ON command'is issued, the pen is automatical4y up.

Similarly, after a PEN DOWN command, the eraser is automat-

ically off.

For example,, to draw a line and then erase it, the foL-
.

lowing commands could be issued:

I

PEN DOWN

'MOVE 20

ERASER ON

MOVE -241

The MOVE -20 command causes the turtle to move backward 20

units; and since the eraser is on when,this happens, it.erases

the line previously drawn. 4

Other Turtle Moves

The HOP N command causes the turtle to move forward with-

out leaving a line and without affecting whether the pen is up
.

or down. Even if the pen is down,a HOP N command will cause

the turtle to move forward-N uniWand not 1raw a line. Thus,

another way of drawing a dashed line would be to use the fol-

lowing commands:

PEN DOWN

HOP 2

MOVE 2

HOP 2

MOVE 2

HOP 2 . . .

For the student to understand the JUMP TO X,Y instruction,

the concept of screen coordinates must be introduced.' The,TV

194
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screen, as shown in Figure 5, can represent .a piece of graph

paper with the scales shown. The origin of the graph is in

the-center of the screen,, and any point can be described by

-its X and d-Y coordinates (Srmbolized by X,Y). The X (horizontal

axis runs from -64 to +63.8 The.Y '(vertical axis runs from

-51.2 to +51. On many TVs, of all of these coordinate points

can be seen. The visible coo dinates run from approximately

-45 to-+45 in the Y direction. As a result, the upper right-

lantCorner of the screen c *n -b- described by the'coordinates

63.8', 45; and the lower left -ha d corner can be described by

the coordinates, -64, -45. As s own in Figure 5, part of the

'screen at the extreme top and bot om cannot be seen.

Y

LIVALWRI:N.

``e_`
(0. 45) 111161111111

.

\ ,

(0. -64) (0. 0) (0. 63.8

i
.

.-
.

.

hil

(0.- -45)

NW& lig

-4-VISIBLE TV

Figure 5. The Use of Coordfnates in a TV Display.
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I The folloWink instructions result in the drawing shown

in Figure 6.

PEN UP

JUMP TO -50,-19

'TEN DOWN

JUMP TO 6,. -46

JUMP TO 55,12

JUMP TO 55,35

JUMP TO -6,-16
3 JUMP TO -28,36

JUMP TO -50,9

JUMP TO -50,-19

PEN UP
114

JUMP TO 55,35

PEN DOWN

JUMP TO 47,50

PEN UP

JUMP TO -7,5.0

PEN DOWN

JUMP TO -28,36

4 'PEN UP

JUMP, TO -6,-16

PEN DOWN

JUMP TO -6,-46 x.

.4\

The 13 graphic commands discussed to this poipt are all

that are necessary, to,produce striking affects. The examples

above show that different combinations of thesecommands can
o,

produce' interesting results.

Page 18/M0-:06
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COMPUTATIONAL COMMANDS

The commands previously covered did not include those

that permit calculations; therefore, this section Of the
1

module outlines.simple commands that allo the user to com-

pyte with ndmbers. Table 3 shows two co ands and the basic

arithmetic operations that are to be studied at this point.

f

TABLE 3. 1THE CORE COMPUTATIONAL COMMANDS AND OPERATIO

Commands Action

LET) variable =.exilssion Evaluates thq, expression
and gives that value to the

- variable.

PRINT variable

expression 1 + expression

,

2

Prints.thevalue of variable.

Adds the value of two exlires-
sions.

expression 1 - expression 2 Subtracts expression 2 from
expression 1..

expression 1 *, .expression 2 Multiplies two expression's.

expression 1/expression, 2 Divides expression 1 by
expression 2. 4

THE LE;I INSTRUCTION

The LET instruction introduces the idea of a variable.

A,variable is a letter that has*a numerical value. For

instance, use of the instruction LET X = 7 gives a value of 7

Once this command has been issued, then the letter X

can be used in the same way,nuMbers can be used. For in-'

stance, the pair of instructions

4

D.
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LET R = 15 ,

MOVE R

results in assigning the number ,15 to R, so that the MOVE

command moves thetdrtfe 15 units.

The word LET may be omitted from the LET command in the

verjjon of BASIC used in this module; therefore, LET R = 15

and R = 15 are equivalent instructions.

The use of the equal sign in the LET instructionissoble-

_ what dif'ferent from-its usual use in algebraic expressions,.

The expression R'= R + 1 is illogical matheAtically because

there is no value for R that will also be one greater than.R.

However, the expression is perfectly logical,in BASIC, particu-

larly when it is interpreted as an abbTeviation for LET R = R

+ 1. This instruction takes the current value for R, adds 1

to it, and stores the result in R. For instance, if R were

15 befoie this instruction, it would be 16 afterwards.

In this BASIC, a variable can be'any sing1.e letter ar a'

letter followed by a single digit. These are valid variables:

A, Xl, C9, and Z. These are not valid: VAR, XI, C10, and $.

4

Arithmetic Exvessions

The LET instruction can involve addition, subtraction,

NIultiplicationor division on the right-hand side df the equal
.

sign. F$r instance, the following are, four valid BASIC nstruc

tions, each of which assigns the number 12 to W:

'LET W.= 5 + 7

,Page 20/M0 -06.

W = 3 * 4

W = 72/6

LET .W = 15 3

4



The symbol for multiplication'is a star (*), whick is used in-

stead of a period or an "x" to avoid possible confusion with

other uses of those symbols., Division is indicated by a slash

(/) because most typewriters used vith computers generally do

not have the standard division symbol.

More than one arithmetiC operation can.litf,combined in a

single LET statement. For instance, the follolting is a valid

BASIC instruction:

LET A = 4 6/2

When mote than one arithmetic operation is combined in a

,single statement, there is sometimes some confusion about

the meaning. In the example above, should the 4 and 6 be

, added to get 10 before' dividing by 2 (in Which case the re-

sult is 5), or should the 6 be divided by 2 first ana then

added to'4 to get 7? Which comes first, the division or the

addition?

, Parentheses

There ae two ways to solve this problem. The better

way to avoid questions about the order of arithmetic opera-

tiOns is to use parentheses. to group sub-expressions together;

then there can be no question:,

LET A = (4 6)/2

The 'parentheses used above indicate quite clearly that the '

4 and 6 must be added before they are divided by 2. Paren-

theses always indicate that the expression contained within'

them'is to be evaluated and replaced by a single number.

Parentheses also can be used within parentheses toin-
rt

dicate the order-of evaluation of an expressipn. For instance,

200
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A

the expression

R = (4/(7 5) + 3)" * 6I
will be evaluated in the following steps:

R = (4/2 + 3) * 6

= Ci,-+ 3) * 6

= 5 * 6

R = 30.
<

Parentheses can be used-even when they are not absolutely

necessary. For instance,in the expression

LETS= (3 + 7)

'the parentheses are nolt,needed at all. However, their use does

not lead to an error. There are situations when a programmer

may not know whether or not parentheses are required; but be-
,

cause no harm is doile when they are used when -not needed,

the programmer would be well-advised to include them when in

doubt.

Precedence Rules

A second way to resolve the question of which'operation,

-is performed first involves using the rules of precedAce. In

,AASIC,'All powers aryl roots and multiplications and divisions"

are performed before any additions or subtractions. Therefore,

in f given instruction,. all division's are lone first, them

.multiplications, then subtractions, and finally, additions.

If this is as the programmer intends, then no-parentheses are

required.'

Page 22/M0r06
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1

t EXAMPLE'e: PRECEDENCE OF OPERAT IONS.
,

Given: The exprsessionL-= 3/5 - 7 + 2 *3.

Find: The value for L.
'4. .,,

.Solutioh: The compUter will evaluate the expression in the

following four steps, starting with division:

/

L = 0.6 - 7 + 2 * 3

= 0.6 7 + 6

= -6.4 +.6

L = -0.4

PRINTING

--\

Once lengthy computation has been perfdrmed, the pro-
,

grammesoften wants to print out the esult. its can be

done with a'PRINT command. For instance, the pair of copi-

mands

S= 7
'PRINT S

results in '7 beingdisplayed.

The value-of more than one variable Can 134 displayed

witha,sinp.p PRINT command as long-as-theNsariables are.:

separated by commas. For example, the following thrc...: com-

mands result in the numbers -6 and 10 being printed:

T = 6

= T + 4

'PRINT T, R

The PRINT command is so Common that this BASIC interpreter

-gives it an abbreviatiorik- the colon (:) . As far. 'as BASIC

is concerned, the colon is equivalent to the PRINT command

MO-Do/Page 23
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when it appears as the first charactbr in an instruction. As

a result,- the following two i,nstrectionS are identical:.

PRINT- A, B

: A, B.
o -

Any expression can appear.after a PRINT ,command; it does not

have to be `a simple variable._ For instance, the command

: 18/0.5
'.

,
f

results in ,printing tkg',division.of 18 by .5, nmely 36. 'The

LET'and ERINI. commands, together with the arithmeic operators,

perform a 1 the calculations.of the hand calculato. In many ,

k.....,m
respectsBA C is more convenient than a calculator becAuse

.

coiplex
.

equationS can be entered in a single line with 'Mitzi-. \ ,

..
theses, which is similar to. the way they appear in formulas.

, 7-

.

..

EXAMPLE CALCULATOR' MODE.

A -13

Y 3(C ID)

where: A = 3.7

B'=.19.81

,C = 8417

D =

Find: Write a BASIC expression. that would calculate and

print the result.

Solution: One way requires onlylone line:

PRINT (3.7 + 19.01)/(3*(84I7 -

Page 24/M0-06 203
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PROGRAMMING MODE

To this point, each command has beenexecuted,as soollos

it was typed and'the carriage return key pressed. This is

called the immediate execution mode. Each command is executed

immediately after it is entered.

The computer, however, can be used to store a series of

commands without executing them. Then, when the programmer

is ready, the entire series can be executed at gceAby typing

the command RUN. This is called the programming mode. _

/10

LINE NUMBERS

o

Table 4 lists three commands related to the programmink

mode. In the programmingmode, the instructions are almbst

the.same'as the immediate mode instructions decribed above;

:the only difference is that, in the programming mode, each

instruction is preceded by a numbe'r called a line number.

The computed executes the instruction, with the lowest line

(ss\ .number firsthand, unless told' otherwise, continues to execute

'f 'instructions in the order of the increasing liitehumbers.

For inst nce,

10 MOVE 30

has a line number of 10 and tells the computer that when it

executes this line it is tomove the turtle 30 units. When

this line is first typed in, the computer takes no action,

because the instruction is in programming mode. The computer ,

simply stores this. instruction along with'any others that

,have been entered. When the command RUN is typed in, followed

by carriage return; then the instructions with line numbers

are executed.

2G4

fq
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TABLE 4. PROGRAMMING-RELATED COMMANDS.

Command Action

SCR

RUN

INPUT variable

Remove all stored commands.

Execute stored commands.

- Request a value for the variable from
the user. ,

The command SCR is an abbreviation for SCRatch (or remove)

any old pro -gram steps which may be left over from previous work.

. The series of commands

74' SCR

10 HOME /

20 MOVE 20

-RUN

causes the following action:

. The SCR removes any old commands from memory.

Then the two numbered instructions are entered into mem-

ory, but not executed.

Then wherl the command RUN is typed in, the computer causes

the turt37 to go to -its HOME position and draw a line 20
,

units long.

If RUN were typed again, the turq.e again would go home

,and draw a line

Notice that the line numbers do not have.=tO start with 1,

and not all the line numbers have to be used. The first insttuc-

tion in1 this'small prograt kis line number 10, and the second
, .1

has line number 20. It is_zpod programming pract ice to leave
,

many unused line numbers between instructions; then when errors

are found, additional steps can be inserted.
4

Instructions may be inserted by giving the new,iteps line (

numbers between existing lines. For instance, if it.were.neces-,

sary in the program above 4 TURN 60 before the MOVE iinstrtiption,

1
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C

40

this could b accomplished by typing this'in the line later

as follows:

15 TURN 60

Then when the program is run,11 the first line number 10 would

be executed, then number 15, then number 20/,'

The advantage rogram is that the same procedure
lq.

an be f011owed time and ti e again. When this is combined-

ith the idea of variable then same procedure can'be

sed with different values. The ,sho t program below draws a

square with sides of length

]i MOVE L

20 TURN 90

30 MOVE L

40 TURN 90

50 MOVE L

60 TURN 90

70 MOVE L

80 TURN 90

As soon as the value for L is given and the program is r4,
a square will be drawn on the screen. For instance, to draw

a squareOf size 5, one would type the following:

,5 L 5

RUN
r

To draw another square of size 10, one would-type the follow.-

ing:

S
5 L = 10

RUN

In each case, line number 5 gave the value for L; then the

program as run;

When a program is written, ability to see the instruc-

tions cur =ntly in the computer is helpful. This visualiz47

206
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tion can be accomplished with.the command LIST. When LIST is

typed, the computer responds by li'Sting all the program steps'

currently in memory. If the program is exceptionally long,

. it may be desirable to list just part of the program. For

example, the command LIST 30 lists only thOse instructions

after number 30, and the command LIST 70-90 lists only.those

instructions beginning with line 70 through line 90.

INPUT

A better way to get values into a program such as the .

previous example is to use the INPUT command. The command

5 INPUT "Give the size of the square"; L

requests the user to give the value for L, the length of a

spare. Willh this command in the program, when the program

is .run, the program types out,

Give the size of the square

and then waits until a number and a carriage return istyped. .

There are three formats for an input command:

INPUT variable

INPUT variable, variable...., variable

INPUT proipt,,Yariable',....., variable

The first waits for a single variable. The user is informed

that the program needs a value for a variable because a ques-

tion mark is typed out. In the second form, values for several

variables are requested, each separated by commas or semicolons.

Again, question marks are typed out to request those numbers.
#

The question marks can 'be confusing because they give no

indicA\ion s to what values ale needed; therefore it is clearer

to type `a message, called a prompt. The prompt is any message

) Page 28/140-06
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tat

enclosed in quotes. When the program is executed by a RUN

command, the computer types the prompt ahead of the.question

mark.

EXAMPLE E: INTEREST RATES.

Given: The following program:

10 INPUT "Give the interest :rate (in percent)"; I

,20 INPUT "Give the amount invested"; P 4

30 P = P*(1 + 0.01*I) .

40 PRINT "At the end of a year the investment is

worth"; 13,

Find: Describe what happens when this program is run.

Solution: The first line requests the interest rate. When

the user. enters some number, its value is stored

as I. The second line requests the principal

and stores it'as P. The third line calculates

the value of the prinCipal.after one year. is

value is equal to P*(1 + 0.01*I). The fourth

line prints this answer with a message. One new

item introduced to this program is the use of

quotations within the PRINT command. As can be

seen, this leads toa much clearer output. - Each

time it is executed,- the program prints out the

. message, as well as the accumulated principal P.

SCIENTIFIC NOTATION

When the principal is large, the interest rate prOgram

(Example S)---;;etimes generates output that looks like the

.following:

MO-06/Page 29
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0.31445E7.

This is a floating-point number that uses scientific notation.

BASIC uses floating point whenever it must deal with very large

or very small numbers.

To interpret a floating-point number, find th'e E (which

is an abbreviation for "Exponential"). The number before the

E is called the mantissa. The number. after the E is the

exponent. The value of a'floating-point number-is the mantissa

times 10 raised to the exponent pd,Wer. Symbolically, itris

as follows:

mantissa E,exponent = mantissa x 10exponent

For example,.the floating-point number above gives the following:

0.31745E7 = 0.31745 x 107 = 3174,500

The exponerit has the effect of moving (or floating) the

decimal point to .the right a number of digits equal to its

value. If the expofient is negative, thedecimal point moves

left.

Other floating-points numbers are evaluated in the example

that follows.

EXAMPLE F: FLOATING PAINT NUMBERS.

Given: A = -0.7541E17

= 0.21438E-10

C = -0.10074E-7

Find: The decimal value of A, B and C.,

Solution: A = -0.7341 x 1017 = -73;410,000,060,000,000

B ='0.21438_x 10 b0 = 0.000000000021438

C = -0.1007 x 10-7 = -0.00000001007
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LOOPING

_Instructions discussed's° far are quite powerful. They

permit shapes tp be drawn on the screen and computations to

be performed with lightning speed.. 'However, to this point,

every instruction given could be executed only once each

time a program is run. If this' were:the only possible way

to program, then programs that are' complex would become quite

long. Ccinsider,'for instance, the difficulty o.f drawing a

circle. A' circle can be drawn by a series of small MOVE and

TURN commands. If the sequence MOVE 1, TURN 3 were repeated

120 times, the turtle would draw a figure that would look al-

mostmost like a p rfect circle; however, no one would wish to

`type in thes two commands 120 times. BASIC provides two

ways of repetitively ekedUting one or, more commandS' like

these, as shown in Table 5.

Jr
'FABLE 5. LOOPING COMMANDS.

,

Instruction *

. .

/ Action

GOTO N 1

y

FOR I = J TOOK

.

NEXT-I

-,._

,

.,

.

.

The next instruction is at line
number N. N can be a number or any
valid BASIC expression. ...-

.

The beginning of the range of a FOR,
NEXT loop. The indek I. can be any
variable. J and -K can be any numbers
or valid BASIC expressions. ,

Marks the end of thesiange of the
FOR, NEXT loop with.the'index I.

210
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THE GOTO COMMANIi

The simplest way to loop is to use the GOTO N command.

When a GOTO N Command is executed, the next instruction executed

is the one with line number N. For instance, a circle could be

drawn with the following three instructions: . r)

1.0 MOVE 1

20 TURN 3

.3.0G_OTO 10

I Then, when the RUN command is given, the computerwould

repeat endlessly the TURN and MOVE commands; and as a result,

a circle would be drawn after 120 repetitions. There, is

nothing in this program to Stop the computer after a complete,

circle; so it will continue redrawing the circle.

There is a problem with the preceding example, in that

the comp%tor gets "hung up" endlessly going around the 3-line

loop. The, only way stop the computer when it is trapped

in a loop of this kind is to press the.CONTROL key and the

C key simultaneously to enter a special command called

CONTROL C; thiS stops or "breaks" the executionof the program.

LOOPS r

_ .

To avoid.getting trapped inside the Too, it would be

better
.

to execute the two commands exactly 120 times; this

---c-arr-be-done with the FOR and NEXT commands. %FOR and NEXT

are two instructions that must be used toge her. (If one is

tused, the other must 'be used.). When theTa e separated in

a program, all the instructions'between can be repeated.

The part of the program that migirebe executed between the

FOR and NEXT instructions is called the range. 'k

. ,

I
. 1'
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The number of times instructions in the range of'a FOR,

44I`NEXT pair are repeated depends on more information in the

FOR instruction. This is illustrated in the following program:

10 FOR I = 1 to 120

20 MOVE 1

30 TURN 3

40 NEXT I

In this pfogram, the. instructions for lines 20 and 30 are

executed 120 times. -Each time they.are executed is called

an iteration. The first time through the loop the variable

I is set to 1; the second time, 2;, and s9\'forth.. Each time

through the loop the variable is increased by l,and the

process is continued until I takes on the last value

this case 120. After the last time through the loop with

I = 120, any instruction following the loop would be executed.

In this particular case there are none, and the program stops.

The NEXT instruction marks the end of the range. The'

variable I could have been any other variallle, ut the came

variable must be in both the 'FOR and NEXT inst uctions. This

variable is called an index.

,

The variable following the word "FOR" is the index. The

4 index is first given the value of the expreSsion to the right
4' ,of the equal sign. Then, each time through the loop, the

- index is increased_by one., This process continues until the

valui of the index the value oyhe expressioh after
.

the word "TO". For instance,' the loop -th'at starts
J

FOR `K = 7 TO 3 * 6

would start with K = 7 and repeat until K = 18. The loop with

K = 18 would be executed, but not one with X = 19.

In the example above, the index I is not used anywhere

in the program except to'count the number of loops. However,

212-
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A

this variable is available to the program and could be used

k to' great advantage in many situations. The program in Table 6,

for.eXample, calculates the value of an investment made today

after agiven numbe Ofri.ears at a given rate of return. The

index is N and is used inhiiprintout4

TABLE 6. THE INVEST PROGRAM.
1, 4

10 INPUT "Give the.dnterest rate (in percent):"; I

20 INPUT "Give the amount invested"; P

30 INPUT "For hol,e. many years do You,want to invest?"; Y

40 FOR N = 1 to Y

504r = P*(1 + .01*I)

`60 PRINT:"After"; N;"vears, the 'principle is worth"; P

60 NEXT N

In- line 30,'the program asks for the number of years the

investment ii to be made and stores the value given in Y.

Because Y. is in the FOR instruction,"the program repeats the

simple interest calculation that number of)times'. It does

this.by looping through the calculation once for each year

that the money w111 be'inyested. When the program is run,

the results can be seen as Figure 7.

O
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(romputer

(1-cO;puter's request

GIVE THE INTEREST RATE' (IN'PERCENT): 12
P

GIVE THE AMOUNT INVESTED: 100
40<lser:

FOR HOW MANY YEARS DO YOU WANT TO INVEST? 10

User's response

Computer v '14

AFTER 1 YEAR, TH PRINCIPLE IS WORTH' 112

AFTER 2'YEARS;1,THE PRINCIPLE IS WORTH 125.44

vr-

AFTER 10 YEARS, THE PRINCIPLE IS'WORTH .58

Figure 7. One Run of ,the Investment Program, INVEST.

Combined'with theareVious instruttions; the-FOR, NEXT pair

can generate someextremely sophisticated programs. One

powerful idea iq to illac'e one-FOR, NEXT pair inside the range

of another pair. This is called nesting. Nesting is possible

as long as the indices for the two FOR, NEXT pairs'are

different.

a

EXAMPLE : NESTED LOOPS.

Given: The following. Frogram:.

10-, HOME

20 PEN DOWN

30 FOR. I -= 1 TO 10

40 govjs

50 FOR J 1 TO f4

'4=

a

214
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'Example G. Continued. .

60 MOVE 10

70 TURN 90

80 NEXT J

"90 NEXT I

100 END

Find: The shapes drawn on the screen.

Solution: The inner loop consists of lines 50, 60, 70 and

80. --1n each ok'these loops, one line is drawn

k. and the turtle is turned 90°. Repeating this

four times draWs .square.. The outer loop extends

from lines 30 to 90. Each time through this-loop,

the turtle, hops forwaTd 15 and--a?alqs a square, (by

executing the inner loop). 4,y repeating this"

ten times, 10 squares are drawn in a row.

Note the END instruction at line 100. Agood practice is

to include this statement at the end of each program, as it

definitely tells the computer. to stop at the end of the program.

If there were a higher line number with instructions still

'uncleaTed from a preVious program, the Computer would proceed. ,

andoexecute that command were it /ot for tN13.

DISK capRoL

Once a program has been developed and run_properly, it

is useful/to bt able to-,store it for later,\use. This requires

the disk' control commands listed in Table 7.

Page,36/M0-06-
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TABLE 7. DISK CONTROL COMMANDS.,

Instruction
.

, 4 .11W

-

Action

NAME-

NAME P

SAVE

Ott

DIR *.BSC

ERA P.BSC

4

.....,

.

v .

Computer responds with the'. current
program name.

-

Computer gives the name P.to the current
program. P can be any valid program

0..name.
\<.

Save the current program, using the
current program name.

Requests a program to be loaded in frA
the disk. 6

Lists all BASIC programs on the disk.

Erases the BASIC program P. The name P
can be any valid program name.

When a program is used at a later date, it is referred

to by name; therefore, before the program.is saved, iylust

be given a name. Anytime BASIC is begun, it asks the( quest n,

NEW OR OLD?

An old-program is one that is already stored in disk; whereas -

a new program ,is one that Kill
I

be generated,,using BASIC. In

either case, the.name of the program is requested When the

name of an'old program is given, the program will be brought

in from memory. If it is a new program, i is up to the

programmer to invent a name for that prog4m. The name of

a program must start with some letter andbe not more than'

seven characters long and have no spaces. MYPRG (my progrAm)\

is a valid name for a program,but 3PRG is not, nor is MYPRG.,

t
, r
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Tofind out t 'name of the current program, the command

NAME can be typed in at any time. The computer responds by

typing the current name`. of the program. To change the name imo

of the program, NAME is typed, followed by the new name of

the program. Thus, the typing of .

NAME JIM.

causes the current namd for the program to be JIM.

iTo'save a:program, .simply type tIO command SAVE. This

causes the computer to save all the instructions with line '-

numbers on a disl using the cur ent program 1.6.me. If the

disk already has a program,wi that me, the old program

is lost.and the new one written over To retrieve a

grogram from disk, the command OLD can be typed at any time.

The computer will respond by requesting the name, of the program.

As soon as thir. is, given, the disk will be searched for a

progiam with that name. If such a program exists. on the current

disk, it will be loaded in and made available. Any program

previouslyiiitemory will be lost.

Sometimes it is useful to see what programs Are on then

disk. Thi'S can be done with the following command:

DIR *.BSC

If there are programs that should be erased from disk, the

command .

.ERA P.BSC

can be Used. As written, this erases the program name P.

Any valid program name can be dsed. The ".BSC" in the two

commands above informs the computer that Only BASIC Programs

- are- of-interet. This is actually part of the name of any

Page ,438/M0-06
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7

' V

BAS C program and is supplied automatically by BASIC.c

...

This can be_set-ii---wherc-trecomman4 NAME As used, .because the
....,

".BSC" is eturned with the programnate.
,

EXAMPLE H: SAVING AND USING PROGRAMS ON DISK.

Given:

Find:

The program STAR which resides on disk.

The steps necessary to add the line 30 TURN 144

to the program; then rename the program 5TARS

and save it'on the disk.

Solution: The command

OLD STAR

gets the program stored in'the compu Then

the new line can be added by typing he following.---

30 TURM,144

- ;-
The program can be -enamel:I using the following

command:

NAME STARS

This program can be saved under its new name by

typing the command
.4

SAVE

I. 4

4

ti
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4 EXERCISES

4

1. Describe the, figure drawn by the following programs.

a. 14, HOME ,

20 MOVE 10

30 TURN 120

40 MOVE/10

b. X10

20 TURN 120

30 MOVE 20

40 GOTO 20

c. 10 HOME

20 MOVE 2

30 PEN UP

40 MOVE 2

sq DOT

60 MOVE 2

70 PEN DOWN

80 GOTO 2

d. 10 FOR I = 1 TO 20

20 MOVE:I

30 TURN 60

40 NEXT I

e. 10 PEN .UP

20 FOR X = SO-TO 50

30 FOR Y = 50 TO 50

40 JUMP TO X,Y,

50 DOT

60 NEXT Y

70 NEXT X

5
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2. Describe the results of running the following programs:

a. 10 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER A NUMBER"

20 INPUT A

30 PRINT A* (A + 1)

40 -COTO 10-

b. .10 A = 3E7

20 B = 0.1E-2

30 D = A/B*4-3

40 PRINT A,B,D

3. Write a program that does the following:

a. Draws a triangle with 3 equal sidesi.--

b. Draws two touching circles.

c. 'Requests two numberiand prints their product.

d. Requests a number and draws a grid that fills the

screen with that many horizontal and vertical lines.

LABORATORY MATERIALS

A disk-based Microcompuyer,with CP/M and BASIC.
F

1 full-size floppy disk. "443.,

1 Metric ruler.

1 Protractor.

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1: GRAPHICS.

1. Read BASIC into the computer. Apply power to the computer.

Place the disk in the disk reader. Press the RESET button.'

Type BASIC <ret> to read BASIC from the disk. Namt the

program as requested.

Page 42/MO -06
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1

Figure 8. A Pentagon Used in Laboratory 1.

2. Recreate the pentagon depicted in Figure 8 on the TV,

using MOVE and TURN instructions,. Several ways have been

outlined that could be used to create a line drawing.

using the TV; the easiest is to type a series of MOVE

and TURN commands in immediate mode. Measure the angles

-and distance in Figure 8. Translate these into immediate

mode MOVE and TURN commands. Enter the commands in Data

Table 1, under Step 2. Ater these commands on the com-

puter. Make any corrections necessary, and record the

successful commands.

3. Create the pentagon in Figure 8, using JUMP.TO commands.

Figure 8-has been drawn on a grid to simplify finding the

coordinates of the'ends of the straight lines. Determine

these coordinates, and use them to draw 'the figure with

. JUMP TO_commands. Record in Data Table 1. Enter these

commands on the computer. Make any co'rrections neces-

sary, and record the successful instructions.

221
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4. Create the pentagon in Figure 8, using_looping. The five

angles and five sides in Figure 8 are all theisame; there-
.

fore, instead of five identical MOVE and five identical

TURN commands, only one of each is needed in a loop that

is repeated-five times. Write a program that accomplishes

this, using the GOTO command, and record in DatPTable 1,

Step 4. ,Enter andetun prograM. Use CTL-C (press CONTROL

and C keys togetheli:). to stop the program. Record the

successful program. Modify the program, using the FOR,'

NEXT Pair so that/just the five sides are drawn. Enter,

run and record thins program. NOTE: If a mistakejs made

entering an instruction, any of the following three steps

can be taken to correct the error:

a. Cancel (erase) the entire line by pressing CTL-U

(CONTROL and U keys).

b. Delete the last charactef by pressing the DELETE key.

c. Retype the line.

5. Enter a polygon drawing program. The program below asks

for the number of sidesdesired.and then draws a polygon

with that many sides:

10 ERASE

20 SCROLL OFF

30 INPUT "GIVE THE NUMBER OF SIDES"; N

40 PEN UP

50 HOME

60 JUMP 'TO 0, -50

70 PEN DOWN

80 MOVE 1500

90 FOR ,I = 1 TO N

100 TURN 360/N

110 MOVE 300/N

120 NEXT
0
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Enter this program, name it POLY, save it and run it

for'the following number of sides:, 3, 5, 17, 100.

Describe the results in Data Table 1, Step 5.

6. Improve POLY. POLY is inefficient as written because

two unnecessary divisions (in Steps 100 and 110) are

required each time through :the loop. These divisions

should be done once before the FOR instruction and the

results stored in new variables. Make these changes

and rename the program POLY1 and save it. Time both

POLY and POLY1, drawing a 100-sided polygon. ,How much

time was saved by eliminating 200 divisions? Determine

from this how long one division takes. Record the

estimate and the changes in the program.

7. Modify FIELD. Enter, save and execute the following

program called FIELD:

10 HOME

20 ERASE

30 FOR X = -6 TO 5

40 FOR Y = -4 TO 4

56'PEN UP
0

60 JUMP TO 2PX, 10*Y

70 PEN DOWN

80 FOR I = 1 TO 5

90 MOVE 7

100 TURN 144

110 NEXT I

120 NEXT Y

130 NEXT-X

el

a

Describe the' TV display that FIELD generates. Modify

FIELD to draw squares instead. of stars. Rename this

program SQF and save it. Record the changes required.

Modify FI4LD to draw the jet in Figure 3 instead of stars.

Rename this program JETF and save sit.
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LABORATORY 2: COMPUTATIONS.

1% Use the calculator mode to evaluate expressions. Load

SIC into the computer and use it to evaluate algebraic

xpeS-S16ns calculatbi]mode. Use A = 0.3, B =

0.000017, C = 340,700,000, and D = 0.31415. Calculate

and record the results in Data Table 2.

a: 74.35.64

U.- A (3B + 2CD)

5C

B + -A-
30D

ABC
d.

2. %ter INVEST. En r and execute the investment program

' in Table 6. N e it INVEST and save it under that name.

Use it to calculate the term value-of $1000 invested at

5% after 25 years. Use the program to decide whether

twice the interest rate doubles, the interest earned.

Record the' results in Data-Table 2, Step 2.

3. Modify INVEST. INVEST prints out the principle value

after each year. Suppose all that information is'not

needed; only the final value. Modify the program to omit

all the intermediate/printing. Rename the program. INVE'ST1

and save it. Record-the changes required.

4. Calculate th,heat flow through a wall. The amount of

heat lost through a wall'depends on the following:

. a. The thickness, T,'of the wall in meters.

#
b. The height, H', and length, L, ofAhe wall in meters.

c. The temperature difference, D, betwpen the inside

and outside of the wall in degrees Celcius.

a. How well the wall conducts, measured as its specific
.

41e

conductivity C. ,

The value of Q, the heat lost in watts, is as follows:

.4
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CLD
Q

Typical values for the specific conductivity are given

in Table 8.

k

TABLE 8, SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITIES.

MATERIAL
.

SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY C
(watts/meter-i/degree-1)

WOOD (Pine) 0.11

GLASS 0.7 0.9

:CONCRETE 1.3 3.6

GLASS WOOL
INSULATION

°
,

0.04

PONE (Granite)
.

1.9 4.0
A

Write and save a ptogram, called COND, that requests

input values for each of the five variables and then

prints the resulting heat loss. Use COND to find the

heat lost through a wood wall 3m high, 10m long, and

0.2m th k when it is 25°C inside and 0°C outside.

,'Repeat the calculation for concrete and glass wool

insulation. Record the results.
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DATA TABLES
I . '

DATA TABLE 1: GRAPHICS.

STEP 2; MOVE'AND TURN.INSTRUCTION8

Immediate mode commands used to. recreate Figure -8:

STEP 3: JUMP TO COMMANDS

Immediate mode JUMP TO commands used to recreate, Figure 8:

$

STEP.4: LOOPING

Program using GOTO that recreates Figure 8:

Page 48/MO -06
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a

Data Table 1. Continued.

STEP 5i PROGRAM USING A FOR, NEXT PAIR. TO RECREATE kIGURE 8:

Describe the results:

.

STEP 6: IMPROVE POLY

Estimated time per division:

?

Changes, to generate swares:

, .

"Cha ges r ired to raw jets:

$

,
41,

'
rc

%

0

A

40;-06/Page 49
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I

DATA TABLE 2: COMPUTATIONS..

STEP 1:. CALCULATOR MODE

-
) A

a.I

b.

c.

d.

STEP 2: INVEST- ,

Valdes of $1,00.0 after 25 years at 5%:,

AMount'gatned: -

Value of $1,000 after 25 years at }0 %:

Amount .gained:

STEP 3: INVEST MODIFICATIONS

Changes required to print only the final principle:

/

STEP 4: HEAT FLOW

Record the progrqm, COND:

k
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Data Table 2. Continued.,
Heat'loss through

a.' Wood: watts

b. Glass: `Watts"

c. Concrete: , watts

d. - Glass wool insulation',:4
6, Stone:

/

waits

i
j

watts

I.

J

r

s

229
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C

INTRODUCTION
I

This module introduces a-Lumber of programming concepts

that make BASIC a powerful and useful language. The previous

module in this series is an introduction to BASIC progrdaming

which describes a core set of BASIC instructions. Many pro-
.,

blems can be solved with programs using just those instruc-

tions; however, this module will show ,tyt there are problems

that are either'Very difficult or impossibie'to program with-s.

out the aid of some additional instructions and programmng

techniques. 7-

This module introduces conditional statements, functions,

subroutine's, indexing, and arrays; and it shows how these

ideas can be applbied to specific calculations.

PREREQUISITES

]

The student should have completed Modules M0-01 th'rOth

MO-06 of Microcomputer Operations:

a

Oft

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the stu dent should be

able to:

1. Define the..actionrof.tfie following commands:

a. DIM

b. IF

c.;\ GOSUB

d.. RETURN

232
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e. DATA

f. REM

g. STOP

h. APPEND

i. READ

j. .DATA

2. Define an indexed variable; describe how 'to access and alter

its contents.

3. Define functions and subroutines; ana describe the action

of the following functions:

a. ABS

b. INT

c. RND

d. SGN

e. SIN

___f. TAN
,

g. COS

h. SQR

4. Determine the action caused by programs that use the com-

mands listed above, indexed variables and the functions

listed above.

S. Write short programs using these commands and datastruc-

tures.
\,

6. Analyze the computer resources required for computation

and graphing.

4

r
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'SUBJECT MATTER

CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS
a.

'here are many situations in programming where one part

of the program can usually-be 1 xecuted, but under certain

conditiolis another program is needed. Tills Is called

branching; that is, the program must go one of two possible

ways, dvilding on the result of some calculation or input.

Th6 IF...THEN statement is an instruction in BASIC that

permits branching. A typical'use is shown below:

300 IF N = 7 THEN Y = 8 4

This statement gives Y anew value namely 8 - only in the

case where N = 7. If N does not equal 7, Y is unchanged.

Another example follows:

10 IF R > 3 THEN GOTO 400

In this case, if R is greater than 3 (e.g., 700 or 3.001),

then the next instruction to 'be executed will be at line

number'400. an the other hand, the, GOTO statement will be

ignored if R is equal to or less than 3 (e.g., 0, -6,000\or

3). In this case, the next instruction will be the one fol-

lowing the IF...THEN statement.),

PARTS OF THE IF INSTRUCTION

There are four parts to the IF...THEN instruction.

234
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These are illustrated in the complete'INastatement below:

1 2 3 4

IF conditional THEN branch instruction

The first part is the IF word itself; this is absolutely

required. The second part is called a conditional statement,

which, in most simple cases, will involve comparing two

expressions with some relational operation. In the latter

example ,given,* R tnd 3 were compared with'a relational opera-

tion >. The result of a conditional expression is always

either true or false. In the example, either R is grearfr

than 3 or it is not; in the first example, either N was equal

te7 or it is not. If the condition were true, them the

branch instruction is executed.

The seven kinds of relational operations allowed in BASIC,

conditional expressions are listed in Table 1

TABLE 1. RELATIONAL OPERATIONS.

Relation Meaning

>

<

=

>.=

<=

<>

Greater than.

Les's than.

Equal to

Grater than or equal to

Less than or equal, o

Not equal
.

to.

,
The third part of the IF statement is the' word THEN. The,

primary purpose in typing the word THEN is to mark the end of

'the conditional statement:as well as to make the instruction .

a
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readable.

After THEN comes the fourth part of the I1 statement, the

branch instruction. The'branch instruction can be.any valid

BASIC instruction. It is only executed if the result of the

conditional expression is true. If the result of the c di-

tional expression is faIse,.then the branch instruction

ignored and the computer executes the next instruction.

There are situations in which, the calculations needed if

the conditional is true can, be done'in a single instruction.

In this case, the single instruction can just be the branch

instruction within the IF statement. There are many situa-

tions, however; in which extensive calculations must be per-

formed if the conditional is true.. In this case, a GOTO

(Go to) statement can be
.

used for the branch instruction.

The GOTO statement Starts the computer executing a

totally different part of the.program, which may contain a

large number f steps. This situation is so often encount-

ered that an abbreviation has been developed for BASIC. As

branch instruction, GOTO 300 and 300 are the same. This is,

the word GOTO may be .omitted. If it is omitted, then all

that is required.is the line'number to jump to if the condi-

tion holds.

An exampleof the use' of the Implied GOTO statement is

the following instruction:
q

600 IF (X + 7) > Y * Z THEN 200

If the condition hOlds (i.e., if X +-7,is indeed greater

than the product of Y times Z), then the next instruction

to boexecuted will be at line 200. Qn the other hand, if

the condition fails (i.e., if )C + 7 is not greater than the

product of Y 'and Z), then the next instruction will be the

one immediately following line 600.

236
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.Below is an example

a tomplete program:

10 INPUT "GUE

20 IF G = 31 T

30 IF G < 31 TH

40 IF G >. 31 THE

50 GOTQ 10

60 PRINT "CORRECT!

70 EMS

hor IF instructions can be used in

S MY NUMBER"; G

EN 60

N PRINT "TOO LOW"

PRINT "TOO HIGH"

I I

Line 10 requests the user to guess a number the computer is

"thinking of." The guess is stored in the variable G. If

the guess is 31,'it is correct;-and in this case, line 20

uses an implied GOTO,to transfer control to line 60. Line

-60-p-rints CORRECT-I- ;,-then the-program s-top -s . -If -the- guess

was not 31, line 30 checks to find out if the guess was less

than 31. If so, TOO LOW is printed. Similarly, line 40

checks to find out if the guess was greater than 31. In this

case, TOO HIGH is printed: In either case, line 50 transfers

control to line 10, which requests another guess.

EXAMPLE A: CONDITIONAL EXPRESSIONS.

Given: The following program:

10 I =

20 PRINT I, 3 * I - 7

I = I +

40 IF I < 5*THN 20

Find: The output generated by this program when,it is

run.

Solution: This program illustrates a way of using conditions

S.
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Example, A. Continued. .

to cause looping as the FOR, NEXT pair can. I

is set to 1 in line 10, so'line 20 prints the

following:

1 -4
9

Theti I is increased.to 2 in line 30. Since this

is less than 5, line 20 is again executed. This

now prints:

2 -1

1The'loop is executed again, printing:

and again, giving:

3 2

4 5

'After pfinting this, I is increased to 5 in line

30, Then line 40 discovers.I is no longer less

than 5, so the next instruction is executed, There

are no other instructions, so the program stops.

\
INDEXING

Consider the problem of storing'a large amount 'of data

from A single source :These data might represent the-tempera-

-ture at a particula site over several weeks; there might ,11.,
,-.-

thousands of readings which need to be entered into, the com-'

puter and analyzed. 4.

There is no convenient way - using the BASIC commands
I'

discussed to thii\point - to handle all these data. There
\

%,

re two'things wrong with assigning each reading to a different

v iable: 1) there might not be enough variables, and 2) a

separate instruction would have to be written for each dif-

fere t valqable, Wthich could lead to unnecetsleily long code.

MO-07/Page 7
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The way to solve these problemsis to,use an indexed

variable; this is,a variable thit an store many different

numbe These numbers are stoied in ordernd can be accessed

by usin an index that indicates which numbes desired.

For instance, "A(3)" means the third number stored in the

variable A, and "R(37\5)"'means the 375th number stored as

variable R. Using indexed variables, 10,000 temperature-data

points could-be stored by using one indexed variable. An

indexed variable can be used anywhere a number or a regular

variable can be used. It must always A followed by its index;

which consists df parentheses, around a number or expression.

Thus, T(9) = 4 is a LET statement that assigns 4 to the 9th

'number in the T variable, and B ='T(9) *3 multiplies the 9th

T number by 3 and stores the result in S. The statement

IF T(9) > B (1), THEN 30

goes to instruction 30 if the 9th T is larger than the first B.

The following states the general form for an indexed vari$

able:

_variable. (expression)

That is, any valid BASIC variable may be used as a simple vari-

able or as an indexed variable, but its use must be consistent

within a given program. It is recognized as indexed by the

parentheses that immediately follow pe variable. Any valid

expression that can be evaluated can be within the parentheses:

a number, a variatle, or an expression. Thus, Z9(4), R(A) ,

T(3*I-,1), and R(T(3)-1) can all be vaild indexed variables. In

the last example, the index of R is one less than the value of

the third number in T.

Page 8/M0-07
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DIMENSIONS

The BASIC language must save addresses in which to store

an indexed variable; if 300 readings are going to be stored

in T, BASIC must make room for 300 numbers in memory.

This allocation of memory is done with a DIM statement.

DIM is an abbreViation for "DIMension." The statement

10 DIM T(300)

4

reserves 300 locations for the indexed variable T. The 300

in this example is th dimension of T. Every indexed variable

bust be dimensioned, usi a DIM statement, beipre it is used

inagrogram:

Once a variable appears in . aIM statement, it must always

be indexed. For instance, A an A(3) cannot be used in a pro -

gram A is a simple variable and A(3) is indexed; the same

variable cannot be both

The index of a variable' must be between 0 and the dimen-

1 sion stated in a DIM statement. For,instance, the following

are invalid for T as dimensioned above: T(-1), T(1000), and

T(-30), The program in Table 2 illustrates the use of an
,

indexed variable.

24 0
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TABLE 2. USE OF INDEXED DATA.

10 DIM D(1000),.

20 REM ENTER DATA

30 I =, 0

40 I = I+1

SO PRINT "ENTER DATA POINT", I

60 INPUT D(I) -

70 REM CHECK FOR MORE DATA

80 INPUT "TYPE 0 TO ENTER ANOTHER POINT"; S

90 IF S = 0 THEN 40
.

100 REM 1HE CURRENT I IS THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS

110 N = I

120 REM SEARCH FOR THE MAXIMUM

_130 M = -1E64

140 FOR I = 1 TO N

150 IF D(I) r> M THEN M = D(I)

160 NEXT I

170 REM NORMALIZE DATA BY DIVIDING BY THE MAXIMUM

180 FOR I =. 1 TO N

190 D(I) = D(I)/M

200 NEXT I

The ommand REM is introduced in this program. REM is

an abbrev ation EMark,"'and is used to insert comments

into the rogram,t make it readable. -P,EM commands are ig-

nored by BASIC. It s good practice to tise R4M comments with

longer programs to cla what each section of the program

accomplishes; but, of course,'the program will run without any

REM statements.
V

This program asks the user to enter Up to 1000 data points

Page 10 /MO -07,
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that are stored in D. These points are searched for the

largest data point, then all are divided by this largest

value. This process, called normalizing, results in data

that is proportional to the ofiginal data, but all points'

and less than or equal to 1. The normalized data are also

stared in D. This program is not 'very useful as written - it

is a logical beginning to a longer program that might perform

additional computations on the data or graph the results.

Ilfr

FUNCTIONS

A function rule.that relates two variables. One

simple rule is "take the positive square root." This defines

the square root _function. If this rule is applied-to 9, the

result is 3; thus; 9 and 3 are related through the square

;oat functIon,

''?OI AT OF FUNCTIONS

'BASIC ha; certain built- funCtions. For instance, the

square root funct,n.is called SQR in BASIC. To print the

value of the.square root of 9, type the following command:

-

The compute'r
;0
will resp2nd.by printing ,The general form

-of a functioh in B C as follows:

functionname (expression)
4

The functionname. can be any of those listed in,Table- 3. The

242
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expresion is called:the argument of the function; it can be

any valid BASIC expresiOl.that can be evaluated to,give a

number.

When BASIC encounters a function, it evaluates the func-
.

tion and replaces it with a number.. For instance, SQR(9) be-

-comes 3. This numbet is called the value of the function.

This value can be used anywhere that a number or expression is

allowed in BASIC. Some examples of how ft..._.icriions can'be used

are shown below:'

116

- In a simple LET statement, to set Y to 3:

Y = SQR(9)

In a compound LET statement:

= 6 /SQR(9) +l

As at index:

PRINT RSSQR(9))

-(This assumes R has been dimensioned and, that R(3)

is defined.)

- With a variable argument:

Y = SQR(X)

4 (If the statement X = 16 appeared earlier, then Y

would be given the value 4.)

- With a function argument:

Z = SQR(SQR(16))

TABLE 3. BUIL N BASIC'FUNCTIONS.

INT Takes the integer part of the argument.

RND Generates a random number.

SGN Finds the sign of the argument. This

function is as follows:

-1 if the argument is negative

Page 12/M0-0/
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Table 3. Continued.

0 if the argument is zero

+1 if the argument is positive

ABS Takes the absolute value of the argu-

ment.

SQR Takes the square root of the argument.

SIN Trigonometric ful.pions. All assume

/

COS the argument_i4/1n radians (3600 cor-

TAN responds to 27r or 6.28 rAdians).

OTHER FUNCTIONS

The INT function gives the nearest integer below its
41*

argument. For instance, INT(3.17) is 3; the fraction part,

.17, is dropped. If the argument is already an integer, there

r- is no change. _Thus, INT(37) gives 37.

For negative numbers, IN'll may seem a little peculiar,

since INT(-3.1) gives -4; but this fits the rule, since -4

is the next integer below -3.1.

'The RND function generates a randonrynumber between 0

and 1. A.compUter is actually too predictable to generate

a totally unpredictable number. However, the numbers gen-

erated by RND are random in a statistical sense and, under '

most conditions, impossible to predict. Because they are

almost random, but still reproducible, they are sometimes'

called pseudorandom.

The-RND function requires an argument so BASIC can:re-

cojnize it asia function. However, te valueof the argument

does not matter.

INT and RNDcan be used togfther.to generAte random

I1
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integers withina specified range. Consider the f011owing

statement:
t

Y =1 .4- INT(6*RND(1))

r

RND is given the\argument 1 for simplicity. (Some BASIC

interpreters require RND(0) to be entered.) It returns any

value between '0 and 1. Multiplying this by six gives a random

number beti4een 0 and 6. This fords the argument for the INT s

function, which returns only theinteger part of'the TrraiOln

number. The result is the same as throwing a dice; one of

the integers 1, 2, 3', 4, 5, or 6-will be gene/red at random.

The Guess My Number program can be vastly-improved,by

generating a random number to'guess instead of always ugling

31. The improved program shown in Table 4 generates some

number R 'between 1 and 1000.

TABLE 4. GUESS A NUMBER GUESSING GAME.

10 R = HINT(1000*RND(1))

20: "I AM THINKING OF A NUMBER BETWEEN 1 AND 1000"

30, INPUT "GUESS THE NUMBER"; G

40 IF G=R THEN 80

50 IF G < R THEN PRINT "TOO LOW"

60 IF G-> R THEN PRINT "TOO-HIGH"

70 GOTO 30T

PRINT "CORRECT!"

Page 14/M0-07.
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106
The sign faction SGN is useful in detetimining the

sign of a humber: SGN(X) xeturns -1, if X is negative;

+1, if X-is positive; and 0,,4 if X is zero.

The absolute value function ABS can be used to drop

the minus sign in a number. ABS(X) equals X, if X is' A

positive; but if X is negative, ABS( gives -X epositive

number. For instance; ABS(3) is 3 and ABS(-3) is, -( -3), or

+3. -SQR, as discussed above, 'is the square root function.

,The trigonometric functions SIN, COS, and TAN correspond,

to their usual definitions./Tliis'is illustrated in Figure 1.

If a, b, and c are the lengths of the sides of aright tri-

angle; and Ads the angle -in radians opposite the leg a., the

SIN(A) is the ratio a /c. 'Similarly, COS(A) = b/c., and TAN69

=,a/b. A radian is a measure of angle chosen so that 2n

radians is 360°. Equivalently, Jradian is 57.3', and one

degree is 0.01745 radians.

sin(A)

b-,
cos(A) =

c )

tan(A)

Figure 1.. The Definitions of
Trigonometric-Functions.

III"' -4:

so.

1
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EXAMPLE B FUNCTIONS'IN BASIC.

O

Given: BASIC in immediate mode.

Find: The value of x where:.

X = 3*sin(6r,z) 1

Y = (1/tanCz-r)'- cos(3,rz-1)1

z = 3.4
4

r = 2.71

Note: I x ;s a common shorthand for "the absolute.

value of the expression,x."

,$olution: The equations can be typed almost'as given, but in

the reverse order so they can be evaluated:

R = 2.71

Z = 3.4

Y = ABS((SQR(TAN(Z-R))) - COS (3*R*Z-1))

PRINT 3*SIN(6*Y-Z),..

The result.is 2.98164. If the long expression is

too confusing, it can be evaluated inlpprts by

defining new}...Phefmediate variables:,

4 = TAN(Z-R)

'B=SQR(A)

C = COS(3*R*Z-1)

D = B-C

Y = ABS(D)

.,

4

EXAMPLE C: GRAPHING A FUNCTION.

Given: 'The function Y =-sin(X)cos(20X).

Find: :A` program that will graph this for X from -6 to

6 on the screen.

Solution: Remember that the screen coordinates run from -64

Pager 16/M0-07 b.
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. Example C. Contintied.

to 64 and that the smallest step size is 0.2. If

X runs from -6 to 6, this can be multiplied by

10 to get the horizontal screen coordinate. Then

the graph will almost fill the screen as X goes

from--6 to 6.

The function is evaluated in line 50. Its largest

value will be 1; so Y is multiplied by 45 in line

60 to get the vertical screen coordinate.'

5 SCROLL OFF

10 ERASE

20 PEN UP

30 FOR\I = -600 to 600 .

4°0 X = 0.01*I

50 Y =,SIN(X)*C°S(20*.X)

60 JUMP TO 10.*Xy 45*Y

70'PEN DOWN

80 NEXT X

SUBROUTINES

A subroutine is part of a program that accomplishes a

spetifio task that may be needed at more than one point in a

program. Figure 2 illustrates this concept. When the main

program reaches point A, a particular job must be done, such

as calculating a special function oridrewing a figure. This

job is accomplished in .a subroutine starting at C. When the

subroutine reaches D, it is finished and should return to A

so the main program can continue.

Cr,
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MAIN PROGRAM

GM-

/

Slk/S14/
g

SUBROUTINE
C

\ ,/
\,

e;7

/

D

Figure 2. .Execution Flow of a Program
Calling a Subroutine Twice.

When the main program reaches B, the subroutine is needed

again; so. control is again passed to C. This time, when D is

reached, control should return to B so the main-program can

continue where it left off this time.

Subroutines require twLnew BASIC instrUctionsl GOSUB to

go to the subroutine and RETURN:to mark its'end.

The act of. passing control to a subroutine is named,a

call. In BASIC, subroutines ai-e "called" with the following

instruction:

GOSUB N

N is the line number at the beginning of the subroutine. N'

can bean expression if its value is a line number.

Page 18/M0-07,
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The'subroutine starts at N and ends with the special

instruction RETURN. RETURN instructs BASIC to go. back to

the calling program and resume executing the instruction

following the GOSUB instruction.

Subroutines should not be at the beginning of a program.

As a result, they are usually given large line numbers so

they will follow the main program, as in the ex mple below

(line 1000 was chosen):

With t subroutine following the main p ogram, there

must be a way to tell BASIC. where to stop. 'W.th no-end

indication, BASIC will continue beyond the e d of the main

program and start executing the subroutine as though it were

more of the main program. When BASIC encounters a RETURN

statement, it will know something is wrong because there is

nowhere to return. It will stop and print out "CONTROL

STACK ERROR".

To alleviate these problems, there is an instruction

`STOP which marks the end ofthe main program and tells BASIC

to stop.

The following is a subroutine that can draw a.square of

size L:

1000 PEN DOWN

1010-FOR I = 1 TO.4

1020 MOVE, L

1030 TURN 90

1040' NEXT I .

1050 PEN UP

1060 RETURN

This subroutine might be' sed in the following main pro- 1

gram to draw two concentric squares:

4

250
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4

10 PEN UP

20 HOME

30 EkASE

40 L = 20

50 GOSUMB 1000

60-JUMP TO -10,-10

70 L = 40

80 GOSUB 1000

90 STOP -.

InstruCtion 40 sets the square size to 20. The instruc-

tion with line number 40 calls the subroutine, which draws the.

square. Then the turtle' is moved to the start of the next

square and the square size is set at 40. That square is drawn

with the subroutine call in line 80.

EXAMPLE D: ARCOS SUBROUTINE.

Given: The subroutine below that calculates the Value of

a fraction is known as the inverse cosine (arcos).

This subroutine was needed in the solar collector

program in Module MO-.05.

1000 REM THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES ARCOS(X)

. 1010 REM THE VALUE IS RETURNED IN Y

1020 IF X > 1 THEN 1130

1030 IF X < THEN 1130

1040 IF X = 1 THEN 1150

1050 IF X = -1 THEN 1170

1060 IF X > 0.5 THEN Y = SQR(2*(1-X)

1070 IF X < -0.5 THEN Y = 3.1416-SQR(2*(1+N)

1080'Y = 1.5708*(1-X)

Page 20/MO -07 251
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Example D. Continued.,

1090 D = COS(Y)-X

1100 IF D <0.001 THEN RETURN

1110 Y = Y-D/SIN(Y)

1120 GOTO 1090

1130 :"ARGUMENT OF ARCOS OUT OF RANGE"

114-0-RETURN

1150 Y =0

1160 RETURN

1170 Y= 3.1416

1180 RETURN

Find: Write a program that asks for a number -and prints

the inverse cosine of that number.

Solution: The main program asks for the argument in line 10,

calculates the dnverse in line 20 and prints the

result in line 30. The subroutine must follow

this program; so line 40 is needed to stop execu-

tion.

-10 INPUT "GIVE ARGUMENT FOR THE
0
INVERSE FUNCTION": X

20-GOSUB 1000

30 PRINT.'"THE INVERSE COSINE OF": X, "IS ": Y

40STOP

252
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EXERCISES

Suppose X and Y are both indexed variables, each contain-

ing aoo values that correspond to the x, y screen coordi-

nates of 100 points that is to be graphed. Write a pro-

gram that draws a graph that consists of a line connect-

ing successive points - in order - from the first to the

last.

2. Determine the effect of each'of the following programs:

a. 10 FOR I = 0 to 2 STEP 0.1

20 JUMP TO 10*I, I*I*I

30 NEXT I

b. 10 DIM X (10)

20 FOR I = 1 TO 10

30 X(I) = I SQR(I)

40 NEXT I

LABORATORY MATERIALS

A4disk-bated microcomputer CP/M and BASIC.

1 full-size floppy disk'.

MO-07/Page 23
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

J.

1. Enter and run GUESS.

GUESS, the number-guessing program listed in Table

4 illustrated conditional statements and functions.

Enter it into the computer, run it and save it on the

disk.

2. Modify GUESS.

GUESS is fairly simple as it is written. Modify

it in the following ways:

a. It prints "CLOSE" if the guess is wrong but

within 3 of the correct value. -

b. The range of possible numbers is 1 to 100 instead

of 1 to 1000.

c. The program starts over with a new random number after

it is played o ce. Record the complete programs in

the Data Tab e.

3. Gra h functiOns

Example contains a convenient graphing program.

Enter an ecute the program as written. Name it GRA ?H

and save it: Describe the output on the screen.

Now use the ideas in that program to graph other'

functions. The range of X Values is set in line 30.'

The function is evaluated in line 40. These values cannOt.
,

be graphed directly, however, because the screen coordi-

nates are fixed. Line 50 multiplies the X and Y values'

so they fill up the screen. To see the importance of

this, 'try running the program by just plotting the X and

Y values diiectly. This can be done in the program by

substituting the following line:

tt. Page -24/M0-07

50 JUMP TO X,Y
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Describe the results of running this program as modified.

Describe the effect of running the program with the fol-
.

lowing inserted:

50 JUMP TO 5*X + 30:20* Y + 20

The multipliers 10 and 45 used in the original fine 50

were chosen to fit the needs of the function graphed.

To graph other funciions, other multipliers may be needed.

The constants 30 and 20 in the last example move the

graph on the TV. These call be used to move a graph if the

origin of the graph is.not wanted in the center Of the'screen.

Graph each of the following functions so that the screen

is filled.' Record the program and describe the results in

Data Table.

Y
SIN(X) for X between -6 and 6

Y = 1+COS(X) for X between -6 and 6

-Y = SQR(X), for X between 0 and 10

4. Use the autdscaling graphing program.

The problems encountered above (iodifying the

program to fill the screen) can be Solved automatically

using the AGRAPH an automatic scaling graphing program.

Ldad AGRAPH from the master disk and store it on,your

disk. AGRAPH is in BASIC,' so load BASIC.and.call for

AGRAPH as an old program.

When run, the program is\elf explanatory. Run it
. / ..

for X between 0 and 10 and describe the function it

graphs. .

t \..

To change,graphs, the function must be changed.

The function Is at line 300. Any statement that deter-

M0 -07 /Page 25
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... I c

mines H, the height or Y coordinate; in terms of X can

be used.

Change line 300 to graph functions:

...

k

H= COS(X) + COS(2X) + COS(3X)

for X between -3 and 3

1

1.1 (X-4)2 + 0.1

for X between2 and 6

. ,

Describe the results seen on -the TV screen.

\

a

o

4
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`*""' ---77

DATA TABLE

14
DATA TABLE

STEP 2: GUESS

Results of run: Number chosen <' Number of guesses

required-, ---

Modifications:

1. To print CLOSE:

2. To change the range:

3. To continue playing:

STEP 3: GRAPHING
,

Describe the result of running GRAPH:

Describe the results when line 50 is 50 JUMP TO X,Y:

Explain why this is seen:

Describe the results with 50 JUMP TO 5*X+30, 20 *Y +20:

Explain:

'Sketch the graph of the following functions:

. SIN(X)
X

-6 < X < 6

257
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...

.

Data Table. Continued.' ,

1+COS(X

-6 < X "< 6

Y = SQR(X)

0 < X < 10. )

STEP 4: AGRAPH

Sketch of graph as supplied:

What function is tthis?

a

Sketch of:

H =COSX + cos 2X,

+COS 3X

-3 < 'X < 3

Sketch of:

H
1

-' (X-4)2 + 0.1

2 < X
"1/4

5 6
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